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The present thesis is a study of hitherto neilected
aspeots cf the work of the English poet and dramatist
Thomas Lovell Beddoes (1803-184S). Hie major work,
~eath'e ~~, was written in Germany; the adult
yeare of his life were spent in this country and in ~wit­
zerland, and the literature and thought of the ~erman
writers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies influenced the treatment and the plot of Death's
Jest Book.
--
Beddoee received little or no recognition in hie
lifetime and not all the facts about hie years on the
Continent have yet been discovered. The Introduction
therefore 1s devoted to eetabliching the sources for
biographical and textual matterp..
Part One is biographical: a discussion of the life
of the poet, his early works, and of the origin of the
problems which led him to begin the writing of Death's
Jest Book,a play whose development through twenty years
of Writing and revision is inseparable from that of its
author. Hie later political career and Buicide are
treated in less detail.
Part Two 1s devoted to a new interpretation of
Death's Jest Book in terme of four main themes. The
...;;;,.;;.;.;;;;;:...... - -
first two sections, A and B, discuss the source of the
plot, its conr:ect1ons with the English revenge drama,
and the later revisions of the play which are an index
of the changes in the poet's view of life. Section C
concerns the themes of folly, rev~nge ~nd pow~r 8nd
liberty, whose development ie inextricable from the plot,
and the theme of death, associated with the motif of the
Dance of Death, is treated Bepar(1.tely from page 86 on-
warde.
Part Three attempts to evaluate the nature and ex-
tent of the German influence in the play in the four
categories named in the Contents. The first discusses
the general concept of irony, demonstrates ~eddoee' uee
of Urarnatic Irony, and defines the tlerman concept of
Romantic Irony, derived by Beddoes from three Rources
and adapted to the demands of hie play. The summary
of this pection p.ndeavoure to answer F.'ome cf the ques-
tions posed by fart Two C's di~cuFsion of the play,
mainly that of its unity or lack of it. Three.B dis-
cusses the influence of Novalis's theory of Magic Ideal-
ism on two paBB~eB of the play and aes.ociated matters;
Three C is concerned with specific sections of the play
which mayor may not have been influenced by the work~
of ~erman wr1ter~, mainly Goethe, Schiller und T1eck,
and endeavours to establi~h the ~eneral nature of this
influence; Three D concerns the c vereion of Act 1 of
the play ~nd its relation to the German chroniole form,
concluding with a word on linguistio axim•••• influence
to be detected in the language of the play,
The Conclue1on attempts to sum up the findinge of
the preceding two sectione and relates Beddoee' work to
the more general problema of the Romantic movement as
a perspective of judgment.
Thomas Lovell Beddoee l1803 - 184Sl is a poet whose
comparative obscurity is owed, not to a lack of poetic
insight, but to a combinetion of circumstances which
might hf:J.ve consigned him to oblivion altogether but
for the efforts of friends find E'jdmirers to bring hie
name Bnd works before the public. hot unjustifiably
he has been likened to Rimbaud: his talents came to
e/;J.rly flower, and in 1822, at the age of nineteen, he
publiehed a play which received critical acclaim.
This was ~ Brides' Tragedy. In a dramatically barren
age it was seen ae the first product of a new geniue,
but a brilliant future was not to be. Beddoee depart-
ed for Germany to Ftudy medicine and published nothing
furthp.r in England. He did not give up literary pursuits
however. He Atudied German literature a.nd all the allied
philosophy and thecry of the German Romantic veriod
a.nd spent much time in the compoaition of the monumental
Death'e ~~, a drama which fer varicuB reasons
W(~B never completed. Hie mature work compr-Lse s very
little, mostly lyric poetry which he inoorporated into
Denth'e~~ and wrote whenever inspiration divert-
ed him from the political caupes he espoused in the last
two decades of his life.
In time, Beddoee' work falls into the period after
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the death of Keats and ::Shelley; Ii tera,ry hifltcriane
place him beside Darley and Hoed. In spirit, it con-
tains a little of the Jacobeans, of the Gothic scho01,
of the grotesque and fanciful which is associated with
certain German writers, notably Tieck, and much besides,
transmuted into pure Beddoes by the particular quality
and pre occuj.at t ons of his enquiring mind. He wrote in
virtual isolation and from the beginning struggled with
an inner problem which is the subject of all hie work
and the reason for many of its deficiencies. Cast in
the objective dramatic form yet patently subjective,
hie writing traces the progress of hie struggle and
underlines the tragic ambivalence of the victory which
ultima,tely destroyed him. There is little doubt that
Beddoes died a suicide, thcugh the actual circumstances
of hie de~th are obscure.
Hie political activitie~ earn him a minor position
in the history of the peried; hie literary activities
are only knowm through the interest of a few friends in
England, the chief of them Themes Forbes Kel~all, addresl?e~
of most of Beddoee' infrequent letters. By him was pre-
served the work Beddoes himself underrated, and which he,
Kelsall, perhaps overrated.
We approach Beddoee' work through a mass of mis-
understanding and conjecture which falsifies a great deal
that has been written about the poet and hie creations,
and in this case they are inseparable. It is necessary,
therefore, to give a brief outline of the textual and
bi0graphical sources before attempting any critical an-
aly~iB of Beddoee' work.
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'1'hE" will found by Beddocs' deathbed in the ho spfta.l
at Basle appointed as literary execut0r his friend
Thomas Forbes Kelsall, a solicitor. Thus into Kelsall's
hands pasBed a mass of unedited manuscripts, comprising
Death's~~ in three versions, lyrics, poetic
fragment~ and some prose tales with verses. Beddoes'
letters had included copies of a few poems, and he had
submitted an early copy of Death's Jest Book to Kelsall
twenty years before in an unsucccs8ful attempt to gain
publication. Now Kelsall wished to edit and publish
these manuscripts, but the circumstances of Beddoes'
death, which were not made public for forty yea~e, and
the irregular nature of hie life and beliefs, caused
his i~ediate family to oppose publication of the manus-
cripts they viewed with suspicion. In 1850, however,
an anonymous version of Death's Jest Book with certain
cuts and revisions l appeared, fo~ed by a selection of
other poems in 1851, this time in the poet's name.
Henry Beddoes, the poet's you~er brother, had in the
meo.ntime read Death' s~~ and found no cause for
alarm.
In 1858 Beddoes' cousin Zoe King visited Switzer-
land and met several people who had known the poet in
his last monthe. These included the physicians who had
attended him, hie friend Degen, and a waiter at the hotel
where he had lodged. Ten years after his death the fact
of Beddoee' suicide by poison became known to hie clo~eet
friendA as distinct from hie immediate family, yet it
continued to be a closely guarded secret. There had,
of couree, been speculation. Revell Phillips believed
the attitude of Henry Beddoee indicated insanity or
3
suicide, though the poet's radicalism and irregular life
WtiS a credible reason for it.
In 1867 Kelsall sent the manuscripts to Robert
Browning who was to give an opiniom on the unpublished
pections. No complete edition of Beddoes' work had
yet appeared; critical writing on Beddoes was limited
to reviews of his books and Kelsall's own memoir, to
which later biographers are greatly indebted. 2 This
was included in his own edition. Kelsall had been 8,t
pains to collect or copy all Beddoes' writings, the letters
he had received and many from other hands which directly
c"ncerned the poet'e life and work. 3 The fate of these
manuscripts is unknown beyond a certain point. The
famous box containing them, the "Browning Box", remained
in Italy with Browning's son and disappeared after the
latter's death. The manuecripte had been beque~thed to
Browning by Kelsall, and Mrs. Kelsall accompanied them
with the startling information of Beddo€s' suicide.
This caused Browning to defer the task of editing the
work~, thcugh finally he enlisted the aid of Goese who
produced the long awaited edition. The version of
Death'e Jeet Bock was that of Kelsall's 1850 text, and
the varir~~ texts we possess today are owed to copies
made by Kelsall and a later admirer, James Dykes Camp-
bell, who copied almost all in the box. One notable
~xception ip the collection of prose talBs intended for
the volum~ The Ivory ~: only fragmentary paeaage8
wer~ ~epmed worthy of preservation.
Gosse's two volume edition of the works of Thomas
Lovell Beddoes a ppeared4in l8S,O and l8~;4, followed by a
second edition in 1~28. In l~ 07 Hamsay OoLl.es edited
4
the works for the Muses Library eerie? Only at this
late date, forty years and more after the poet's death,
did his writing become accessible to the public in a
more or lese complete form with biographical acccunts,
thrugh the se were not satisfactory. The sources of
knowledge of Beddoes' life in Germany were almost entire-
ly restricted to hie own letters and what his family &nd
friends learnt after hie death; added to these were the
inaocuracies perpetrated by Gosse and generally accepted
during the next forty yeare. 5
l'erhapFi the age which has almost unanimously recog-
ni8ed the greatness of John Donne and the German Baroque
poetp, WU8 to a lesser degree beet ~uited to appreciate
the mind and art of Thomas Lovell Beddoes, repellent
and incomprehenFible as much of his writing seemed to
those contemporaries who knew it. 6 Critical analysis,
e s c pj.o ce d to fupArficial and for the most par-t uncrit-
ical reviews, W[lS at last possible, thcugb few full
length ~tudies have appeared.
The first two were both the work of German criticF,
Alwin FeIJer'? in lSl4 and Grete ~oldauer'p in IS24.
Neither attempts a comparative ~tudy of Beddoee and their
own nat t one.L literature, thihugh Moldauer'fl work corrt.aLne
r-c f(-!renc€e to Romantic Irony. The first compar-s.t tve
study, an article entitled Beddoes and ~ Continental
Rcmantici,te by Frederick Pierce (1~21), has Rtrange
om1S810n~ and startling conclup,ions. In IS28 appeared
Th0msE> Lovell Beddoee, Eccentric and l'oet, by an American,
Royall H. Snow, whd ch touchefl on a great many important
ieeuee while being too short to be satisfactory.
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In 1~35 what may be connldpred the dpfinltive work
on Beddo~e was finally produced by H.W.Donner, who~e
services to the poet rank second only to Kelsall'~.
Three books in all appeared: a complete edition of the
works with copious and invaluable notes, owing something
to the German researches of C.A.Weber who authenticated
,
the polit~cal poetry and speeches published anonymously
or over the initial B. in the German and Swis~ prese8 ;
u critical biography containing much new information;
and, collected under the title The Browning ~,
letters written to and about Beddoee prior to 18~O,
with valuable information about the poet and hie manu.~r
scripts. As a result of these books and Weber'~ much
that has been obscure o~ unknown was clarified. The
var10rum texts of Death's ~~, called by Donner
ct ~ end ~ are now avut LabLe , The last contains only an
expanded Act 1, part of a larger revi~ion never com-
e
pleted.
These AtudiflF form at once an end point and a basis
on which to proceed to u more detailed analysis of
~~pects of Beddoes' work, particularly of his contact
with German literature which began before he left Eng-
land. There has been no comprehensive evaluation of
its influenoe in hie work after 1825, nor of the affin-
ities he felt for G~rman thcught as a result of hi~ own
preoccupations; and this in spite of the concrete evid-
ence of hie own reading taken in conjunction with the
comments made in letters at the time when his beliefs
wpre undergoing changes of a deep and potentially des-
tructive nature. The present etudy is written in an
attempt to examine Beddoes the poet of Death and «tKr
determine the nature of these connections and their
6
eignific&nce: to recreate the man ~nd trace the impul-
ses that led him to write as he did a s~rie8 of unfinished
dramaA of which the last, Death's Jest ~, became
through a combination of circumAtances his life'~ work
and the mirror of his development.
l'lotes
1 The cuts include many of the pro~e passages,
particularly those concerning Mandrake; Act 11
scene i; the bawdy songe of 1, iv, c verAlon
not pUblished by any early editor. The revis-
ions include the placement of "As sudden thun-
der" at the end of IV, ii, where it is ob-
viously out of place, despite the use of the
varia.nt of the penultimate line, "we buried,
dea.d and slain" found in the letterto Kelsall
of May 16 1831.
2 Among other things he obtained a !!1E'moir of
Beddoes ae a schoolboy from his fag, C.D.
Bevan. This illuminating and often quoted
document helps to fill in a sparsely documen-
ted period. Moet of the information about
Beddoes as a boy is more anecdotal than use-
ful.
3 0ee p.6 below. A ~reat many critics, Gasee
in particular, would have done well to read
clopely Zoe King's letter of August 1858 in
which she describes her visit to Degen.
It C0ntradicto Gosse's acccunt of the rel-
ation~hip and faloifien the ba~ic aSAumption~
of such writers as John Heath Stubbs and Hiram
Kellogg Johnston - see bibliography.
4 'l'he edition was set up by Jack Idndaay , who
waB responsible for the rather arty rltrmat and
the Holbein illustra.tions.
5 Gosse states that Beddoes hired a theatre to
1
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N.B.
present his friend Degen as Hotapur in HenEY IV
as the result of a homosexual infatuation. --
In actual fact Beddoee did hire a theatre to
present this play: in 1838. He himself
played Hotspur, but he seeme to have been in-
~pired in the first place by the discovery of
an immensely fat German whom he further fat-
tened up and presented as Falstaff. The reet
of the cast were professionals. (See Donner,
Thomas Lovell Beddoee , the ~aking of a lcet,
p.312) This is a charaeterlstlcaIIy-Bea=-
doeeian joke, and requires no tenucus jus-
tification, as it is fact, not 8urmipe.
Kelsall's attitude to the paesages he omitted
and othere were shared by other friends. A
ccmprcheneive critical view explains and in-
corporates them more than adequately, but such
wae not po s eLbLe Bt the time.
He makes nc reference to Tieck, to whom the
letters refer frequently; if he excludes this
writer on the basis of hie affiliations with
the AUfkl~rung, it is difficult to jU8tify
the inclu~ion of Goethe in hip 118t of writerp.
Bristols Bedeutung fUr die en!liPChe Homantik
~ dIe ,deutech-engllicne-Bez ehungen (Halle
Saale, ~ax NIemeyer Verlag, 1?35), pp.211 ff.
Not all the fucts e,boy,t Beddoee have yet come
tr light: two collections of Urs. Beddoee'
lettere have been discovered in the last fifteen
ye,.,rs and have upset acce p'te d attitudes.
lrofessor Donner has aleo produced a recent
article (IS62 - see bibliog.', which contributes
a few new pointe to the ptudy of Beddoee. and
some ncw (Jerman letters have a1eo f.tppp.ared.
There iA no reason to believe that this is
the end of such discoveries.
The three variorum texts will henceforward be
known for reaeone of convenience by the English
letters 8,b and c. Where a and b are identical,
the compo~ite term ab wil~be used.
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Par-t One
THE LIFE AND "ORKS OF THOMAS LOVFLl BEDDOES
A. 1803 - 1825: England
HerE"dity and environment: these ure the key-words
of the r~tional-scientific approach of a pre-FrE"udian
age to the examination of social phenomena. In the
caBe of Thomas Lovell Beddoee it is instructive to
apply these criteria to his early years and trace the
extent to which each contributed to the final product,
the poet, and his writings.
Beddoes was the seccnd cf four childrenl of a
marriage between Dr. Thomas Beddoes, famous in his life-
time as a man of science, a thinker and a rationalist,
and Anna Edgeworth, daughter of the noted rationalist
and educator Richard Lovell Edgeworth and sister of the
novelist Maria. Biographers2 have noted the amazing
similarities between the careers of father and son
which are not to be discounted cn the grounds that the
poet's father died in December 1808, Beddoes being five
and a half yeurs old at the time. 3
Thomas Beddoes distinguished himself amC'ng his Eur-
opean contemporaries for the power and originality of
his ideas. A medical graduate of London and Edinburgh,
he was a reader in chemistry at Oxford from 1786 to l7S2.
While there he made a plea to the ~odleian library for
the inclu8ion of German works of medicine, law and
philosophy; ha was among the first in England to know
and appreciate the works of Kant, and Kant in turn was
acquainted with the work of Dr. Beddoes. 4 His career
at Oxford came to an end as a result of too great a zeal
for the French Revolution. Shortly afterwards he
married and settled in Bristol, taking part in political
life and practising medicine. Two of his friends were
Coleridge and Southey; Dr. Beddoes too wrote poetry,
and a mind akin to his son's found the Elizabethan mode
congenial. His works survive today. They have none
of the sense of emotional necessity to be found in his
son's poetry.5 Dr. Beddoes was first and foremost a
rationalist and this aspect underlies the theories and
practices for which he became known as an eccentric. 6
Thomas Lovell Beddoes waF born on June 30th 1803
at Clifton, near Bristol. From the highest of motives,
Dr. Beddoes endeavoured tm put into practice in the up-
bringing of his children enlightened and humanistic
ideas of education gleaned from Rousseau and Montessori.
Their one-sidedness may throw doubt on his wisdom, but
his sincerity is unquestionable. In an age that devour-
ed Gothic tales of wonder and regarded Germany as the
home of Lenore, Horrid Mysteries and the dramas of Kot-
zebue?, he banned the reading of fairytales and similar
imaginative nrnsense and instead approached the facts of
life intellectually. He appreciated the difficulties
of imp~rting to the young a proper attitude to sex and
the human body and devised a method which, he consider-
ed, would inculcate a proper respect for the seriousness
and naturalness of Euch matters. This, in fact, w~s to
dissect for the edification of his children the dead
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bodies of lower animals, exposing their ergans fer in-
spection. Critics as~ume almost unanimoup,ly that this
made an impression on the y(hung Themas, and clearly the
memory of this early experience returnp.d to him on
later occasicns in the form of poetic impulse 8 and in
less tangible ways. There was an anti-rationalistic
streak in Thomas Lovell Beddoes, inherited perhaps from
t-his imaginative and unstable mother.- Unfortunately
the (nly psychiatric stUdy cf the poet is marred by its
insistence on the clinical aspect of Beddoes as an isol-
ated "specimen", and is a monument to the futility and
indeed the dangers of such an approach. l O
Beddoes was educated like his father at Charter-
hcuse schooll l where he came into contact with imagin-
ative literature from the Greeks and Shakespeare to the
worke cf living writers. He showed interest in the
drama and began to write during this peried, producing
prolifically and precociously.
Some of his writing from thifl period flurvives,
and the memoir written by Charles Dacre: Bevan, his fag,
mentions at least «ne lost work .12 His sole ' £
surviving prose work, letters and fragments apart,
dates frem his schooldays. This is Scaroni, in which
it is difficult to 1istinguish what is Beddoes and
what belongs to the tri::di tional trap~,ing8 of the tale ott
terror. We find the background cf the Crusa.des, the
Italianate names, tales within the tale, the "mysterious
cave" of the sub-title, fretid and infested, burlesque
humour , and a pact between two sisters ~ that of
Wolfram and Melveric in Death's Jest Book. This last
--
is not the cnly element that survives and persists.
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The 8ame ingredients are blended in the first publiFhed
work of Beddoec, The Improvisatore, three verse tales
within a locse framework. In fact the preoccupation
with death and its more horrible accoutrements ie taken
to be an expression of Beddoes' neurotic and possibly
ineane mind, but this assumption oversimplifies the
problem. Undoubtedly the beginnings were innocent
enough. 13
Scaroni (unpubliAhed) and The Improvisatore (written
181S, ~ubli8hed 1821) were not written in a vacuum. They
were two early efforts of an impressionable adole8cent
in contact with the popular literature of hie day and
extremely susceptible to literary example. There i8
no doubt that Beddoee favoured the morbid but this does
not represent the total extant work of the :irst period,
nor is it at variance with certain type~ of literary
fashion. The long unfinished poem Alfarabi er The
vorld Maker contains motif~ Beddoe~ later developed:
the viRion of chaoe from which Alfarabi crpates a world
specifically contrasted to the earth, the theme of am-
bition, and an aerial flight. 14 It is significant to
note that when Alfarabi seee in his flight viRions of
evil they are
The blood choaked curse of him who dies in bed
By torchlight, with a dagger in his heart;
The parricidal and incestuous laugh;
And the last cries of these whom devils hale
Quick into hell.
(11.-.·91-5)
This passage would seem to be influenced by the horrore
of Elizabethan and Jacobean dramas as distinct from the
more "mode rn" Gothic type of the other two works .15
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AF a contrast, the content~ of the rohort poems such ae
"A New Born star", "The Comet" and the QURtorzains
printed with The Improvisatore seem to indicate experim-
entation with other modele which he later discarded or
modified to 8uit hi~ predominant mode.
Donner ~tate8 that "From the very beginning Beddoes'
muse seems to be wedded to a corpse and loving it,,16,
yet in the early 8tage~ he seems only to have engaged in
a flirtation which gradually revealed its insidious nacure.
The horrors he depicted in his most notorious works, those
regarded by some as characteristic, were not his own in-
ventions. It has been suggested l ? , apparently correctly,
that his early familiarity with the dismembered animal
body combined with his fanciful poetic imagination
cau~ed him to write of death in a manner unacceptable to
others. The most outstanding example comes from this
youthful period: the description rf the battlefield in
the opening stanza of Leopold. It Feems feasible that
in adopting the tale of terror as a model he stimulated
his mind to recnll early memories which may have receded
into the subconscious mind after his father's death and
the cessation of the demonstrations, though, as will be
I
seen, it was only after his mother's death that the most
destructive ide~8 began to emerge.
The bones and snakAs (Johnston's " phallic objects")
which he depicted within his charnel houees and caverns
were equally part of tradition, and Beddoes' ch0iee of
imagep doee n0t neces!1arily Sugbest any subjective in-
vclvement. In this earliest period also he gives ex-
amples of his ir.ability to depict love scenes between
living beings, a fault which persists. Rodolph, in
13
the second fytte of The Improvisatore embrace~ the queen
of beauty and finds himself helding a skull in a charnel
18h0u~e. This may be merely the expedient device of
a young man who had had little experience of women and
1'-
a ~trange home life. ~ Physical love was an unknown
quantity and he strove with increasing strictness in
hip writing to negate any tensdency to sentiment. An
examination of the further development of the same inter-
related love-death theme in The Brides' Tragedy in the
next period may be illuminating.
Te· sum up the ebrliest works of Beddoes it may be
said that we find already the first expression of motifs
which were to be developed in his later work: the f8A-
cinated dalliance with thoughts of deoth and horror,
the implicit admiration for the power of the mind as ex-
preseed in Alfarabi, and the ambivalent attitude to love
a~ natural ypt to be thwarted by death or, perhaps, as
courting death in its physical aspects. Implicit aleo
in the e~rly poems i8 a negation of the fruitful aspects
of life, friendship and love, which Beddoes' own con-
fessed shyness allowed to become obsessive in later years,
The Brides' Tragedy is hie next significant work,
the rnly ~lay to be published in his lifetime.
In April 1820 Beddoes entered Pembroke College at
Oxford, his father's old college, and in the following
March The Improvisatore and other poems was published.
Beddoes soon regretted this step and destroyed all the
copies he could lay hie hands on, leaving his friends
with the disembowelled covers and posterity with 80me
five or six cf the original edition. However new in-
14
spiration poen came to him.
In the copy of the Oxford University and City Herald
of March 24th 1821 containing a review of his new public-
ation appeared a ballad entitled "Lucy" and a memoir of
local interest. Both tell the story of Lucy, the
beautiful daughter of a manciple of the universitY,who is
secretly wooed and subsequently married by an undergrad-
uate. When the vacation cornea he leaves the univ~reity
and moves among those of his own social stHnding. Here
he comes to the notice of a nobleman and his daughter.
Ambition seizefl him and he for~see8 a brilli&nt future,
to which the only bar is his secret wife. He returns ~o
Oxford at night and murders Lucy. This dene, he marries
the ncblewornan, but no e8rthly retributirn follows and
the stcry emerges on his deathbed where the author of
the ballad allegedly receives the confessicn. 20
This was yromising material for a tragedy though
Beddoes proceeded to cre~te the most elaborate plot
round the basic story.2l Much he changed. The young
man becocnes Hesperus, his unfortunate brides are Floribel
and Olivia. 'l'he names and. setting alike atte at to the
\1Il~yrian" Kl!xtixg tradition of the Elizabethan and Jac-
obean play; this was the form Beddoes' inclination led
him to adopt. Hesperus's crime is revealed almost
t natant.ane oua Iy fer the purpose of drama, thcugh a hint
of this possibility is also contained in the memoir.
The most interesting change is in Hesperus's motiv-
at Lcn , flrhcreas the original figure had been inspired
by ambiticn, Hesperus is at the mercy of two forces:
external pressure frem his father who is in debt to
15
Llivia's brother, and his own je&lousy of Floribel
which, though introduced &s early as 1 i 2~ seems al-
most 88 neurotic as that of the narrator of Browning's
~ Lest Duchess. Here Beddoes prefers the more com-
mon themes of filial duty and jealousy to the less
sympathetic cne (,f ambition, yet in Death's Jest Bock
he depicts a character driven by this very ferce, the
jester Iebr&nd, who overshadows every other figure in
the power of his portrayal. Yet the virtually dehuman-
ised figure of Isbrand, even in an early version, would
have distrrted the whole conception of The Brides'
Tragedy, and Beddoes had not then attained to the despair
which produced him. It ±j is probable also that Beddoes
did net understand the worldly type of ambition o. the
original of Hesperus; his writings and his own chosen
way of life prove as much.
Hesperus is a weak character by Elizabethan stan-
dards. He is crippled in his portrayal as a tragic
criminal by the Romantic convention which did not allow
the murderers of the "Elizabethan Revival" to act in full
consciousness of their deed; there is always a suggestion
of temporary madness. Such an explanation is given by
Hesperus's father, 11 iv 19_28. 22 In fact he has not
the substance necessary to the hero of a tragedy. His
longer speeches like those of Act~l scene iv which con-
cludes as a long soliloquy leaning he av t Iy on the
dagger scene frem Macbeth23express a passion which ill
accords with his inability to assume responsibility for
his actions and with the melanchclic nature which makes
him undergo an ~nnecessary and therefore artificially
motiva.ted fate. A word to Lord Ernest of his marriage
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would have absolved him from all need to plot and murder.
Thus pas~ion becomes hysteria, and the play has nc real
catharsis brcught about by a sense of tragic inevitabil-
ity. Yet the critics saw its merits and the potential
of the poet who at nineteen had an amazing grasp of
dramatic blank verse 24and the ability to write lyrics
of the order of "Poor old pilgrim Miseryn.
Within the larger perspective of Beddoes' develop-
ment we see for the first time in this play the theme of
a love uniou which can only be achieved in or through
death ae distinct from one which bringe death or madness
in each of the three fyttes of The Improvisatore. The
latter theme recurs in The Romance of the Lily(1823)
together with that of murder committed during a period
of mental dislocation, but the former can be found in
later works: in "The Ghosts' Mocnshine n15, in the
union of Wolfram and Sibylla in Death's Jest Book, and
- 26in a symb"lic form in "Pygmalion", to give three examples.
However in The Brides' Tragedy the idea is neither as
fully developed nor the wooing as arbitrary as it later
becomes. Hesperus woos Olivia in these terms:
Then thou shalt be mine own; but net till dea.th ••••
Though madness rule our thoughts, despair our hearts,
And misery live with us, and misery talk,
Our guest all day, our bedfellow all night;
No matter, all no matter.
For when rur souls are born then will we wed;
Our dust shall mix and grow into one stalk,
Our breaths shall make one perfume in one bud,
Our blushes meet each other in a rose ••••
We're nearer to our bridal sheets of lead •••
By twenty minutes' talk.
(11 iii 63-110)
A strange wooing indeed, yet redeemed by the mystery
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c f a un i on with and in nature furthpr to be fnund in
Dtaneme 's Death Scene, a fragment of The Ilast Man, and
in the line
Turning to daf.s Le s gently in the grave
("Death Sweet")
In the human situation of the play the sentiments are
les~ artificial than they might seem. Hesperus at this
point still has a wife whom he has won in the normal way,
and he has not yet come to a decisicn to murder Floribel
and achieve an e~rthly union with Olivia. The language
betrays not so much a fascination with the idea of death
as with that of becoming part of nature: the emotive
force of the passage in its entirety reveals a pantheism
rather than a fear cf life, or of death. There are no
graveworms in this vision, though Hesperus has a misan-
thrrpic side which he has revealed in 1 iii 115f., and
this kind of writing predominates in Death's Jest Book
where there is no strict plot to be served. Some ex-
tprnal circu.mstance turned Beddoe s t r-revocabIy towards
this view of life while his mind was still malleable,
but this first crisis was still more than a year away.
The publication of The Brides' Tragedy brought
Beddoes' name before two cf the leading poets of hifl
day: George Darley, who reviewed the play in the London
Magazine under the pseudonym John Lacy, and Bryan Waller
27Procter, who subsequently became one of Beddoes' few
close friends. 28 Beddoes had neglected his studies in
2(;
the service of poetry and friendship,~and when in the
summer of 1823 he resolved upon intensive study to make
gord the deficit, Procter furnished him with a letter of
introduction to a young lawyer in Sruthampton named
Thomas Forbes Kelsall. Kelsall found the young poet
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a congenial and witty comp8nion and immediatp.ly realised
the -iuality (,f his wofrk , At this time Beddoes was
writing much and destroying most of it in his search for
truth; thi8 was a source of regret to Kelsall, who
jealously guarded manuscripts BeddoE'S left with him in
1825 on leaving for Germany, thus beginning a lifetime
c f Ae rv Lce to his name. If Beddoe s could be called
in any way ambitious, it was for fame, and this to( he
regurded &s capricicus and unjust. 30 What fame he
hns is owed entirely to Kelsall. His parly publications
would have ranked him below the now forgotten Procter in
the perspective cf hiRtory.
~'rom the years 1823 - 5 Beddoe Band Ke Isall have left
posterity with the fragments of The Last Man, Torrismond,
Love's Arrow Poisoned and The Second Brother, all dramas;
the poems Beddoes collected for a volume to be entitled
Outidanaj there are toe notes on these plays31 and
poetic fragments, some of which parallel pa~sages from
these Plays320r were later used in Death's Jest ~~3
Of the unfinished dramas, Torrismond is undoubtedly the
rv
mest perfect; unfiniflhed and unfinishable, it cotains a
"wealth of brilliantly taut writing which manages to say
and suggest all within one act. These four plays were
all in the process of being written more cr less eimul-
t neou~ly, though The Second Brother is the latest of
34 -
them.
The fragment was regarded by the uerman Romantic
theorist Friedrich Schlegil as an art form in its own
right, and unfinished compositions abC'und among the
v
major English Romantic poe~8. Torrismond comes nearest
of the four pla~B to being a fragment in Schlegel's
l~
renee end the manifestation of his "progressive Universal-
pcesie". Critic lIsE Gugler in a comparative study of
the types of fragment in English and German Romanticism
devotes a section to Beddoes~5 since if not the most im-
portant of English Romantics, he is the cne most given
to fragmentary composition. In general, Beddoes waa
dissatisfied with what he wrote. His plots were KB% now
original and clearly to ccmplete his plays was a waste
of time. They created no vehicle for expressing a
truth~6and if Death's Jest Book did so, it was about
Beddoes, Dot Man, Gnd in the meantime he was seeking an
intangible.
In the ~ew Year of 1824 Beddoes ~pent E-ome time
with relations in Bristol. His mother's youngpst sis-
ter was married to a Dr. John King, Swiss by birth, but
a naturalised Englishman. It was King who later inspir-
ed Beddces to study German and influenced him to go to
Germany)? His cousin, Zoe King, was a little over-
awed by the poet 38though in her he found a friend and
e.dmtr-e r such 88 he seemed able to attra.ct in his youth ,
In March of that year Beddoee was p&inted by a Briotol
artist, Nathan Branwhite. As a result of an illness
he had lost his hair3~and this gives a prominence to
his eyes and the breadth of his forehead which must also
have impresEed the only other portraitiet known to have
painted him: T~hler of ZUrich, in his forty-fourhh year.
Even if due allowance is made for the difference in
style, there is a marked contrast between the lively,
inteL:,igent, even mocking face of Branwhite 's Beddoe8~O
and the fleshier face with a sober level gaze and an
unsmtling mouth of T~hler'8. Even at the time of the
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first r,1 rtrait, changes were imminent in hie life which
were to modify his nature.
Mrs. Beddoes and her daughters were in Italy at this
time, and on May 6th Beddoes received an urgent call to
hje mrther's deathbed in Florence. He left at once in
the middle of his degree examinations, only to find that
she had died on the fifth of the month. He spent some
time in Italy before escorting his sisters back to
England, as this was hie first journey outFlide the Brit-
iAh Isles. 41 His letter to Procter of June 8th p,hows
the .. extent to which he was captivated by all he saw.
We have the bulk of Beddoes' adult correspcndance to
his friends, though Kelsall '11[',8 unable to procure the
letters Revell Phillips received from Germany, as his
widow destroyed all his correspondance. 42 He writes
at length: Iitera,ry criticism, details of his daily
life and wanderings in Uermany, and on occasions his
own theories of literature. 43 The one SUbject he con-
stantly avoids is himself, his own state of mind.
Where self-revelation is explicit, he at once becomes
apologetic. 44 Something may be deduced a posteriori
from his letters, but for the effect of his mother's
~eath we must turn to hie creative writing for evidence.
During his first visit to Switzerland, on the return
from Italy, he produced the IIL1fi'Sll, subtitled IIWritten at
Geneva: July 16 11 • The emotions aroused by the beauty
of the unfamiliar landscepe form the basis of the poem,
but gradually the thinking Beddoes emerges from behind
-the feeling Beddoes. He proceeds by associated ideas
through music and its echo, its ghost, to the dead, and
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ultimately to the lines
~J ome wre t che s are
Now lying with the last and only bone
vf their old selves, and that one worm alone
That ate their he~rt: some, buried just, beheld
Their weary fleeh, like an u~ed manpion, sold
Unt0 a ~tranger, and see enter it
The earthquake winds and waters of the pit,
Or children's spirits in its holes tp play.
(11.27 - 34)
These reflectirn~ take him farther than anything he has
previ~u~ly written &bcut the body after de&th. This is
the physical reality of the buried corpse, between the
death and the f Lowe r s on the grave. 'The violation of
the "weary flesh" by a r.tranger or by "children's
spirits" suggests immediately Bome reminipcence ('f child-
hood now stimulated by actual experience. Heddoee'
mind, attuned to artificial ecenes of death and decay by
his reading a.nd writing, suddenly grasps persenal phys-
ical implications, and this poem daBS not remain unique
amcng his works. In fact, the death of his mother is
the direct cause of the new attitude.
In spite of the years cf separation from her,
Beddoes must have had a deep attachment to his widowed
mother to ~hom he dedicated The Improvisatore, a possibly
talented and certainly romantic woman left unfulfilled by
life. 45 Denner is undoubtedly correct when he states
that where Beddoes' female characterfl are not drawn from
litprnture they appear to be drawn from his mother. 46
This WGuld acccunt for the idealisation and the lack of
flesh and blood characteristics as human lovers. And
twili mrnths after her burial in foreign Boil lthe word
"stranger", 1.32, also seems to bear this connctation),
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(11. 5_11)47
Beddoe s was expressing what amounts to a horror of death.
He continued his prolific wri tine; c.n return to l~ng­
land and almc st b.t once j.r-oduce d the fragment "Dream of
Dying" :
then I waF' dead;
And in my grave beside my corpse I sat,
In vain attempting to return: meantime
There came the untimely spectre8 of two babes,
And played in my abandoned body's ruinf'j
'l'hey went away ; and, one by cne , by snake e
l\;y limbs we r e E',Nullmved ••••
Beddccp had reached, ~t the age of twenty-one, the firet
maj cr- turning-peint of his life; he became in the truest
senfe the pcet of death, and with this ~ame a Renee of
Lr-ne Ltne es and a painful cons o t cuane s s of hi!=! difference
frem these less shy and imaginat1h.ve. The new attitude
tc life wus momentarily compensated by the maturity of
Torripm0nd which he wrcte in the latter part (~ 1824.
'I'he horror of the "Dream of Dyil1tS"has no part in it,
thcugh the wild young Tcrrismcnd reveals in a moment of
relf-Lwarenes8 ancther emotion which may well be
a p pLted to Beddoes:
I yearn, and thirst, and ache to be beloved,
A8 I could love, •.••
Oh, I am not at home
In this December world, with men of ice,
Cold sire and madams.
(Sc.ii, 78-83)
11, hile it is dangerous to identify a dramatist with the
ideas c.nd attitudes of his characters, Beddoes undeniably
put into his work much of himself, of his fears and as-
pirations. He is net Torrismond, ncr is he ~arcello,
Isbrand or Melveric, but there is at the very least a
feeling of empathy. Torriemcnd is like his creator,
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one who enjoys congenial company while feeling a basic
disf1atisfacticn and isclation because of personal short-
comings. The side Beddoes showed to others is revealed
in the letteret the other was what the authorities at
G~ttingen sensibly perceived to be "BPleen".4~
In The Second Brother, begun late in 1824, Beddoes
once again created an original plot. It was no less
sensational than the others, but the writing is more
controlled and powerful than in The Brides' Tragedy,
with which, as the longest unfinished w0rk of the English
period, it may be compared. The second brother of the
Duke of Ferrara, Marcello, is transformed from a wander-
ing beggar to a beggar on a ducal throne with hie
brother's accidental death, thus thwarting the hopes of
the youngest brother, the libertine Orazio. Marcello,
spurned as an unknown beggar by Orazio, dedicates him-
self in his loneliness to hatred and the search for
power:
Let me forget to love,
And take a heart of venom: let me make
A staircase of the frightened breasts of men,
And climb into a lonely happiness!
(1 i 216-21S)
The means to this is to be the creation of a new religion
with Marcello as its high priest. The play breaks off
in the middle of ActlY scene i and the action up to this
point concerns Marcello's preparation for the crowning
revelation of his new power. In this he is aided by
the vengefulness of Varini, whose daughter Valeria
Orazio has married ,and abandoned. Though she becomes
~
reunited with Ora~ Varini forces them apart and has
Orazio imprisoned for debt. Valeria goes to commit
suicide, but th0ugh her cloak is fmund by the riverbank,
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Marcelle's men discover her alive 4Sand she is kept in
captivity to be the instrument of his revenge and part
of his plan.
Beddoes showed enough interest in his plot, which
indeed had dramatic possibilities, to cemplete three actB,
but once again it faded. In this case he found it
pcintless to persevere with the play. He had a theme
which satisfied him: the vicissitudes of fate which make
a beggar prince and beggar his noble brother, and the
potential force of the lonely ambitious mind; but Mar-
cello becomes the centre of the play and Orazio a neg-
ligible figure by contrast. Thus there could be no
satisfactory external conflict, and no provision is
made for the development of a conflict within Marcello.
The whole focus of the play is therefore directed towards
the unwritten conclusion, the justification of Marcello
as an idea. There are indications of how the play was
to end. 50 Marcello intends to make Valeria the crux
of his plan: to prove his absolute power over life and
death by raising her from the dead at midnight on the
Campo Santo. Yet Marcello knew, and Beddoes knew,
that she had not died, and while Marcello's aim would
have been ach~ved by this fake, Beddoes' remained
51unsatisfied.
The Romantic creed postulated that the imagination
and the mind had the power to create its own reality,
but Beddoes himself was so convinced of the power of
the mind to dominate matter that he demanded it should
have dominion over death itself. Cn his own deathbed
he asked for a pastor5~ but in his lifetime he con-
stantly refused to seek his eolution .1 in religious
faith. The Bible grbnted him no proof of immortality
to be appreciated by his rational being, as he later
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confided to Kelsall,53and neither a fake resurrection
s ce ne nor the spmbolic acceptance of death defe~lted by
a life to come satisfied him. In a letter to Kelsall
of ebrly October 1824 he uske, "How do you like O'Connor?"
Donner54believes this to be a reference to the claim of
a nun, Barbura O'Connor, that she was raised from the
dead. This provoked a discussion in the London Magazine,
which Beddoes read,55and it apreared shortly before he
began The Second Brother. Beddoes had a Lr'eady ahewn an
interest in necromancy; in 1823 he had compiled notes
on the Elizabethan Jchn Dee and his associate Ke Lley ,
who had performed aerial flights. 56 'l'hi~ material had
been used in The Romance of the Lily (18?3). FreID the
notes for Love's Arrow Poisoned it may be seen that he
intended the usurper to be confounded by the fake
ra.ising of his brother, the king, who had been thought
dead. The account of Barbara 0' Conner a year later
may have indicated the actual possibility of raising
the drad in real life, not just in the realms of Eliz-
abethan necrcmancy or Jacobean drama, and thus, though
he did not complete The Second Brother, the basic idea
was not rejected. Instead he began tc contemplate the
problem of death in a new light.
The menths from October 1824 to June 1825 mark a
new stage in Beddoes' development. Not only had the
question of death taken on a personal significance and
a new dimension, but there were changes imminent in
his way of life. John King persuaded him to continue
his studies at GBttingen: the alternative was Edinburgh
where his father had studied, and like him Beddoes was to
take up medicine. In preparation for this he began the
study of German, slowly at first, but with increasing
facility.57 By March 1825 he was {over
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recommending the study of the German language and liter-
ature to Kelsall and referring to several plays of Goethe
he had read. He apparently knew German well enomgh to
embark on a translation of the Nibelungenlied, which he
abandoned after 120 lines, 58and to translate, something
he found me-re congenLaLs Schiller' s Philosophic Letters.
The first part of these appeared in the Oxford Quarterly
Magazine of ~arch and June 1825.
Snow writeB,5~
The PhilosO¥hiC Letters were the first rpen
sign of tha struggle within Beddoes' nature
which was ultimately to destroy him,
and in fact it is Beddoes' own introduction which betrays
him when he generalises in terms such as these:
All men of intellect and imagination
will feel ••••• [that] they were shaken by
the same tempest and haunted by similar
phantoms.
Beddoes was conscious that he could not find an answer
to his own terrors which satisfied both intellect and
imagination, but primarily the intellect, hence his dis-
continuation of The Second Brother about this time. He
was the eon of Thomas Beddoes the rationalist, who could
even extend this rationalism to ~ the question of suicide,
and of Anna Edgeworth of the poetic imagination. The
intellect acknowledges only one valid mode of perception:
reascn; and the Philosophic l~tters expose what Beddoes
must already have known instinctively, the inadequacy of
reasen as a counter to the doubts of the imaginative
being.
July of 1825 saw Beddoes a Bachelor of Arts, the
author of two sizeable publications and some minor ones. pO
'2.1
with his 0wn inner tensions heightened by direct exper-
ience and unresolved by any means within hi~ power, he set
off for Germany. With him went the title for his next
play: "a very Gothic-styled tragedy,for wh I have a
jewel of a name -- DEATH'S JEST,BOCKn 6l, and well it
was to jUAtify his capital letters.
B. 1825 - 184S: Germany and Switzerland
Thomas Lovell Beddoes arrived in Germany with hie
future largely undecided and his plans flexible. In a
letter to Kelsall written almost immediately62 he acknow-
ledged his previous lack of concentration on his univer-
sity etudies, but added thatlhe hoped to return to
England with "a somewhat quaint and unintelligible trag-
edy, which will Bet all critical pens nib upwards, a la
fretful porcupine." By September, in his next letter,63
he was writing "I am preparing for deep & thorcugh
medical studies, for I find literary wishes fading pretty
fast". This was apparently a tempcrary attitude; he
was beccming immersed in German ways and his interest
in literature was new all the greater as his knowledge
of German and hie presence on German B0il opened up a
whcle new realm C'f ideas and brought before him hitherto
unkn0wn writers. LUdwig Tieck is one of the first he
mentioned to Kelsall: Tieck as the man who introduced
the great ~lizubethans to German readers. 64
By December65he had established a daily routine:
six hours of the twenty-four were devoted to sleep, the
reet to study, and of these only one is allowed to the
compo sf t t on of "De ahh t s Jeet,-book wh is a horrible
waste 0f time". Beddces was very much a man of extremes,
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and from a life of leisure at Oxford and Ln London he
turned with equal fervour to his medical 8tudie~.
In the weekends he permitted himself a little relax-
8tinD, th~ugh he fel~ a new sort cf partial ipolaticn as
he was not yet a fluent speaker ~f Serman. This ~KmB
does not seem to have been~ sour-ce cf any real fruptration~6
The study of medicine indicated new possibilities to
his enquiring mind; he had ~ne unexpressed aim he hoped
to fuLf't L: in Germany, and this formed the link between
his stUdy and the deprecated ~4Book. To Kelsal161
he imparted a new "scientific" theory cf liter~ture:
Again •••. I c~nnot help thinking that the
study of anat , phisiol-, peych-, & anthrop-
ol-ogy applied to and illu~trated by history,
biography and works of imaginaticn is that
w is most likely to assist cne in producing
correct and masterly delineatiC'ns of the
passions: great light wd then be thrown
on 8hakepeare by the commentaries of a
person so educated. The 8tudies then of
the dramatist and physician are clcsely,
almoet inseparably,allied; ••.••The science
of psychology & mental varieties, has long
been used by physicians, in conjunction
with the corresponding corporeal knowledge,
for the investigation & removal of immat-
erial causes of disease; it still remains
for someone to exhibit the Rum cf his
experience in mental pathology ~ thera-
peutics, not in a cold technical dead
description, but a living semiotical dis-
play, a seriee of anthropological exper-
iments, developed for the purpose of deter-
mining some important psychical principle -
i.e. a tragedy.
He concludes this with the telling words
Thus far to show you that my ~tudies,
pursued as I pledge myself to purAue them,
are not hostile, but ra.llher favcHrable to
the development cf a germ ~ I w fain
believe within me.
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i\r" h ''tr,':'')Jltif't c'b, ut to turn phyri c L: n Be d do e a
b('lir>vr>o hims('lf to be un l que Ly "uited to rp:;lif~ tnf?
'unMtic n hI" je~;]C'U!"'ly buard~d: to flwke h t s I Lay ij revol-
uti(n~ry ~ccu~ent which would prove on u scien~ific
b ~'ifl t ho t man had power CVE'r death. 6e In .:'.m"toY1y ho
L: ['ed to find the unel./Jcr t hut would "c\ti~fy be th the
r';ti.cnal and the romantic or i~aginative c:l.f'Pp.cts c f his
~'nd for the firet time. In the lettor containing
thp first hints of his hope he reve~lpd mlrc content-
-'If-nt them pV0r b(O ff re . lie h. d an aim in li fa, hi P
~tur1iP~ rromised success, ~~ttingcn life W28 con~eniQl,
snd the futur~, thfush uncert~in still, waf vie~ed in
t0r~p. of travpl and ftudy. From this [csitiln he 8er8
the prsitive potenti&l of his loneliness:
•••• 1 feur I hID a nc.n-cconduc t r. r of' f'rienrl.-
phip, a n0t-very-lik~uble percrn; eo
that I must make pure of my fwn rliRpect,
~ occupy that part of the brain w ehruld
be employed in imabinative attachmentG,
in thecpurRuit of immaterial & unchanging
gocd. b-
This mOld crntinued intc 1826.
prC:i':,resf'ed, and by April the fcurth and fifth ac t s were
half ccmplete. 7U Beddoes felt enrugh confidence to
impart to ~rocter thp grpat secret. This he did in
the pecond of the verse letterF tc the tnglish poet,7l
and the very fact that he wrote in blank Vf>r8e under-
Li.no s the ba s i c pelf-conscicusnesf which hed a Lways
prevented him frem revealing hie inner self in cold
sober ~rope. The satirical mock-heroio tcne (f the
verse betrays thi q inhibition,though he haB no doubt
thut the fl~y will rid de~th of ~ll terrer:
but of hip night •••
fo r0b him, to un-cypress him i~ the light
To unmark :.'....11 his Eecrets ••.•
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•••• pend him back again,
An unmasked braggart to his bankrupt den.
For death is more 'a jest' than life: you see
Gont~mpt grows quick from familiarity.
I owe thi~ wisdom to Anatomy.
Any doubts he has concern the quality of his o~~ writing:
~hy did you pend me the Cenci? I open
my own page & see at once what damned
traph it all is. No truth or feeling.
00 he saYEl in the letter to Kelsall of April 1st.
However, he continued hie accustomed life, studying lit-
erature and jcurneying into the countryside around G~ttin­
gen; and presumably writing, for in October he wrote to
Procter that Deqth's Jest Book was finished in the rough??
To hie friends in En~land he mupt have seemed perfectly
content and happy in the new life, for nothing in the
letters contradicts this impression.
If Beddoee' letters to Kelsall were infrequent, they
were at least lengthy and entertaining. The opening
pages of the letter of April 26th 1827 are devoted to
German literature and in partiCUlar to a new discovery:
Ludwig Tieck is no longer merely the translator of Eng-
lish plays and the author of Dichterle\ben, but the
creHtor of "nursery tales in dramatic form". Yet the
inner tensions were renewed, and Beddoes could no longer
conceal entirely from his friends the disillusionment
that had come upon him, destroying completely all the
hopes he had expressed in the verse letter and enter-
tained for 80 long. 'rom a summary of Tieck's Rot-
kappchen he paeses to an account of his own activities:
Wy next publication will probably be •••
an enquiry into the laws of ~rowth &
Restoration in organised matter.
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The associations of the last idea lead him directly into
a confession of hip lost faith, doubly terrible in its
utter disillusionment with both science and religion:
I am now already so thoroughly penetrated
with the conviction of the absurdity &:
unsatisfactory nature of human life that
I search with avidity for every ehadow
of a proof or probability of an after-
existence, beth in the material & im-
material nature of man••••• but really
in the New T. it is difficult to scrape
together hints for a doctrine of immort-
ality..... I am haunted forever by it;
& what but an after-life can satisfy
the claims of the oppressed on nature,
satiate endless ~ admirable love &
humanity, &: quench the greediness of
the spirit for exietence ••••
Beddoes had found himself not to be privy to the
great pecret which he calls "certainly the best part
of all religmon and philosophy, the only truth werth
demonstrating: an anxious question full of hope &
fear &: promise".73 At the age of twenty-three he had
reached the second turning-pcint of hie life. There
is little doubt that he died by hie own hand in 184~,74
and if we are to believe the G~ttingen university auth-
orities,75he had already made attempts on hie life
during the years he spent there. The actual date of
these and the means he used are KR£Krtatw unknown; that
he was unsuccessful may indicate that he was not then
desperate enough to make a serious attempt to kill him-
pelf. The confeesion to Kelsall is tempered to a
minor degree by the poem which follows it, and in any
caee he must have passed the worst of the crisis.
The lOBS of faith brought with it a c¥nicism which
found at hand the means to save ~eddoe8 through his own
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~~erary creation, Death' s Je ~t I~.
He set to work to make the first fair copy of the
play, which until then had been fragmentary and unrevised.
The draft copies are lost, as Beddoes seems to have
burnt much cf his writing on leaving G~ttingen,76 but
the alterati0ns and additions he made must have changed
the whole tone and emphasis of the Play.77 He saved it,
and hie own pride, by applying to his work a literary
doctrine lee:rnt from Tieck and Friedrich Schlegel: that
of Romantic Ircny.78 ~ieck's Romantic Irony differs
7cfrom Schlegel's; - but Beddoes developed both forms to
euit the purpoRe of hie own play. On the other hand
he learnt also from August Wilhelm Schlegel, and like
him from Shakespeare. Within three weeks of his con-
8efeesien to Kelsall he wrote again, and in his worde on
,Shakespeare s Sonnets he showed a new and mature apprec-
iation of the detachment a writer must cultivate, par-
ticularly one like himself:
(Bhakespeo.rEij had long learned that there
were mysteries in the feelings and pass-
ions of the soul, some of wh he had too
rashly revealed ••••• He had uncovered
to profaner eyes some of the furtherest
sanctuaries of the heart •••• &.. this
repentance & sorrow for the violation
•••• speaks so sorrowfully in that
little poem..... I (excuse, if you
laugh at, this egotism of insignificance)
will not again draw the veil from my
own feelings to gratify the cold prying
curiosity of such as the million are •••
In the post-script he refers to his words as expreBsing
"a way of thinking wh grows upon me daily".
Thus Beddoes ~et about to disguise with Romantic
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Irony the whilom confession of his own soul. The irony
0f Tieck and the 5chle~el brothers was imposed on the
almost complete play, empha~ising the patirical rather
than the objective. If Beddoes had gained nothing
more from his German literary studies - and this is not
the case - they still would have been of immeasurable
value to him. 81 By October 1827 he had passed the crisis~2
In early 1828 he returned to England to take the
degree rf Master of Arts at Oxford, and most of the short
visit wae spent at Clifton with the Kings. ~or Zoe, his
cousin, he produced the ".uines Written in an Album at
Clifton", a long poem cf some eighty lines. In 1824
he had composed a Ronnet for her which expresses the
same need to seek and foster truth as he imparted to Ael-
saIl in becember 1825. The "Line~" of March 1828
bespeak a deep affection for his cousin8~ but the "world-
wandering Rtranger" who is Beddoee is too scarred by ex-
perience to write on this occasion in an apt vein, and
too conscious of his solitude. He departed for G~ttin-
gen in April.
Like his creations Isbrand and tlarcello, Beddoee was
inspired by the desire to make something of himself to
justify his lonely existence. In his case, Death's
Jest Book was to de this. In March 1829 the manuscript
of the play arrived in London to be read by Kelsall and
Procter and Bubmitted by them for publication, but they
found it too startling, and its faults toe obvious, to
be considered without further revision. 84 Procter sug-
gested, without specifying, the erapure of certain scenes
and passages, and it would seem that they were those
most coloured by Romantic Irony, and therefore incom-
e . 86preheneible to English readers. 5 Beddoes acknowledged
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that what procter referred to as conceits end mysticism
could result from a mode of thought nnd Rxpression
devPloped during the four years in Germany. The deeper
irnplicatic-ns of the play could not have fa.iled to escape
t.hem , AO reticent was Beddoee about himself. 81 He
premised to revise the play in the summer of 182~, as
"in the autumn I return to London ll • 88 However, he did
not. Six years elapsed before he revisited the country
he already referred to a.s "eantland tl • 8C.
The indirect result of his friends' jUdgment was to
make of the play a succubus which fed upon all his poetic
inspiration until in despair he ceased to amend and replan.
The direct result was to induce &n even grenter conscious-
ness of his own insignificance, and the first ~uicide
attempts seem to have occurred ab0ut thiA time. SO Events
cu Lrrrlna't ed in Aue:;U8t 182S' in an act of defi~1nce of which
his friends knew nothing, but which waF rpcorded in the
G~ttingen archives. Sl The details we have are those of
thp police and court reports, according to which on the
night of August 12th-13th Beddoes became fighting drunk
&nd caused disturbances which twice necessitated police
interventicn. Nor did he submit meekly to authority,
them or subs84uently. He aggravated the crime by
dpmanding wine at a restaurant while the university court
was still dealing with the case, and was (nly saved from
the consequences by the leniency and understanding of
the 2uthoritiee who knew hie melancholic tendencies;
he was told merely to leave G~ttingen within twenty-
;gcur hours. For this reason he may no t have returned
to London, if indeed he had intended to.
As a result of this serieue clash with established
authority, the first of many such which were to disrupt
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his life in the next years, he moved ~0uth tc the univ-
er~ity at, Wtlrzburg. 52 With him went a young Russian
Jew named Bernard Reich, who had been Beddoe8' clof'lest
friend a.mong the ptudents at G~ttingen.S3 Through
Reich he had become acquainted with Hebrew culture and
the bone of immortality called Luz. This -duly found its
way into Death's Jest Bock, b'g.t Beddoes had no faith in(4 -- . (5
it.·· "Luz is an exce llent joke", he wrote to 1<.e18a11-,
but it served the purpose of the revised play, which was
a j~ke against its author in any case. The friendship
went deep, and if, ae seems pos~ible, Reich died phcrtly
c6
after the move,~ he may have been the partial inspir-
ation of "Dream Pedlaryfl, one of the first poems of(;7
Beddoes' mature period. J
Beddoes, who had been a radical at Oxford by his
own reckoning and manifestly an b.dmirer, like his father,
c.8
of the French Revolution,J now fcund a new putlet for
his energies. He had finally achieved a victory over
what Donne r caLLs his "skeleton complex", and he accepted
death as a release from life. The mature poems, too
often disregarded by critics ae a separate entity, expreps
thip resignation. "Dream Pedlary" statee for the first
time what he now knew:
Out of death lead no ways;
Vain is the call.
(11.36-7)
vqNcr is it the single utterance cf this nature.~~ Like
ether creative artists of his own century whc had faced
ultimate despair, he threw himself into the social
causes of his day.lOO Poetry tock second pl&.ce to pol-
itics, and when he turned momentarily to it, he produced
his best! work of the order of the Song from the Waters,
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liThe swallow leaves her nest", "Threnody" and the song of
Thanatos.
Europe was in a state of political ferment, and in
WUrzburg Beddoes found ample opportUnity to work for
"the immaterial and unchanging good". So ~ctive did he
become that he did not leave WUrzburg on gaining his
101degree of M.D. A measure of his status is given by
the fact that he became a member of the German radical
organisation, the Burschenschaft, and indeed as an
active participant in their affairs. l 02 Beddoee thus
having thrown in his lot with history, his actions were
duly reported in the press, and government agents kept
a watch on him. His life ironically came to fulfil
the symbolism of the concluding scene of Death's~
Book, in which Mario, the embodiment of Freedom, kills
Isbrand, the embodiment of Beddoes' epiritual aspir-
ations.
c
The aim of the Bur~en8chafterwas a united ~ermany;
,
their hatred directed itself against the twin powers of
Russia and Prussia. Poland, oppressed by Russia,
gained a great measure of their spmpathy, and when the
Polish nationalist hero ~eneral Rybinsky vimited WUrz-
burg Beddoes was one of the speakers at a banquet in
his honour. The speech was printed in the Bayerisches
Volksblatt of March 2Sth 1832. This was not Beddoes'
first appearance in the German press. In the period
1831 - 1832 he published anonymous articles in the
Volksblatt which the researches of C.A.Weber authenticate
beyond any doubt. l 03
Through the medium of his political writing Beddoes
found the opportunity to make the fullest statement of
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hie mature and hard-won attitude to death. Cn the
de8th of the English statesman Brougham he writes:
Wer nicht sterben kann ist der, welcher
nichte Unsterblichee mehr hat, das er
der grossen Geisterquelle, aus welcher
die Menschenseelen wie kleine B~chlein
klsr und trUbe herunterfliessen, znr~ck­
geben kann. Desto geneigter zum Ster-
ben sind die, deren Leben ein Streben
nach Erleuchtung und Wahrheit, das
heisst nach dem Weltgeiete selbst ge-
wepen ist: die Seelenwelt hat zu
starke Verwandschaft mit ihnen, und
unversehens verlieren sie 8ic~, die 104
UnAterbliches suchen, in die 1wigkeit.
The metaphysics which seem at ~ariance with the
radical propagandist nature of Beddoes' article strength-
ened in fact his convictions and made him all the more
dangerous to thoee in power. As a liberal Englishman
he must have been something cf a figurehead; and as an
orator, speaking with conviction in a harsh voice and an
imperfect accent, he mus; have drawn attention to him-
pelf and his causE:'. He became identified with popular
sentiment to such an extent that the Bavarian govern-
ment iscued a deportation order on July lOth 1832. He
invoked all hie powers as an academic ond an Englishman,
writing to the rector of the univer~ity, the k. king,
and the British minister at Munich. 10 5 All this and a
~tratagem by his creditors failed, and he made a triumph-
ant exit from the city, leaving the Wftrzburger Zeitung
to record him BS "der allgemein belieble Doktor Beddoes~106
Via Strassburg, one haven for expatriate radicals,
he travelled to another: Switzerland. With many an-
other refugee he entered the new university at Zftrich,
and like them furthered the radical cause from a safe
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place. Beddoes was one of the first to matriculate at
the university, which drew teachers and students alike
from the flood of political refugees entering the city.
Once again he did not make the move alone: his one
close friend at WUrzburg, Professor Johann Lukas Sch~n­
lein, whose fame had brought Beddoes originally to that
university, also went into voluntary exile as the result
of repeated clashes with the Bavarian authorities.
ZUrich had enjoyed a liberal government since 1830
and thus attra,cted those who wished t<, promote a similar
regime in their own country. ~he press was dominated
by radical foreigners and there was constant pressure cn
ZUrich from the states whose nationals c0ntinued political
activities there. However, Beddoes quickly made friends
in high places and survived the order cf July 24th 1834
which made foreigners involved in political life liable
to deportation.
In spite (f his profession of ccntent expressed in
the letters from G~ttingen, it seems that the years
in Switzerland were the happiest in Beddoes' stormy
carrere His letters to England were more infrequent
than ever and ga.ve little indication at any stage ('f his
true feelings,107 but there is enough documentary evid-
ence to show that he was leading an active political
life which suited him and gave his existence a sense of
real purp0se. When he turned to poetry, he proved con-
clusively that he had conquered his horror of death and
found it a place in a total world view. The attitude
of "Dream Pedlary" and the fragment of Death's Jest Book
entitled "Mourners Consoled", later condensed to six
lines,108wB.S that cf hie maturity, and persisted.
He had relegated poetry to second place; it was pure
3S
pcetry now and no longer the product of a destructive
de8ire. The grim intellectual wit behind "Squats on
a Toadstool" mellowed into the broader humour of "The
New Cecilia" and the Dirge, "Let dew the flowers fill",
f~rmed an instructive contrast to the earlier Dirge,
"Today is a th0ught".
As always, Beddoes enjoyed a great deal of leisure.
In 1835 he was almost appointed to the newly established
chair of Comparative Anatomy at ZUrich, but in spite of
the repre8ent~tions of Sch~nlein and the support of others
he was refueed at the last minute, probably because he
h8d publiRhed nothing. IDS ThuB his time remained, as
before, his own, and he spent it as he wi!'1hed, mainly
in writing and political work.
Between 1832 and 1837 he was engaged in compiling
the collection of prose tales and lyrics for a book to
be called The Ivory Gate; the lyrics represent some of
his finest work, and several found their wey ultimately
into Death's Jest Book, which he also hoped to publish
in the 8ame volume. Ke18all received ~lOng letter in
ji:ay 1837 which contained "The New Cecilia", originally
fc'r The Ivory Gate t and the song "As sudden thunder" t
which Beddoes clearly interid for Death's Jest Bock,
since he writes apropos of this, "And 80 I weave my
Penp-lopean web end rip it up alain". In the same letter
also he informed Kplsall that he did not "intend to pub-
lish or republish anything of an earlier date (except
D.J.B.)~ a majer qualifi~ation. Snow and Moldauer
actually date the final text of the play and "I- the new
Act 1 from this year; Donner dates it as late as 1844,
giving conclusive evidence to support this, and indeed
it seems that Beddoes had not then inccrporated all the
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fragments used for it into the whole.
The complex of political troubles amid which Beddoes
h.~ !>found himself in Swi tzerland h~e been thnrr>ughly and
accurately documented elsewhere;lO and it need only be
noted that the poet was personally involve«;l to a minor
degree, making hie name well known with increasing effect-
iveness. Art and politicE became a single cause, leav-
ened by Beddoes' own particular sense of humour. For
instance, the celebrated incident of the production of
Henry IV in January 18)8 was used as an opfortunity to
IIIfurther the radical cause. Nor had Beddoes outgrown
hie propensity for practical jokes, as evidence for this
period proves. 112 His wit was employed in a more spec-
tacular fashion in the one piece of polemical writing to
whLch he signed his name: the Anti-Straussianischer
Gruss which appeared in March l8)~, though he had pub-
lished the first of his political poems earlier. l l)
The occasion of the strauss pamphlet was an incident in
the long controversy over education in Zttrich which be-
came focused round the appointment of D.F.Strau8S to
the vacant chair of Theology at the university. The
move failed, but Beddoes' pamphlet in support of strauss
went into a second edition and earned Beddoes a name as
a satirist. 114 It also caused him to be served with
another expulsion order, in October of the same year,
which he avoided by re-enrolling as a student at the un-
iversity. However, Sch~nlein had departed after some
years' hesitation for Berlin, where he~ook up a post at
the university and later was made court physician.
Beddoes could hardly have regarded this as less than an
apostasy in view of his friendship for Sch~nlein and his
expressed faith in his integrity.115 In April 1840
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Beddoe8 himself left Switzerland, precipitately and at
night.
There is no known reason for the hurried flight, un-
less Beddoes at last felt apprehensive about hie position
as a rhdical foreigner involved in Swiss d.omestic issues.
It was some months since his main ally, Keller, had
fled l 16 and he had weathered two crises already. He
returned to England and gave a single lecture of a pro-
jected series of three to a handful of people. Those
who saw him at the time, Kelsall not being one of them,
e
noted the changes which fifteen year5 of un~ttled
living had wrought. l l ? His visit was brief; however
prOUd of his country's achievements he had been abroad,
as at WUrzburg, the reality did not please him. He
went to Berlin and stayed two years, with the exception
of another short visit to England in 1842.
Meanwhile his health was failing and he became
prone to neuralgia and rheumatism. For this reason he
went to Baden in Aargau in Switzerland in 1842-3 to
take sulphur baths. Then he returned to ZUrich, where
once again he began to contribute political verRe to the
presR. At porne stage during the period after April 1840
he had taken up De&th'R~ Book for the last time and
welded the fragmenje he had into a new Act 1. The
actual process of revision went nm further. 118 One of
his lClst and finest poems, "The swallow leaves her nest",
found its way into the new act, "nd this and other revis-
ions extended it still further, even beyond the length
of many etage plays. Though his intention had been,
lle
among other things, to shorten the play, ~ he was no
more capable of this than of discarding it altogether.
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As his life drew to a close, Beddoes obviously felt
more and more his lack of personal ties and personal ful-
filmant; the freedom which had enabled him to throw
everything into a decade of work for social causes lost
its sense of direction. He still followed the study
of medicine,120but the outside world which' had sustained
his interest in life began to fail him. England and
Germany almke disappointed him, and Sch~nlein and Keller
had betrayed his confidence in them. Beddoes travelled
more extensively in the years after 1840 than ever before.
This ia not withcut significance, for though he had
always been restless, moving from one lodging to another,
he now travelled from state to state with an increasing
and almost compulsive frequency.
It was in 1844 while in Frankfort that Beddoee
formed the last important friendship 0f his life, and
the most contentious, with Konrad Degen. Whatever
the differences in statue and intellect, they shared a
common interest in the theatre, and the attachment meant
much tc the poet. 121 He made one final visit to England
in mid 1846 which became protracted through ill-health.
His behavmour on several occasions also evinced extreme
eccentricity, and Mrs. Proeter, the wife of the poet,
went so far as to believe that he wae actually ineane. 122
He saw Kelsall too, for the first time in nineteen years;
Kelsall whose patience had been taxed by Beddoee' failure
to see him on any of the previous visite. 123 The meeting
with the man who had been hie moet devoted admirer for so
many years must have underlined futther the fact that he
had achieved nothing tangible to justify such faith in
his talents.
September 1847 found him back in Frankfort, and
phortly afterwards occured the firpt of several incidents
that led more or less directly to his death. He cut a
finger while dissecting and blood poisoning resulted.
For six months he lay ill Bnd saw no-one but Degen, whom
he perhaps valued for his lack of association with the
past. Once recovered, he pet off on a tour of Switzer-
land, where in the Cigogne riotel at Basle he opened an
artery in his leg with a razor and wap removed to hos-
pital. Olearlt this was an attempt at suicide, for he
aggravated the condition by tearing the bandages off
his leg, which became gangrenous and had to be amputated.
At last he communicated with hie family, writing to
Anna, but he concealed the truth of the affair and forbade
her to come to his bedside. He recovered somewhat and
even began to walk, but in the evening of January 26th
1849 he died.
The hospital recorded him ae "gestorben an ApoplexieP;
his physic~, Pr. Ecklin, told Kelsall in 1868 that
"in his opinion (death was] the direct result of a eelf-
administered pcison - all the symptoms being otherwipe
wholly unaccountable & corresponding with those approp-
riate to the application of a very ptrong poison (called
Kurara or - ) found in his posseesion".124 If in fact
Beddoes had in despair made one final attempt on his
life after botching so many, the cf.r-cumet ance e surround-
ing it are mysterious and almost insoluble. Snow is
the only critic to question whether the death was su1cide l 25
but Donner overrules him and accepts it. 126 If Beddoes
died a natural death it would form the crowning irony of
his career. "I am food for what I am good for - worms",
he wrote in hie deathbed letter to Revell Phillips;
and, "l ought to have been among other things a good
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:poet". '1'r Dr. Ecklil'\ he be que a'the d a stomach pump'~ """" 1
strange bequest for on~who had died either of curare or
r- 127 ~ '\:
of natural caUBes.
His body was interred in the cemetery at Basle and
later removed to another grave which was unmarked and is
now lost. His friends in England ensured that the works
by which we may jUdge his capacity to be lI a good poet"
did not suffer the same fate.
Notes
1 Anna, Thomas, Henry and Mary Eliza. Mary
d. 1833; the other two survived the poet.
2 Donner, ~now, Meyerstein, beath Stubbs etc.
3 A.C.Todd reveals the hitherto unknGwn fact
that Dr. Beddoes even conAidered suicide
himself - in l80~, on rational grounds.
Such evidence is interesting, Hnd not only
fer its own sake. :..>ee Anna .Maria, the
Mother of Thomas Lovell ~ees, p.13S.
4 Weber, pp. 106-107.
5 Donner, TLB, pp. 35-50, enlarges on this
and all aspects of Dr. Beddoes' career, of
which he gives the best account to be found
in a biography of the poet. Weber also
deals at length with Dr. Beddoes.
6 The episode of the prescribed treatment
for tubercular patients has been quoted
and commented on ad nauseam. uee Donner,
TLB,p , 46, Snow, p. 4 etc. For otlfer
ditails, see Weber,pp.lS6-7.
7 0f. any work on German literature as known
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89
10
11
12
13
14
in Eneland at the time: e.g. those of dtockley
and Stokoe - see bibliog.
Leo~old 1, "Lines, ~ritten at ~eneva" (1824),
1.3 f., "Dream of Dying l1 , l.?f. (see al~o pp.
21-3 below); and in a less serious manner,
"The Oviparous Talblor".
See Todd's illuminating article. Beddoes
seems to have a. dual inheritance of compul-
sive restlessness and disorientation.
Hiram Kellogg Johnston, TLBl ~ psychiatric ~'~h? J
stUdy, Psychiatric Quarterly, 1943. It ~,,-v -
makes no allowance for Beddoee' age and fb..~""ot./
probable range of experience at the time of ~1~
writing, with the result that he conclude~~~ ~
that the poet was anal-sadistic wi th homo-~"'L,_""-., "
sexual tendencies. This sounds impressiveir'~ . I
Beddoes was obViously neurotic and was ?\O~
thought to have had a homosexual attachmen~~( '1
to Degen. However, Johnston must have ~'-~Ar ..
known all this before he began his study,.~ ......... ,c..) ~.~
and he makes no concession to literary ~ k~
fashions of the day as Beddoes copied them. ~/Q~~ ~
Furthermore, he states that Donner gives JL--.. ru:">
a "fairly full acccurrt of the Degen epi sode '-~-~ ~'-'
whereas Johnston' 8 concIus t ons are actually '~, 'directly opposed to Donner e findings, which
he seems to invoke as support. This is
ariothe r- example of the state of Beddoes crit-
icism, and the sort rf article which casts
suspicion on the legitimacy of the pastime
of applying FreUdian psychology to the work
of dead writers.
His earlier education was received at Bath
Grammar School, the family ha.ving moved to
this city after the death of Dr. Beddoes.
Cynthio and Bugboo
It is interesting to note that Johnston
also neglects to allow for normal adolescent
depressive states.
The first two themes give us in a later form
Isbrand and the prophetic poem~; the latter
"Man's Petty Universe".
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15 Frofessor Donner does not agree on this
point; he says he finds little but "Anne
hadcliffe - Byronic novel of terror matter"
in these lines, though this derives from the
dacobean source. ~ertainly the distinction
is a minor one, but I feel compelled to re-
tcin it.
16 TLB, p , 6S •
17
18
IS
20
21
22
Donner, ibid.) p.6S.
It should be noted that while modern tastes
condemn Beddoes' descriptions of female
beauty and critics speak of his inability
to portray women, some have fC'und otherwise.
Of the description of ~mily, ~trophe VII,
~'eller commends the "treffende 8eobachtungs-
gabe", and Jjarnette 1:iller, Thomas Lovell
Beddoes, Sewannee Review July lS03,p. 314
commends the same passage.
A similar scene occurs early in the monum-
ental Horrid Mlsteries, translated into
Enelish from the German of Karl Grosse.
It was probably imitated elsewhere.
Snow, pp. 1~8-200 and Donner, Works, pp.
710-711 give the text of the memoir.
The ballad is given by Donner, pp.707-710,
and b'eller,pp. 131-133. A comparison of
the two will show that in the memoir the
yeung man actually marries Lucy after
having fixed his attentions on the noble-
woman, which is net the case in the ballad.
Grete Moldauer, Thomas Lovell Beddoes, p.
95,details the weaknesses and inconsistencies
resulting from the elaboration.
Zoe King's attitude to the news of Beddoes'
suicide is an interesting correlative to
this. Uctober 2nd 1858 she wrote to ~elsall:
"We can but hope that the dreadful poison
from the dissecting wound had 80 changed the
nature of his system that he could not be
considered as healthy in his mind." Donner,
TLB, p.87f. gives the history cf this type
~murder, and also comments on the traumatic
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experience cf Hesperus with reference to
Beddoes himself.
i::lizabethan reminiscences abound in this
play. See Feller, pp. 47-8, Moldauer,
p. 103, Donne r , T1B, ch , 3.
Donner ~ives a comprehensive account of
Beddoes prosody up to this point in the
chapters of TLB dealing with the relevant
works.
This is very similar to the poem entitled
n]'rom the German", a parody of the prolific
playwright Raupach, whose works Beddoee
called "windeggs". Donner gives both,
Works, p.95. If the parody is intended as
a joke, it is uncomfortably Aimilar to
BedJoes' own style.
See also "Song of a Maid whose Love is
lJead" , liThe Old Ghost", Dianeme's Death
Scene etc.
..,
He wrote under the name of Barry Cornwall.
There were four in England: Kelsall, Froct~.
a, fe llow ~tudent of Pembroke College named
Bourne, and Revell Phillips. Donner gives
details of the two latter in the introduction
to The Browning Box. With the exceptions of
Zoe-xIng, Reich and Degen, Beddoes does not
Eeeffi to have formed any other friendships
which remained undisillusioned.
He seems to have spent an entire term in
the company of Henry Card, dedicatee of The
Brides' Tragedy and fellow lover of liter-
ature.
He helped to gain publication of the post-
humous poems of Shelley, whom he considered
neglected. See also "Stanzas Written in
~witzerlandn, l.llf., "Love is Wiser than
Ambitionn, and general references to his
hatred of critics and reviewers in letters.
The notes for Love's Arrow Poisoned (Donner,
Works, pp.521-4J are of interest to the studemt
in view of the methods of characteriB~tp8~e8~o-
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32 :E'or example, "Doubt" cf. 'the Brides' Tragedy.
-
33 ~or example, "Leonigild'p Apprehens:ton" cf.
Death's Jest Book IV iii; J:'ragment lXXVlll,
v'iorks p:-I"b6Cf:" DJJ3 11 t i .
34 The introduction to Donner's edition of
Works gives dates xxviii f.
35 DaB Problem der fragmentariechen Dichtung
rn-der enilischen homantik (~wiss Studies in
EngII'8h, S44). This is a thorough and
sound study of Beddoes' fragments and the
reasons for the large proRrtion of unfinished
work. One point which is not mentioned is
that some of the fragments are mere jottings
of ideas which might have been destroyed by
a [oet who 6chieved publication.
36 Torrismcnd perh~ps excepted. The plot
sks t ch of LAP proves ae much. trhe Last Man
was a\theme'""tliat captured his imagTnation-;-
mere lines are extant and he seems to have
acknowledged that it was beyond him, though
he wished to write it at a later date - see
undated letter XVIII, Works p. 5~8f. The
Second Brother is another case altogether
see p.24f. below.
37 Zoe King's testimony - letter to Kelsall
hovember 14th 1852. lBrowning Box)
38 Zoe King: letter to Aelsall January 22nd
1853. (ibid.) ~now suggests there may
have been some attraction between the
cousins, but it seems unlikely on the evid-
ence we have.
3~ Jrdnt letter from .Procter and Deddoes to
Kelsall, April 12th 1824. Beddoes appears
to have aCQuired a wig which he is not
wearing in the portrait.
40 His shorn condition no doubt partly inspired
the mocking expression.
41 Chi~ocd holidays had been spent with his
mether's family at Edgeworthtown in Ireland.
49
42 ~elsall to Browning, June 16th 1868. (Bro~n­
ing Box) The isolated f rugmerrt s reproduced
by Donner in the Works were sUPFlied by
Phillips for use in the Memoir by Kelsall.
43 Letter to Kelsall uecember 4th 1825; there
are numerous other instances.
44 Ibid., final parabrhph.
45 This is the impression left by Todd's article
which shculd be consulted for further detail
aEl the cnly real Rource. The comments below
on Beddoes' female characters ehculd be
qualified by what Todd Bays ab~ut his mother
S-E' a widow in ilJ-health c:nd of unstable tem-
perament.
46 Introduction to Plays and Foeme of Thomas
lovell Beddoes, a selected editmon, p. xxxf.
47 Line s H-<:- suggest d Ls se c t Ir n,
48 lJonner, TLB, p.267; ~~eber, Appendix D.
4S Valeria. is wandering in a state (f shock in
the city. ~oldauer believes she is actually
a ghost, though this must be a hallucination.
The disfigured corpse found by Varini i~ left
unexplained, but there must be cne to further
Marcello's plan and for the same reason Val-
eria has to be alive.
50 Donner, introduction to short edition of
Plays and ~oemB, p.xxxiv.
51 Beddoes found the theme of fake re8urrection
in Marston, a Jacobean dramatist whose satire
he found congenial. For non-liter8ry sources
see p.26 below.
52 Thcugh he was of course an Anglican, there
was no Anglican priest in Basle and he was
attended by the Lutheran pastor HUber, whom
Zoe King met in 1858.
53 Letter of April 20th 1827.
54 Worke, p. 74S, note to letter XIII.
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55 He 8epms to have read it con s t s t errt Ly to
judge by comments in his letters, e.g. to
Frocter, February 1824; to Kelsall, :tan-
uary 11th 18?5.
56 Donner, Works, pp. 538f. Kelley also
claimed to have sJ)okem to a dead man.
57 Compare the two letters to ~elsall of October
4th 1824 and ~arch 25th 1825.
58 Undated letter to *e18all of March or early
April 1825, n~~ber XVIII in Works.
5~ Snow's discussion of the PL, pp.35-6 is
dp.tuiled fJnd infor::nu.tive.-
60 The latter comprise liThe Comet", "Pygmalion"
and the translaticn of the Philosophic ~etters.
61 ~etter to Kelsall June 8th 1825.
6? ~uly l~th from na~burg.
N.B. All misspellings, abbreviations and other
eccentricities in the passages quoted from
the letters of Bed10es from this point on-
wards are the poet sown.
63 Le t t e r' to Kelsall ~)eptember 2~ tho
64 For a list of the books borrowed from the
university library at G~ttingen - a mere
fraction of his reading - see Weber, Appen-
dix E.
65 Letter to Kelsall December 4th 18?5.
66 Ibid. ',\hu,t he observed ht Gbt t Lnge n of
other studentE and the intellectual climate
seemed to give him great satiRf~ction, as
indeed he states in this letter.
67 Ibid.
68 The lSth century paw the production of an~ther
work of literature whose aims were equally
"f'lcientific": the Rcugon-Macquart series of
Emile Zola, which was intended as a controlled
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experiment. Unlike Zola, however, Beddocs
hoped to prove his hypothesis before com-
pleting the play whereas ~ola, producing
his characters entirely from imagination,
could not with justification lay claim to
anything more than a ficticnal represent-
atton of a theory. Both writers were the
product of the age in which medical science
began to emerge from the former cocoon of
ffi&gic, philosophy and unproved theorieing,
and both lived in a period where their
claime, though fantastic, were feasible.
In Beddoes' caee there was no actual
evidence to deny that resurrection could
be achieved, and non-scientific speculation
und mythology seemed to ~uggest that it was
in fact possible.
6~ The statement directly preceding these linee,
"1 feel myself in a meupure alone in the
world, &. likely to remain solt, taken with
the rest seem to suggest a diffidence which
in itself may have contributed to his con-
tinuing bachelorhocd.
70 letter to Kelsall April 1st.
71 lliarch 7th 1826.
72 Post-script to letter of October Sth.
73 .Fb rt 0 f the pas 88,ge Cluote d •
74 ~now, Appendix A pp. 181f" produces a theory
that he did die a natural death. In view
of the evidence, this would be extremely
ironical, and in any case the present writer
finds the viewpoint untenable.
75 The documents are reproduced by Weber,
Appendix D.
76 0ee letter to Phillips, December 18th 1833.
77 0ee the following sectirns rf the preeent
wo rk .
78 ~ee lurt Three A of the present work for a
detailed discussion of this.
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79 This voint is discussed in Chapter 3 of
Tieck s Romantic Irony by A.E.Lus~ky.
80 May 13th 1827
81 ~now writes:
An elaborate thesis may some day be made cut
fer the influence of ~erman Romanticism upon
Beddoes, but one may well doubt if i\ will
go much further than externals. A ~turing
mind rather than geographic location is
responsible fer the differences between,
Death s Jest Book ~nd The Brides' Tragedl ...Processes were completed in Germany w len
were be6um earlier, and it would be mis-
leading to ascribe them to German influence.
(Chapter VI, pt.3)
The present thesis attempts to strike a sen-
sible balance between the statements of the
last two sentences, and makes no pretensions
to being "elaborate". However, influences
there were, and they deserve to be documented
in terms of their relevance to Beddoes' work.
For a factor which may have influenced Snew's
judgment, see p. ~~ below.
82 In the letter to Kelsall of October 21st
he mentione for the firBt time his source,
at the same time denigrating his own peetic
ambitions as the result of a cheap desire
for fame. He concludes with the strange
and oblique statement, "What would have been
my confusion & dismay, if I had set up as a
poet, and later in my career anything real
and great had started up amongst us 8: like
a real devil in a play frightened into des-
pair & fatuity the miserable masked wretches
who mocked his majesty." He continues, "These
are my real and good reasons for having at
last rendered myself up to the stUdy of a
reputable profession ••• " The juxtaposition
of ~.... these statements seems to suggest
he had his own personal struggle in mind
when propounding his hypothesis.
83 Donner, Works, p.71, 11.7-25.
84 heddoes' covering letter (of iebruary 27th
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admits faults but implies a certain amount
of confidence in its talk of reviewers.
In view of the importance of the play to
its author, it would seem that this enum-
eration of faults is, as he thinks, a mere
disclaimer.
85 These were largely emitted by Kelsall in
the 1850 eq.ition, possibly partly ae a result
of Procter B critical jUdgment, ~Ud by Gosse
and Colles after him. That thiii were
in question i~ indicated by the letter to
Procter of April 18th l82S. The letter to
Kelsall of April 30th indicates that ~roc­
ter also objected to "Squats on a Toadstool tl
and "Old Adam".
86 April lSth.
87 The letters, it is true, give certain clues
to his states of mind, but these are part
of a pattern including DJB and in fac; most
of his work. His friends were t c-o close
to Beddoes to read the evidence impartially,
embedded as it is in long letters and a
play they did not understand.
88 Letter to Procter of April lSth.
8S Letter tc Kelsall of ~ebruary 27th.
90 The documents given by Weber, Appendix D,
indicate that they predate fairly closely
the expulsion and the rejection of the play
therefore.
91 See Weber, Appendix ~.
92 Donner gives a full account of Beddoes' pol-
itical life from this point onwards; such
details are outside the scope of this thesis.
93 As early as April 1826 Beddoes mentions
having marched with the Russians 1:ffa pro-
cession at G~ttingen. He refers to Reich
specifically in the letter of October 21st
1827.
94 III iii 44Sf.
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S5 27th .t!'ebruary 182S.
96 Donner, introduction to 1950 ed. of Plays etc.
p , xlv.
97 Beddoes' work may be divided as follows:
1. Youthful work; that preceding mother's
death in May 1824. ,
2. Works written mid 1824 - 1829 during the
period of self-discovery.
3. Mature works; 1830 onwards. ~ was
largely complete by that date a.nd Beddoes'
new acceptance of death finds expression
in the poems written in that year and
shortly afterwards for the first time.
98 "Lines Written in the Album of One who had
Watched the French Revolution"
S9 Cf. ttll10 ur ne r s Consoled" and the spepch on
Brougham.
100 Rimbaud joined the French colonial service
in North Africa; Oscar Wilde turned to
socialism and social comment while in
Reading Gaol. These are exceptions rather
than an example of the general tendency,
despite the Junges Deutschland group of
writers; Poe and Baudelaire did not seek
this outlet, nor did the 18th century writers
who died mad. Blake however combined the
two causes of poetry and polemics in a unique
manner.
101 There is some doubt ae to whether he actually
received the degree, though he seems to have
used the title and othere certainly did so.
He may never have bothered to submit the
dissertation required as a 1XR formality and
thuB was not recorded as having gained a
diploma. See Donner, TLB.' p.288. Weber,
p.208n. says Beddoes diadefinitely graduate
as M.D.
102 The Burschenschaft was normally not open to
non-Germane, Jews uside, hence Beddoee was
unique.
103 We be r, ch , V1.
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The articlee are printed in
104
105
106
107
108
lOS
110
III
112
113
114
Weber's Appendix E and in Donner, Works,
pp. 560-573. Donner gives translations,
pp. 734-742.
BateriSOhes Volksblatt, January 26th 1832.
We er, p.216, finds a similarity to a passage
of Hume. However it is interesting that
Beddoes chose to make this stat&ment in ~erman,
a language he would have found more congenial
to the prose utterance of 8uch sentiments than
English.
!Jonner prints the la.st of these, Works,p.655.
July 27th 1832. Donner (TLB, p.35) remarks
that the poet's father was-mQre famous than
he wa.e during his lifetime: he was "the cel-
ebrated Dr • .Beddoes", while TLB was~~.der
bekannte Dr. Beddoes". The newspaper tribute
shows that the poet could be more than bekannt,
and if he read it he probably a.ppreciated it
more than any suggestion of fame.
The most extreme example is furnished by the
two letters to his sister written on hie
deathbed.
DJB 11 ii 36-42
The chair was subsequently granted to the
dramatist Georg Bl1chner, author cf Dantons
Tod, and himself an active political worker.
However, he died four months later.
Donner, TLB, chapters X - XII. This is the
most authoritative aocount and the present
study is indebted to it for relevant infor-
mation.
Donner, TLB, pp. 313-4.
Ibid., p.311, note 3.
In the Schweizerischer Hepublikaner; see
~onner, Works,p.l43f. for the texts of
these and later polemical poems.
Zoe King heard from Degen in 1858 how "when
there was a pape~ar among the professor &0,
Beddoes made verses on it & mixed up so many
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old German words, the professors had~o con-
sult their dictionaries". No doubt Beddoes
was frequently involved in controversies,
and Donner assumes in his birgraphy that
Degen was not referring to the Strauss affair.
l10wvver it eeems natural to assume that this
was in fact the "paper war" of which Beddoes
told Degen. Frofessor Donner,·· on enquiry,
states that he has little doubt that this is
the strauss feUd, but German scholars assure
him that there is nothing in ~eddoes' pam-
phlet which would have made it neces8ary %B
for them to eonsult their dictionaries.
If this is the case either Beddoes or ijegen
must have been guilty of deliberate exagger-
ation.
When it wa,.,s sugbested that Sch~nlein might
become personal physician to the kmng of the
Belgians, Beddoes prOUdly asserted that S.
was rather the man to have a king in per'onal
attendance on him than the opposite.
Cf. Phillips' letter to Kelsall (Browning Box,
no. LXXXI):
•••• utter honesty and love of truth. These
qualities did estrange him from Sch~nlein &
I believe Keller ••••• who••• were exposed to
the blandishments and corruption of the
Court of ~erlin, where their avarice and am-
bition were fed and pampered.
There is only one source possible for these
stern moral jUdgments.
Letter tc Fhillips, ~eptember 28th 1835.
He may have felt a third crisis to be immin-
ent, partiCUlarly with Keller no longer there.
Frincipally the account of ~abel Collins,
Dublin University ~gazine, Vol.S4, 187S,
based on an eye-witness account of the lec-
ture. Snow, perplexed, dates this as 1828,
(note 23, p.210), but Donner has more facts
to hand and obviously places this correctly.
Snow appears to be unaware cf the 1840 visit.
The actual composition of DJB, dates ap~rt,
is investigated in the following part o~the
present study.
Letter to ~elBall, ~&rch Sth 1837.
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120 He 8ttended l0ctures in Berlin 1840-2
(Donner, TIB,p.352) and wiRhed t~ study
with the chemist Liebig in lA44, but was
unable to do so.(Letter to Kelsall, Novem-
ber 13th 1844)
121 The difference in age is the most contentious
point of all. Zoe King in 1858 describpd
Degen as "n young man abt 30 - nice looking",
which statement Gosse accepts and enlarges
on. ~Works, lS28 ed., introduction to Vol.l,
p.xxx) Donner however states that Degen
W88 born on October 8th 1811, and therefore
only eight ye,-~rs younger than Ba dd oe a , He
also givee bliC'graphical sources for the life
of Degen, who later became an actor. (TLB,
p.372 text and n.l) In this case Zoe RIng
must have mistaken a man of almost forty-
seven for one of thirty. Professor Donner
states that he has the birth-date from a
handbook and has not inspected the church
re5isters, yet he finds nothing unlikely in
Zoe Aing'8 mistake, which must therefore be
regarded as such. The difference in class
w(uld h&rdly have mattered, in vipw of the
way of life Beddoes had chosen to leed on
the Con~inent.
122 As she did not approve cf Beddoes, this opin-
ion cannot be accepted without reservations.
Alcohol, ill-health :-,nd eccentricity were
CHuse enough in themselves for his behavd:.cur
on several occasions.
123 See Kelsall's letter of July 21st 1844,
reproduced by Donner in Echoes of Beddoesian
Rambles, Studia Neophilologica,1~:62.
124 Letter of Kelsall, Browning Box no.CXLl.
125 Ap~0ndix A, pp.18l-8.
1?6 Browning Box,p.172, note to letter CXLl, 1.30.
127 If the hospital records are correct, Beddoes
lay insensible for Borne tirnebefC're his death,
and Ecklin states that the poison was found
in his p08peseicn after decea8e. ~now argues
that BeddoeA h&d no opportunity to bUy it
after the amputation but doeR not consider the
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p08sibility that he may have had it by him
for Borne time. it would seem th~t he avoid-
ed as long as possible taking direct means
to end his life, and as a medical graduate
he had the knowledge to select an effective
poison.
0econdly, unless the story cf the coma is
only a fiction to sUPlort the ~poplexy claim,
the hypothesis that Beddoe~ uRed curare is
immedi~tely ruled out. Sir William Osler,
who contacted Gospe, pointed out what is
cle~r to anyone with even the most super-
ficial knowledbe of poisons: that curare
paralyses the nerve-centres, inhibits res-
piration, and is almost instantaneous in
effect. It is also administered sub-cutan-
ecusly. Snow avoids any mention of the
ptomach-pump, which may be irrelevant, though
an oddity in the circumstances. Professor
Donner does o.n~believe thAt the pr I s on wae
curare, witn 1ch the present writer con-
cure , presuma.'61y it WDS ano the r vegetable
alkaloid, administered orally, probably
inducing a period of coma, Hnd no doubt as
painless as possible, though there can be
nothing but speculation on this point.
Part Two
DEATH'S JEST BOCK
.......~,;;"...---
Thomas Lovell Beddoee has been wrongly called "The
Last El1zabethan"t ,... in reality he was no more an
Elizabethan than any other dramatiet of the early nine-
te~nth century who Bought to revive British drama by
looking back to the days of its greatest achievement
and attempting to emulate this in theme and content.
There are incontestibly Elizabethan elements in his
works. The Brides' Tragedy is closest to the El1za-
bethaniem of the Romantice2 and contains a great num-
ber of reminiscences of pluye of this period,3 yet
the total effect is one of melodrama: character and
action are imprcperly integrated, and pathos is the
pubE1titute for "high seriousneee". Beddoee was a
poet, and it was in this capacity that he learnt from
the Elizabethans the art of blank veree, which he
produced with facility at the age of nineteen and in
Death's~~ with a virtuosity that cannot Ie
diomissed as mere imitation.
Am(ng the Elizabethans, Beddoee admired next to
Shakespeare ~arlowe: Marlowe, the first dramatist to
use the legend of Dr. Faustus in hie tr"gedy of aspir-
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ati~n. Beddcee him~elf created two characters in the
FauFtian tradition, Marcello and Iebrand, and in doing
so he showed himself to be a Romantic. Marcello and
Isbrand make no compacts with the devil: Goethe,
writing a quarter of a century ~arlier, retained this
8Apect in hie Faust and made of it philosophy, but
Beddoee' heroes have the un~haken faith in the power
of the mind and imagination over life, death and the ex-
ternal world which was their creator'f.'I, and a Romantic
creed.
From the Elizabethan and Jacobean Flaywrlghte
Beddoes borrowed the revenge theme, and it was as a
revenge tragedy that lJeath'p Jest Bock was originally
conceived, for as Coxa writee~ ----
Beddoes, indifferent to rpsychiatric quirks],
instinctively returned to something like
a doctrine of humours, of ruling passions,
since his mind increasingly reached out for
absolutes: the meaning of death, the vanity
of human wishes, the nature of human freedom.
what better convention, what more fascinating
ritual, could he have chosen than the old
revenge tragedy, with all its layerA of ass-
ociation, its formal appeal to the spectators'
power of suspending disbelief, its open in-
vitation to rhetoric and excess.
The ferm, the blank veree, and a hint of the possibil-
ities afforded by a comic Bub-plot were all he gained
of real value from them. The ~ensational and intric-
ate plots of which the notes to Love's Arrow Poisoned
seem almcflt to offer a parody were valueless when he
imitated them, for they obsoured the truths he wished
to express instead of illustrating them. without the
precedent of the revenge framework Beddoee might never
have written Death'8 ~~, but there is no denying
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that the intric..cf.e e and <ibsurdi tiep. of the plot detract
from the beliefs he tried to exprese in it.
A. GAnesis
Beddoee left Bngland in 1825 with an acute perscnal
problem, a reading knowledge of German, and the title
for his next play. In the four years which followed
he worked slowly but conp.ietently on its composition,
and when he failed to achieve fublicaticn of the pla.y
which had co~t him more to write than any other creation
of his fertile imagination, he added to it, rewrote,
and tried to improve. All this has left its mark on
the playas we now have it. It is cumbersome and
unactable: the latter because he wrote, not for the
stage, but for himself; and into the three versions of
the play which now exist went much that he learned
in the course of four years' writing and fourteen of
revision. It is a play that he could not have written
in England; the Qerman environment contributed to it in
a manner which will be discussed in the final part of
this fltudy.
In Germany he found the idea from which he created
the action of the play, though he only imparted the
actual source to Keleall in October 1827:
••• the Jest book - or the Fool's Tragedy -
the historical nuoleus of which is an i8-
ol~ted and rather disputed fact, that
Duke Boleelaue of M~nsterberg in 5i1e9ia
was killed by hie court fool A.D. 1311,
but that is the 1e~st important part of
the whole fable.
Although at least one critic han attempted to apply the
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1I1e\~Hted •••• fl':l.ctll to the play, with comic effect,5
A
Beddoes obviouAly meant exactly what he sa1d: the
source 1s the least important. part, and~writ1ng when his
own play wae more or lese fid~hed in cutline, he was,
aware (f the fact. The word fable can 0r:ly refer to
his cwn compoeit1cn, and he 18 justified in his literal
use of it. He presumably came upon Fl~gel'~ Geech-
ichte der Hofnarren shortly after his arrival in Ger-
many, but the title of the play came firFlt; this alone
demonp,tratee that he was only looking for a vehicle to
express Bomehow the idea implicit in it and already in
hie mind from the time he had eet aside The Second
BrothBr.
The source itself was undramatic despite its im-
plicati(·ns for a story-teller: a historical chronicle
of an uapremeditated killing, probably not without
impetu~ from past events, but crude enough. 6 Beddoee
locked to the past to offer a mea.ne to turn this fact
to dramatic capital, end Death's Jest~ took the form
of a revenge drama. The reven~e theme interested
Beddoep for its own fla.ke and he followed hiE'! models, at
leaet ill~iallY, with thor(lughness. The actual motiv-
ation to venge~nce is external to the action: the pres-
ent duke of MUnBterberg, ~I.elverio, has killed the right-
ful duke and usurped the throne. The disinherited
Bons, Wolfram and I~brand,7 have come to court in dis-
guise to purApe their revenge, but of the two Isbrand
is the one whose hatred is implacable. Violfram, the
knight, h~s grown to ussume with his role some of ~he
loyalty to hi? liege lord which ie proper to it;
Isbrand, in his servile role of court focI, simply
gr ows ~ore cbseened. In accor-dance with the tradition
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the 0riginal crime in the pl&y i~ aggravated by a further
one, the murder ot Wolfram, as in hamlet the murder of
the princet~ father is followed by uertrude t £ h~8ty
remarriage with the uBurper. 8
To this extent the play iF a. revenge ,tragedy. In
actual fact, hf'wever, Iebra.nd does not kill the duke:
the resurrected ~olfram carries him alive into the tomb.
Through the mechanics of the revenge plot lieddoee comes
to the major theme of the play ae he originally paw it:
the resurrection of Wolfram. As a grim jest ~hoee
only juetificBtirn is Iebrandtp depire to make hie ven-
gE"ance reach to JUdgement uay, he !3ubptitutee Wo1fram ts
body f('r that of the duke t s de&.d wife, and he ia resur-
re cted in her j.Ls.ce • Although the revenge theme con-
tinues beyond this Bcene, Act 111 scene iii, Beddtee in
hie diffusenee~ had lost eight of the eingle thread
O\?JbY.,
10 ng be {fPe t hat •
The play has a pub-title in the Jacobean tradition:
t C .The Fool s Tragedy.~ Iebrand does not die like Aam1et,
in the execution of his vengeance, but for a different
reason, and in order to appreciate the final form of
the play it is necessary first to trace in broad outline
the chbngee it underwent in the course of composition.
Many of these, it will be peen, spring from the philos-
ophy of its uuthor at each 5iven point.
B. Execution
As recounted in the preceding part ot thie etudy,
th~ firet draft ot ~eathts Jest ~,1825-6, is lo~t,
but it dates from the period of Beddoe~t greatest op-
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t Lm l n-n E,nd f i th in hip own powe r-s , ':,'ith the 1068 (If
t h i o f'~J.i th came the Los s 'f his ycuthful facility in
writing. The yeare 1822 onwards h3d seen a spate of
crputivity which cannot be accurately appeAsed as BO
10
much 'Rae de~ltrcyed, and a.Ltihough Beddoe s wrote mere
11 -
e par-LngLy at G~ttlngen, Eltill he cnmpleted the pla.y in
a comparatively short period by any but his own ~tandarde.
i.1 the ugh he had begun and d t scar-de d at 1eap.tfour
plays l)rior to commencing Death' 8 Jest Book, tr&..nflferring
p:.irt of e:::.ch to the next, 12he did~d~rd the new
work in his d l s Ll.Lus Lc nment of early 1827, o.nd there are
rea~onR fnr thif1. ~elveric'B conjuring c~uld no longer
be uny more rpal than Marcello's, yet the play had its
f(,rmaJ theme in the rf'venge plot which in the Eliza-
b-than mode Wi~~S e.cccmpan l ed by aJsub- plot that served
bo t h Li.ne s of o.ction. Not only this, but in Isbrand
Beddoe8 had created u character who could a~sume ~ll
the poet's new cyn i.c i em and de spair and impart his WeIt-
anAchauung. Inbrand'~ connection with the resurrection
WeI,S tenucUB, but Xli Jl J:kxrxlUII:r he ove r-ehadcwe d the play
and the reet of the characters , including :,7elveric,
hie advf>rpl'l.ry in the revenge, to such an extent th:;t the
plot has n0 effeotive c&nflict. In the IBAt act, as
will bA Been, :,)euth's~~ BUddenly ce~pes to be
Isbru.nd'R play, but for this a l ao there are r'e a sona which
mue t have been real €TIt ugh to his creator. The third
and meAt tmportant reason for continuing tc Viork on
t.he play 'n,s Beddoes' recent discovery of Tieck'F theory
of Romantic Irony. The nature of this irony as Beddoee
used it i~ the rubject of Part ~hree A of the present
work, und its importance must net be undere E'timated.
Grete i,';olrhluer speaks of the "reinste romantische Ir-
onie" of much that Beddoee makes his characters do or
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rL..y, ':r.d clhim!,1 direct Ge rrnan Lnf'Luonco ;13 ~;now die-
cr unt n thir., rf'f'?rring to ~)chlpbel'~ thp{1r:r of Roman-
tic Irony.l4 However, it in fbirly obviou~ that the
ROJ1lantic Trcny tc be found in De&th'f'~ Book is a
hybrid type of Beddosp' own, adapted to the demande of
hil? ~ubjpct, and only by implic&ti( n the pelf-pt;rnlying
form use d by Tieck and cOTIrddered by critics to be de-
baaed. It ifl preflp.nt, for inetance, in the r-peeche e
of Mandrake in the resurrc-ction ecene , which s re the
v~ry pasBugp.R omitted by Keleal1 whom Co11ee and G08Re
both followed in preparing their own editione.15
Thu~ they were not &.cceeeible to eithf'r of the Bbnve
writflrp. 'By means of Romantic Irony BeddoE'P in fa.ct
dip.f!ociated himpelf' from the r€f!urrection \11hich had
formerly been crucial to him, and though Mandrake'p
apppara.nce from the tomb m8.Y a.Lso have the double pur-
pose of continuing the parallel sub-plot and d1vert1.ng
any laughter which might otherwipe have accompanipd the
appeara.nce of' wolfram,16 t h i B alone netther jURtifiep
ncr explains the prope Bpeeches.
Already in 1826 Beddoer. hed to pom~ extent rejected
v:h&t he referfl to t...s "I'brnassi&.D foolery", 17 and adds,
"T can bear a ~atire still tho', and write 0ne, BP Jpst-
book Fhall Rhow". The ratiri~al anti-Rom&ntic 8Ppect of
the play if centered in Isbrand, the d~niBl of other-
18 . l~
wc r Ld Ly values. Edgell Rickword . names ae an inetance
of this hie mcckery of moon and nightingale a~d we ~ay
Blp( add V'olfra.m 'f' reference teJ Cleppatra in 1I0ld ,hdam ll ,
since Wolfram at this point has become Iebrand's alter
ego in the play. The eatire is further pree€nt in the
p:,rF'pectivE? of the fine.} ~cene of the play, which opens
(ut intc co~mic dimenpion£.
This dual vision is an aspect of the play itself.
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There are two Deaths: one the Romantic death wooed by
Sibylla which is akin to love; and the death pereonified
in the Songs of V iv, of which Beddoes said "Death is a
vulgar dog,,2~ dismissing this perhaps a little too
lightly. It is the medieval death which he recalls in
hie own Dance of Death, the death he formerly wished to
Bend back
An unmasked braggart to hie bankrupt den.
The duality is justified in view of the two aspects of
R~manticism and satire which emerge from the troubled
caner of the first version of the play, thc,ugh Beddoee
does in fact indicate which he finds the truer.
The unfavourable verdict of Beddoes' friends
showed him that he must either discard four yearp' work
and the fruits of four years' agony of mind, or make
drastic ~d thcrough changes. He did neither. Though
he de~ided on ways to improve the plot,2lbaeed on the
Athulf-Adalmar-Amala scenes_, the fragments arising from
this were never inoorporated into the play. The domin-
ant moed of "Love is Wiser than Ambition" is resignation;
a rejeotion of fame and glory which ill accords with
the depiction of Adalmar in 11 iii of the first ver.ion
as
not Peace'e lap-dog
But Battle'e shaggy whelp.
(11.56-7)
Likewise the Aecond passage, "A Great Sacrifice Self-
Compensated", whioh also contributes to this theme, and
if the new twist were to make ttthe Cain &: Abel Boene •••
tell better" it cculd not have been expressed in such
terms aa
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Alone in the eternal is my hope.
Took I thee, that intenseet joy I have
Would soon grow fainter and at last dissolve
But, if I yield thee, there ie nomething done
Which from the crumbling earth my soul divorces,
And gives it room to be a greater ~pirit.
(11. 8-13)
The change was within Beddoes, and hie characters became
modified in aocordance with the new outlook he had not
then completely assimilated. As within the play, they
were mouths through which he spoke, and this Adalmar
belongs to a situation within the poet's mind and not
consistent with the previous conception of the character.
A longer fragment which aleo found no place in the
revised play and also sketches un intended improvement
is the scene entitled by Kelsall "Murderer's Haunted
Couch". The resurrection had lost its original sig-
nificance, and Beddoee intended it to be once again sub-
ordinated to the S revenge, occurring perhaps only in
Act V,22 where it would have served the cosmic satire.
Iebrand was therefore to take over the earthly retrib-
ution from Wolfram, whose function would merely be ae
befcre, to administer the coup de grace to Melveric.
One effect of Beddoes
'
revisions was to throw Isbrand
increasingly into relief. In this new Bcene, Elizabeth-
an tradition and Romantic Weltanschauung are fused: the
avenging Isbrand taunts the duke with his crime and pro-
misee him not leath but the curee of life and conscioue-
neee. 23
The lyrics and fragments composed between 182S
and 1844 ref1eot Beddoes ' attempts to make a better play.
The earliest are those which conflict moet in tone: the
p0et ls vision altered almost entirely in the couree of
four yeare, and what he wrote immediately after 182S
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r~presenjB a reaffirmation and a r.e9t~tement of his att-
itu1~ to life; and life in Beddoes' world view atill had
ltB centre ('f gravity in the fact of d.eath. By the time
he mr.ide the 111.~t riraft he had u.~~1.r"ilated hi~ experiences:
the two Adalmar fragmentE' werp. not used, un'" it 1s doubt-
ful ·."h(~ther they would have been even if subf:'1tantial
change s had been made to the la.ter acts. On the other
hand, a pla.ce mi.ght ha.ve been found for the other unused
,
fragment, "MurderEilr R Haunted Couch".
AR an index of the progress of Beddoes' th0ught we
may conveniently t~ke the three versiuns of the Apeech
made by RibyllB at Wolfram'p bier, 11 ii. The Sib}lla
of th~ firpt is a woman without w~ll, who miAtook
friendnhip for leve with dire coneequ~nceA, and at the
bier thinks (,nly of herself and an el3.rly do.&.th:
Bring me to a nunnery:
There shall I 80cneAt learn the way to heaven •
••••• we do net part for many d&ye.
A little Rleep, a little waking mere,
And then we are together out of 1ife. 24
It iA a negative viewpoint, that of the poet'e youth,
yet the rreceding dirge eXFreSEes the ~arne idea in
poetry whioh p~reuadee that its beauty etates a baeic
truth. But this Sibylla ie little more than the inetr-
umsrrt of the J::ll,t, the cause of We lfram' e death.
t!owper, Bed1oef1 found in her the medium for the ex-
pression of the view of death that came to him at G~ttin­
gen, and he pubpequently composed the longer ppeech
"f':ibylla. at ~olfr(-t1ll'f> Biern : 25
De ad , is he ? What's that furl1.er than a word ••••
Aye this ie cold, thbt was 8 glance ~f him
Cut of the depth of hie immortal self;
This utterance and token of his being
Hie spirit hath let fall, 8nd ncw ie Bone
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To fill up nature and oomplete her being •
•••• Say not he's dead, -
The word is vile - but that he is henoeforth
No more exoepted from eternity.
This paesage of twenty-eix lines in its entirety is a
statement of Beddoes' personal philoeophyas are the
Adalmar fragments, and in the final version it is revised
so that it is truer to its funotion in the oontext of
the play. The fragment is isolated from any dramatic
purpose, whereas Sibylla's speeoh of 11 ii 32-55 oon-
tains the essentials of both earlier versions within the
Bcheme of the aotion 80 that she oomes oloser to the idea
of the Romantic whose love-death is poeitive.
As Beddoee grew older and grew further aw~y from
the original impulse of the play the additions he made
fall into two main categories: the lyrics, and the
prose passages of Mandrake and Isbrand. The oriainal
Aot 1 contained no lyrios; the final versi~n has no
fe~er than eight, of which two were taken from The
Ivory Gate~6 The purpose of each of these is to inten-
sify t~oOd27 and the eoonomy of expre8~ion conveys
more than all the lengthy dialogue. One in partiCUlar
is immeasurably effeotive in its context. The dying
Wolfram addressee Melverio with the fateful words
I will avenge me, duke, ae never man.
This line is not in the original, nor is the Song from
the Waters which follows, "As sudden thunder": three
terse stanzas whose condenped imagery conveys a proph-
etic mespuge of resurrection. It dem~trates that,
while Beddoes could use a dramatically effective tech-
nique, he was unable to apply it to dialogue. "My
cursed fellows in the jestbook would palaver imrneasur-
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ably, & I could not prevent theron, he wrote to Kelsall. 28
To the end he retained this fault. He was t00 much in
love with worde and ideas to be concise: the extended
metaphor, the development of a random theme, the cumul-
atien of aeeoiatione, all these fasoinated him. Examples
exist in Mario's speech 111 iii 112-142 and in the duke's
accnunt of Ziba's origin, III i 40f. \b version). Not
much perhaps in a play ae long ae Death's test Book,
but not the only ones, and they are symptomatic of Bed-
does' inability to confine hie imagination.
In later years he found a meane of justifying to
scme extent this prolixity. The revised Act 1 is dis-
cussed in gr~ater detail in Part Three D of this at_dy,
but the nature of the extensions to the prose passages
must be mentioned here. In the exchanges of ~andrake
and Iebrand, the alchemical ie developed for its own
sake: Mandrake is more specifically the alchemist.
Kate/Joan addresses him no longer sa"dear Mandrake~ but
2(.,
as "dainty HomunculUS",' a name reminiscent of Paraceleue,
whose disciple he ie. He approximates more than ever to
Isbrand, whose speeches seem no more than those of a
brother fool, at least superficially. "The division
of the speeches between them Beems arbitrary", saye
Donner. 30 ftowever, a satirical element may be discerned
beneath Isbrand's riddles of scene i which serves 8S 8
pr~lude to the bitterness of his words to Wolfram later
in the same Bcene. 31 The anachronisms are lntp-nticnal.
~andrake ie changing hie life becauee the world is
changing about him:
the owl's browm eye's the Bky'e ne~ blue
(1 i 6S)
Isbrand'e desire ie to change the world.
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Such is the
distinction between the two fools. The original Ie-
brand had not been introduced BO precisely, but Beddoee
now wrote from the standpoint of the completed play,
and the revieions ,he made indicate a desire to resolve
incone1ptenciee, emphasise one potential the.e, delineate
character, and produce dramatic force.
c. The Poet's Vision
I have a bit of FIAT in my Boul,
And can myself create my little world.
So saye Iebrand in hie shert-lived moment of triumPh. 32
In Death's~~ itself Beddoee likewise creates hie
little world, and despite the diffuee and protra.cted
na.ure of the play it is possible to evaluate the essen-
tial vision he presents. Hie is a complex Weltanschau-
ung: in the final version the revenge theme has promin-
ence but the implications and mcdifications of the trad-
itional form are peculiar to Beddoes alone, and it 5.xa.
gaine a significance which extends beyond the world of
the play. We may compare, for example, Marston's
Antonio's Revenge, a play Beddoes knew and borrowed from
in his own composition. 33 The meral world of Mareton's
I
play demands that Antonio avenge his father's murder;
~
this he doee. There arc no metaphysical overtones, no
Bwerving from the main line of the action. Beddoes was
at the mercy of hie own ineubordinate intellect: the
theme of death fascinated him, the character of the fool
intp.re~ted him, and the twin problema of power and lib-
erty strove for an honest assessment in the alien revenge
w0rld. Of these, all but the second determined the
course nf hiA lite, though it too was a recurring m0tif. 34
Theee four themes became interwoven into the revenge
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tragedy, giving it a depth and intellectual complexity
which alone preclude it from the poeeibility (,r actual
prod.uction, !=....nd it is these which must be examined in
an attempt to interpret the moral world of ~eath'~ Jest
Book.
The pituation in which the play opeme has already
been stated;35 it i8 the traditional revenge premise,
and Beddoee does not hesitate to upe the techni~uee of
hie medels. The angry Isbrand taunts Wolfram with the
words
•••• come not again for fear of me and our
father's epirit: for when he comes ~o me
in the night, screaming revenge, my heart
fcrgete that my head weare a fool'e cap •••
(1 i ?54-6, c; b
varies a little)
We are prep/3nted immediately with the important figure
of Isbrand the avenger, disguised as a jest~r. The
role of fool and the revenge are inseparably linked on
both the story and the symbolic levels. Isbrand's
task of r--venge i8 legitimate and in the guiee ot court
fool, undeclared, he is protected by the cap and belle
and free to pursue hie jU8tifi~d aim. The ethice of
the rev'ge tragedy, therefore, must be hie ethios, and
when he departs from them or attacks the existing moral
order he encompasses his owm downfall. The seed of
this is within hie own character. Iobrand's tragic flaw
is hybris: overweening pride and a~bition whioh place
him at the rn~rcy of Npmeeis, the ruling principle of
~eGth'e~ Bopk. Prematurely he rejeots hie disguise
and involves him~elf in an unneoeeBury oonspiraoy to
seize what is rightfully his.
The idea of the die~uip,e adopted by Iebrand is not
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orilSinal to Beddoes. The Germell SClurc€, may have Euggee-
ted tt, but it is mr.re likely that he found e. hint in
Antcnic'e Revenge, where Antonio adepts, briefly and not
until the fourth act, the Bame diBgui~e. Unlike MarFton,
Bednoee makes full use of the symbolism of the fool's
cOFtume, not cnly for the purpose of satire, but 1n the
climax of Act V pcene iv, and with even greater expertise
he exploits the ~ignificance of the feol in the oreation
of hie m~ral world.
As ~arston expreS8ee it,
0, he hath a patent cf immunities,
Conf1rm'd by oustom, seald by pollicie,
As large ae epaticuB thcught. 36
(1111 i 13-15)
and though both Marston3? and Beddoee38 mention the in-
ferior Boc1al st~e of the fool, this dehumanieation is
proper to Isbrand. Besides thie, the oharaot~r of the
true Focl is of an almost sacred nature, particularly in
folk tradition. 3~: :Beddoes gives us two fools, though
neither is what he seems, nor keeps to the pubplot where
the fool of Elizabethan drama properly belongs, with one
notable exoeption. 40 Death's Jest~ gives a new
dimension to the fool and the theme of Folly. Isbrand
is a fool in appearanoe, at least initially; Ma.ndrake
a fool in reality, and he never loses this buffoon
quality though he plunges into learned ~tudy and is used
aA a vehicle of Beddoes' eelf-ircnieation in the SUbplot
bd'Ol (,beefpe running off into oblivion.
Into Mundrake's mouth Bcddoee places the speech and
ecng ~hioh as a disoonnected fragment Kelsall entitled
rtThe Spirit of Folly". Here Beddoes expresses his O1m
view of the world:
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II i 48-5?, c text)
The fool. who signifies humanity, is laid
aside and will eoon be forgotten •••• and
now , ~jocrDtic ~.it:::.r, thy Demcn, thy grf'f.t
Pan, Folly, is waning from thy side •••
he who hath no leaven of the oribinal f~ther
lJonkr:'Y in JlX fj,ny corner of him ••• har: lo~t
hie title to humanity.
Theugh the opening to the song introduces a contradict-
ory ~lement, the passage is a requiem for the fool, a
~ad Bckncwledgement that the world ie dedicating it~elf
to unhallowed ,:'If'rirUflne~s:
Th~ world'~ no Atage, no tRvprn m~le.
It~ rign, the Fool's ta'en down.
I~brand' s Cl.nflw~ring 8pe'~ch, alec part
ffipnt, confirmA this interprf.1t8.tion12
corrtatn-rt in tJ;andrakf" A Li.ne e ,
of the ~amr frag-
Beddoes' point is
l~ow if.' evpry man his own Pool, and Fate for us
all.
(1 i 55-6, c tp.xt)
This i~ the ppreud of folly in the £lenAe of stupidity,
and 8uch folly, it pepms, i8 the pubject ~f tho firnt
three lineA of the pong, u fact that makeR for ccnf'usion1 3
It may alf10 bp connected with Ipbr&nd, who in becoming
beth Fool and il'ate forfeits hie right~ and his "immunit-
ies". Through Isbrand Deddof's exprepf1eA the implicit
relativity of folly and wisdom, ae in this scene where
he concludes a peri~8 of apparently obflcure statemente
with the wardA
~ut I erow de Li r-t ous , arid utter grave Truths.
(1 i 83)
He ns xt &pP":~r8 b.t tbp. bier of the murc1p.rp.d. Wolfram
in Act 11 sce ne ii, tlti11 in the gu t se of jestpr. How-
ever, the duke's second crime. which is intended to be
a further incentive to revenge. in spite nf the incon-
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sistency in Beddoes' plot,44causee Isbrand to reveal a
hatred and IUf\t fer a revenge which, it becomes clear,
will not only expiate the crime but ~atipfy the demands
of hie owm personality:
I urn ••• a good contented man; Deac~nb1e
as an ass chewing a thietle; and my thistle
iR revenge. I do but whi~~er it now:
but hcr~aftpr 1 ~hall thunder the word, and
I shall nhoot up gigantic out of this pip--
mire shape, and hurl the bolt of that revenge.
(ll.~7-101)
:hcn he t~kcs the body of Wolfram it is o8teneibly to
further hiB revenge;45 but the revenge now is only a
means where formerly it hud been manifcetly an end:
My brother ••• le an ea.rthquake eeed, and
will whisper reven~e to earth, &nd I to
hf'aven; and thtugh we whipper now,
thunder phsll speak the word hereafter:
und it shall be the thunder of the wheels
of a war-chariot in which 1 f'hull triumph
like Jupiter in my fool's cap, to fetch
the duke and hie eons to Hell, &nd then
my bf>lls will ring merrily, und I 8hall
jest more merrily than now; for I shall
be Death the ~curt-fool.
(11.140-146)
The development of the fool theme already demonstrates
how Iobrand hus overstepped the limits of his mcrtal
nature and is &sp1r1ng by implication, th~ugh not yet
pxplicitly, to usurp the power~ Gf a god; for to
Beddoee Death iA the mopt powerful of them all: and
for this I'r'ome t he an hybr-I.s he must ruffer co smt o vcn-
gs ance .46 'I'wo Irinc! pLes rule thi 8 play: tho se of
Npmc8is and Re1y1buticn,47Gr ef:>k and E117.:8bf'thFln, r3nd the
dpnouement satinf1c8 both. Inbrand'~ ~pirit haE cut-
brown thp rolf' aif court fool from whf ch he formally
abdicates almost immediately in a scene inspired by
Tieck. 48 For a moment he returns to it to make a last
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use of his licence for satire:
Yonder minister shall have my jacket; he
needs many colours for hie deeds.
(11 iii ~3-4)
In disposing of the tokens of hie office he evokes,
on the other hand, the cosmic significance of the fool
SA the "Spirit of Folly" fragment expre eee d it:
o cap and bells, ye eternal emblems, hiero-
glyphios of man's supreme right in nature;
o ye, that fall only on the deserving,
while oak, palm, laurel and bay rankle on
their foreheBds, whose deserts are often
more payable at the other extremity:
who Ahall be honoured with you? Come,
oandidates, the oap and belle are empty.
(11. 101-6)
In the final Rcene of the play they find a wearer and
he is suoh ae to emphasise the eymboliem of the focI,
while here Isbrand formally dedicates them to Death;
and Mephistopheles-like, Death anewerF the oall.
¥or the eecond time Iebrand juxtaposes the oonoepts of
folly and wisdom in words which, like all his utterances
in this scene, bear an ironic significance:
••• call me focI no longer, for my wisdom
is on the wane. (II. 76-7)
One of the basic themes of this play is the paradox of
folly and wisdom bond the nature and place of each; it
is implicit in Beddoes' satirical vision. Thus Death
will find
••• the angel's record of man's works an~
deeds, and write with a lipless grin on
the innocent first page for a title,
'Here begins Death's Jest Book'.(11 iii 115-7)
All wisdom is folly in Iebrand's eyes.
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True wisdom
may be found in the antics of the fool; there is none
in the knowledge sought by the thinking man. The dis-
covery of knowledge i8 truly the original sin; man's
nature compels him to go beyond hie appointed limite,
to seek to be more than he is, no matter what destruction,
physical or spiritual, this involves. This was Beddoee'
sin, i' an innate compulsion can be eo called, and led
to his puicide. The pituataon is foreshadowed in the
supreme irony which links the play to the life of its
author in the fact that not only mUAt Isbrand die for
peeking to be "more than man'", but 'Duke Melveric who
wished like Deddoes to conquer death is dragged into the
tomb before his time. In Death's Jest Book Beddoes
--
derives the satire from the twin meanings of the word
folly, and his final statement resolves itself into an
acknowledgement of the destructive nature of the desire
for transcendance. This is the Romantic KKBXXK desire,
and to the Romantic in beddoee we must add the ration-
alist in him; the result is a poet who could never
resolve his position and express a positive vision.
hesignation oame only from maturity and an acceptance of
thesJ!
what is: the laws of the universe. And it is ••c. that
rule also in the world of the play.
The technical form of the Elizabethan drama affor-
ded Beddoee a means to mark the exact transition from
Isbrand the fool to Iebrand the court intriguer. In the
couree of 11 iii he caste off the traditional prose of
the comic or nlow-life" characters an. assumes the blank
verse of the unoble n personages, thoU8h he never loees
the turn of speeoh more appropriate to a jeeter. 49
The themes of folly and revenge disappear almost entirely,
only to re-emerge in the final Bcene. The latter takes
on a new guise altogether and is diverted towarde the
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r'e sur-re c't t cn of Wolfram. In the se ot t cns concs rntng 1s-
brand it becomes mere intrigue •
.elcte and conepiraoie e are coramonpLace in tragedy, 50
and 1ebrand, the "creator anji deetroyer",51 stepe down
frem hie Jovian role to conspire in a ruined cathedral
at midnight. He shrewdly notes the potential enmity
of Athulf and Adalmar and toeters it, though as far as
the outcome is concerned, lithe real author is the law of
retributicn",52and Isbrand plays obly the role of "stage-
man~erll.53 '£he incident is intended as a parallel to
the duke'p murder of Wolfram, his own bloed brother, and
the latter's ghost states thie;54 though Isbrand acts
with the ~ame intention55, his motives are not above BUS-
picion. However, 1sbrand emerges as the focal point
of the play, the eye of the whirlpool into whivh all the
flcating ideas are gradually drawn. The resurrection
is the last of these as it loees its objective validity
and is Aubmerged in the vagaries of the complex revenge
on two levele while retaining a certain symbolic value.
The final Bcene reveals the revenge theme in an entirely
new ~uiee.
Death'p Jest Bonk ip a revenge play, and it is
Iebrand'p play, yet Beddoee' attitmde to him is ambiv-
alent. Beddoes betrayed him, says Donner,56 and having
done 80 made him die an ignominious death improper to the
great revenger of the original concepticn. He must die,
for he commits a double 8in against hie father'A epirit
and ~gainst humanity and the values Beddo~s himself
held. By hie own moral standards Isbrand is evil
becauee he acts fer the wreng reasonf'!. Deddoes' ad-
herence to a form four centuries old led him into con-
tradictions: Isbrand i8 a Renapcence figure in a modern
situaticn,57 and the thirteenth century setting is Beddoee'
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cwn convenience, to be treated as arbitrarily as any8 "-"
mythological ectting. 5 Act III intr~ducee th~ first
portrayal of the con8pirucy on ptage and Isbrand in-
vokes the forces of Nemesis in that the decieive upser-
tion of his own free will must bring him to an ultimate
acknowledgement of the meral law of Necee~ity.5S ~pddoes
introduces the l~st of the main ideas of the play in
this context: the relative problem~ of liberty Rnd power;
and in doing 80 he makes his one unqualifiea ptatement,
tempered though it might be on the emotional level by
hie involvement with Isbrand.
The c0n8piracy ee e t Lcne of III iii, the scene
which also contains the resurrecticn, do not furthf'r the
act t cn of the play. The plot against Torwald, ""elveric' e
regent, is already formed60 and lsbrand calle the meeting
on the pretext of issuing final inetructionp. ~ike SO
much of the play, the Bcene merely f1ervee Deddoes with
an opportunity to express his ideas in dialogue between
the characters. 61 Isbrand speaks bcldly in front of
~iegfried, the only person who seems to be privy to hie
real identity,62though not to his plan of revenge,63
unless this is another of Beddoee' overeightA; and the
very terms lebrand uses should have convinced him much
~~rlier that this is no zealous revolutionary working
for th~ g00d of the state:
.Fat mother moon hath brc,ue!.ht the cats their light
A whole thief's hour, and yet they are not met.
1 thought the bread and milky thies-spread lies,
With which I plied them, would have drawn to head
The state's bad humours quickly.
(Ill iii 27-31)
and, in a previcus pcene:
I hold the latch-string of a TIAW world's wicket;
One pull - and it rolls in •••••
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'l'omcrrow, ~)if'>efricd, sh;:;lt thou pep me pitting
One of the> drivers of this racing earth,
With GrUsstiu'a reins between my fingers.
(11 1v 6-15)
Beddoes uses dramatic irony to point the cosmic
reali ty of Lsbr-and ' e aspira.~ion compared to the appear-
ance of his god-like omniscience in the confident boaFte
to the pil~rim who is the dis~uiBed Melveric. 64 fhe
P(;pt found irony a congenial mcde, and in a play who~e
expre~sed ~ur~oae was to present a ~atire of ooamic
pr<·})rrtione, its effectiveness is sometimes over-intell-
ectual, yet oftpn Btrikin~. ~hp introduction of Mario
to the cone~irhcy is a calculated nction which can be
illuminated by reference to the idea!=! on which A.W.
Schlf'gel based his appreciation of Homantic Irony in
dramatic practice. 65 'l'hue f3r Beddoes hap rreflPnted
I~brand in Euch a manner that within the play he is
acceptable and possibly even a potential tragic hero in
the weaknesn he reveals. With Wario he creates, also
within the play, criteri& by which we jUdge lind Rhould
come to condemn Iebrand. This is not the only form of
Romantic Irony to be found in Death'e Jest Book, but it
is the dramlltist' s means of expr'e ae Lng a point (If view
which Schlegel found in the older ;;:ngli~h playwrights,
anrt i te effect is that of the irony of l"r1pdr1ch SohlE-gel
and Tieck. Cnct'! Beddoes has produced Mario, total
commitm~nt to Iebrand becomps impoflRiblp.
~,~l1.rio Ls the t ncar-na't fcn of the ppirit of libp.rty,
dra~~ to GrUAP&U with the hope
To see one gr~ve for foul op;reBsion dug.
(Ill ii1 142)
He i8 a republican; his ideal is the state where all
men are equal and free from the tyranny of l:1 man who is
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y)' morR than m\rt(~l.
at Lrn of Julius Caf!R8r who held free l'1.en in thrall:
Down with him to tbp grave: ~)OWl1 with the god:
(1.130)
(11 iv 22-30)
He repreflentR the stern unrelenting man of principle,
the chc sen instrument of J.,1 berty, whoRe hone ur he will
guard with II death to him that soils i til. 66 l'hough we
may f:UR[,ect how Labr'und will react to the re!:llis8tion
of hiA r€~olutionary ~ppiraticnB, total self-revelation
is Et111 to aome, Lnd K~riG's introduction is more than
mere irony of anticipation. 61
Iebrand'A motivatiC'n undergc:es several changes in
,
the couree of Death e~~. The first Rtage ip the
deflire to avenge his father's death, but hip prpoccupation
'Nith hatred reveals to him motives previously unexpr-e ase d.,
Legitimate revenBe no longer flatiefies, and ~elvertc ie
no more than a focal point for IRbrand's more oompre-
henRive miRanthropy:
A 8~~tre ifl pmooth haddling, it ifl true,
And one growA fat and jolly in a chair
That has a kingdom crouching under it,
With one's name on the collar, like H dog
To fetch and carry. But in the heart I have
Is a ptrange little snake. He drinks not wine
When he'd be drunk, but poieon: he doth fatten
On bitter hate, not love. And oh, that dukel
My life is hate of him•••••••
Lach change "'i thin IFlbrand give8 the playa new emphae t s
and new disunity. He is a Satan, wishing to climb
back into heaven, who discovers his true deRire i~ to
extend the dominion of darkness. he is the principle of
dp.ath and negation; ~vrio is the principle of light, of
ju~t revolutionary inptincte and ~•• positive humanity.
The conflict bp.tween the conceptFl of powpr &nd lib-
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(IV iv l88-l~O)
':rty thus C'ptt"blished, Beddoe s rcturno to ct.hc r CH:11JE:cte
of the plot: the peene culminating in the fratricide
e.nd the reunion of the spectre uf Wolfrum with Jibylla.
All thi~ ~~em8 anti-climax, but not only had Beddoes
bo come involved 'ld th a number of thrE'Hds; he was also
conpcioue of the rel/:.\.tionnhip between the 'i8velopmFmt
of a play and its technical divi~ionB6~ a rationalie-
cition in fact of the natural organic (tevalopment of the
~lizabethan pluy, which before publication had no puch
artificihl rum. Act III closes with the "brld a.nd
unexpected invention" - the re~urrlilction of Wolfram -
and Act IV mu~t conclude thp Usin and Abel motif and
pursue the "~omanticl\ death theme JaRKfxlr before "the
final X.*RX determination" is "taken, the etep of
NpmeRip h~ard". The laAt six scenes are a unity and
the "atcnement" of all the complex dptBils which pre-
cede.
The we dl Lng feast which Adalmar VIas prepared to
6cs~crifice tc the demands of revolution ~ marks the mom-
ent 0f lebrand's triumph, not over ~elveric, for this
hds faded into in~ignificunce, but rver his fellow
men. He r-ee Li se s his ambf ti(;n to be n'Jjeath the Court-
fool", for immediate-ly he refers to "my brother King and
Fool, / ?riend DeathH70 and his thought8 owell on a new
~nd dang~rouB aspiration:
J.iow we're common,
And ma.n is tired of being no more than human;
And I'll be something better.
t:ntrenched in his new role as head of state, he looks not
down upon his Aubjects but upwards, forgetting the mortal
body that defines hie limits. .1le feeds on pr-o ape ot e of
power:
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A king's a man, and I will be no man
Unless I am a king.
(V i 35-6)
and,
It wae ever
iJiy study to find out a way to godhead ••••
What Ahall we add'to man,
To bring him higher? I begin to think
That s a discovery I soon ehall make.
(V i 47-64)
., '~eanwhile Nemesis is at hand, and Isbrand e t001e are
turning upon him in fe~r and hatred. Marie is patient:
.Liberty ••••
~elts tyrante down in time.
(V ii 31-~')
The banquet, scene iv of Act V, ~et among the ruins
where fcrmerly the conspirators met, markR the climax of
both plot and ideas in Death's .reet Book. This is the
trfldi tic,nal "blood-p-tained banquet" of the revenge play
which Donner claims was imaginatively substituted or
"mr\dernised" by the Bar-pagus ballad of IV iv.71 how-
ever, this ballad is rather an evocation of the most
horrible of all legendary revenges, with a history des-
cending from Greek myth through HerodotuB (whom Isbrand
cites) and Seneca to the English playwrights. Of these,
Marston not (nly quotes in Antonio's Reven~e from Seneca's
Thyestes but uses the same theme on stage. 2 Isbrand
has revenge in mind when he sings it, but he enly adds
his own pastiche when he hears the eignal that his plot
has Rucceeded. Aetyagee' revenge has no parallel in
Beddoes' play, nor is cne intended; it is there, as
~onner also concludes, for imaginative effect. This is
the only course open to Beddoee at the moment of lebrand'e
succeee, since the corpse-strewn banquet of ~eath'B Jest
Book must be not this one but the next.
-
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(V iv 48)
t8brand'~ new cour-t , which aPN>mblep for the firpt
and IhFlt time, is complete: it haa a fool. Yfolfram
wears the cap and belle, donated by ~elveric in mockery?3
Fate is eatiefied; Wolfram seeks a venge&nce on Melveric
which is le~itimate as once Iebrand's was. As one res-
urrectE'd he is Death's emisF;ary, "Death the Court-fool"
indeed. He ha.s no need of IFbrand's bidding
Do justice to that cap
for he is all that Isbrand might or ehruld have been,
while Isbrand is a self-seeking tyrant. The cap and
bells. mark a temporal office which Beddoes uses to con-
vey the symbolism of revenge: Wolfram jests and sings
in a ~tyle which Isbrand acknowledges as his own, fitting
himAelf chameleon-like to the role of jester as he had to
that (f knight. This contrast does not mark an incon-
sistency in character-drawing but rather the opposite.
Wolfram is the instrument by which the moral order of
the world of the revenge tragedy is re-eetabliAhed, and
hiA li1<enesp to lsbrand serves as a reminder ('f thie,
p~rha.pA a necest'ary one after the long interval dominated
by Iebrand's self-aggrandieement. He epares Iebrand
from death by poieon, thus ensuring that lebrand'A death
will atone for hie real sin.
Labrand is stabbed by illaric and Beddoee thus a.oknow-
ledges that though he understands and po~~lbly ~ven ad-
mires the (J.ualitiee that make an Isbrand what he~s, there
are moral lawB ...tax which are even gr~ater. Liberty
is avenged; the misuse of power 1s condemned. Iebrand
dies jeeting, for thrugh he can flay almost at the last
liKing Death has asses' ears,,74 he comea to a final
recognition of the supremacy of the gods:
I jest and sing and yet alas: am he,
Who in a wioked masque would play the Bevil;
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.But jeHlcus Lucifer himself appeared,
And bore him - whither? I ehall know tomorrow,
For now Death makes indeed a fool of me.
(11. 281-5)
In thiA moment (if clairvoyance h t s head be ar-s for the
19Pt time the cap and bells, returned by ~olfram.
("D~ath send s yc'u back thie cap of cffice,,75). which now
betoken not divine but human folly in the cosmic per-
spe ct Ive ('f the last scene. Hie death demonfltratee
the f<:lly of the desire to transcend the human state. in
hie case a sin magnified by two others: disregard of
filial duty and of human rights. One further episode
is recorded in De~.thI6 jest-book. Athulf dies at Adal-
marin funeral procession and the pattern of Wolfram's
revenge ie complete. He pronounces solemnly the exec-
uticn of his task and carries Melveric alive into the
vi(lated tomb. The moral order 1s vindicated, and the
curtain fulls.
Aucceed1ng
De,;th t B~ 1!2..2!. is a fugue in whichJl motifs are
articulated. expanded. recapitulated. and finally all
are blended in the climax. The key-note is Death. and
like the smgnature of a musical composition it determines
the nature end tone of the whole. It never recedes into
the background: it ie ever-present in the base and the
rest is meaningless without its unifying ferce. It is
the major aspect of Beddoes' vision, and properly
speaking, more than a theme. It represents the total
orientation of the play.
The charActers of D~ath'B ~~ move in a world
whose physical confines ~re defined with geographical
precis1cn: North Africa. Ancona. GI11Af-Iau. 76 ThiA meane
of location, like the play's date. is nothing more nor
less than a superficial conveni~nce. The characters.
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arbitr~rily placed in GrUssau at the end of the thirte~nth
centurY77live within the perspective (f debth. 'i'hey
practise the religion of deuth. Death is the guiding
force in their world, a subject of everyday speoulation
and parlance. It is not u simple matter to define the
nuture of this Death: Beddoes' point of view is essen-
tially a perecnal one, and his expressed ideas of death
g( beyon« thoRe of RomanticiFm of hie day;78 and terms
~uch as this may be misleading in any case. The nature
of d~ath and the pthpr world in liomanticiem tends to
r..i: into tWeFain categories: the ccnoapt of the
da~m(;nio, with its power to intervene in the lives of
men of this world for good or evil, a theme found in
writers such as Hoffmann, Grimm and the authors of the
SchickRalstrag~dien; and the mere specifically relig-
iC1.1P conception of df!ath. In the caee of Bedl'loes, only
~in I"xamt no.tic n of the play can g.-teermine his attitude.
rrhere :1 s no viable compe.ri son that can be made, fnr
exa.mple, with Navalis's Hymnen ~ ~ Nacht. Novalis
is jen~~ttig, to use the convenient German terminology:
hiR visirn is focused on a life beyond the grave wimt
which giv~e thip life ita relative significance. Death
repr~flente an t?eCEipe from life into the eternal.
BeddoeA too enviAagee a life beyond the grBve, but hie
dead EJre not in "heaven u • They inhabit a region which
is ~n extension of life, drinking and making merry in a
world which i8 the sUbstance, and of which cur daily
exif:ltence is the unBatisfying, 3D_~I[:tKJI and diBtorted
shadow. His is an essentially die~~eitig vision,
Aince hi~ dead are cCll.oeer to the earthbound da.emoT1io of
r ~ R t i i '-\rJ. f..-- -,~ '-'~ K-.-.., ':'-<'-J'\~ "'-'.>-L., L-: \-<> .y~rman oman c 8m. Q ~--
~,-\1L~ C. ~-'-- IL........'--'-'--f - L---.) '-" L~~.~,-~-,,-a~.
How~ver, Eeddoee' attitude is ambigucuB, and this
ambi~uity arisee from hie own 8ubjPctive view of the
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problem of death. HiA is a unique view, a d~C
process representing un attempt to come to terms with
the main theme of the playas he conceived it •
.f Initiall, the poet's fe&r of death W2S so great and
\
so inextricably linked with the fate cf the body subject
. to the vag~rtes nnd indie',nitiee of uncontrollHble outf.'1de
forces that only proof of corporeal re~urrection could
apre0se it. Yet he preHente death as the only valid
~xi stenc€', and life as Death' ~ r-ecor-d (\f folly. ~'"
Donner says, "The dead must ridicule the living ~tDd show
them up for fools and dupes of their fWD illuf'lion.,,7~
hence the pl::.y is a satire, and .Je&th t00 is i te target,
man's ide~ of de&th which is as false as hie idea (of
life. At this point it can be Been that Reddoes is
determined to deetrcy all illusion, leCiving no ~olution
)but desphir. He conquered this despair, &nd his final
acceptance of deuth comes cloAe to the Romantic creed,
in the Axtrnct from the spe e ch on Brougham and in the
play itsf'lf. The Brcugham extrbct, however, hae
amazing affinities with an idea of the a.theist Hume,80an
instructive fa.ot in itself. let at the time of begin-
ning the first versi(n of DeBth'B~~ he etill
rp.tained the views of the tr6..nAiti~nal peried, and in
the expr-e e sf on ,·f the theme of death cne finds the
wideot pC'int of divergence bp.tween ::BeddoE'!s' aspirn.ticns
and hie aChievement.
The Be d.Ioe e who composed the verse letter of ~:,.rch
1826 to Bry<.:tn Waller :trocter is the ma.n whose hopes
cent,red on the possibility of resurrection, which would
confound beth .AJel:tth and man" s idea. of it. "For", he
writes,
death is more 'a jest' than life: you see
Contempt grows quick from familiarity.
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He is whistling in a graveyard, rhticnalising, for
f,<lmiliari ty with Anatomy brought no e-n8Y s oLu't i c.n, but
f
- instead the death of his hopes. The problem of death
remained in the re~lm of ideas, ae an intellectual prob-
lem which could only be solved by philosophy. In the
finished play the resurrection of Wolfram, is only effect-
ive as an artistic device for this reaRon. Yet the
play survived the crisis and contains an extremely com-
I
prehensive range of attitudes to death in a philosoph-
ical, or non-religious, context. The 0ne fault is
that Beddoes could not see clearly enough: he went too
far into the problem yet not far enough to find ultimate
~ satiefaction. There is a rich complex of ideas, but,. the single positive statement is equivocal, and makesno allOWance for the original problem.
Der:th is a fact. It is man'8 task to aSBume and
express a point of view in relation to this fact, which
is incontrovertible, as Beddoes soon found. Nytho logy
lend r~ligicn furnish a g1ll.ide to possible attitude!"': on
the one h~nd Eastern religion presents a p3th through
death to self-perfection and Nirvana, while on the ether
extreme is the underworld of the Greeks with its physical
ch~racteristic8 and a ruler who hud been known to permit
the return 0f the de8d to the world above. Neither of
these views appealed to Beddoes, though an echo of the
second is tc be found in his play, nor did the Christian
view prevailing in the Western world with its devaluatmon
of the physical body and i%KX±m~i±Ea%im••a view of death
with implications dangerous to the incomplete rationalist.
The bhristian ethos plays no part in the tragedy of the
Elizabethans 8nd the J&cobeans, for it if'! incompatible
with the tragic sense inherited from the Gre~kB.
bngliRh tragedy partakes of a cosmopclitan mythology and
its universe abides by older and sterner moral laws.
Death's Jest Bock is no exception, for this reaAon and
others.
Por a writer like Beddoes, living in an age where
pcience and ecepticism had apparently outstripped or de-
valued the proeese of evolution of religiqu~ thought,
the question of death presented the most desperate of
problems. The ethic by which his community existed
was one he found he could not accept, and there was no
alternative. In his isolated position he could only
approach death empirically, as an existential guestion.
----------'Beath's Jest Book represents his attempts to formulate
some eort of belief while he was divorced from the
r,aving power of unconditional faith; unlike liascal' s
libertines, he was unwilling to make Ie pari, unless
the fact that he called in a pastor at his end shows a
last weakening. If his death were suicidal, the occas-
ion would be the final test of the committed rationalist.
This Beddoes was not. ~ociety had passed through the
Age fif Bnlightenment and was immersed in the modern
world of science and socialism, and to balance this, of
renewed religious fervour. Beddoes the poet of death
was the victim of the modern duality, and his solution
was a compromise. Where reason failed him, he looked
into the realms of fantasy and imaginaticn. In this he
was undoubtedly a Romantic. The term has many a.pplic-
atiC'nA and definitions which conflict one with another,
but the undeniable essence of Romanticism is the search
for <ne'p own eelf outside the confines of society, but
in relation to the cosmos.
One must turn to the play to find the position
Beddoes adopted, more in hope than in satisfaction.
I~either the constant irony nor the archaic I .aelem-
~,O
ente of ~e2th'6~~ detract from the tictuality
. .,..----with whtch Bp-ddoes viewed this central aspect. To a
certain extent he plays with moods, themes, attitudes,
in an attempt to define his ideas and explore the relat-
ionship of death to man, ~or doee he heBitate to posit
the relationEhip of death to muD.
In the early works, Beddoes approaches death with
an unresolved ambivalence of idea of which Death's Jest
-!£2! is the ultimate ~tate~ent. The Brides' Tragedy
and Dianeme'p Death Scene present a death that is pos-
itive in its way: the gateway to a uni0n in hnd with
the cosmos. In IIDream of Dying" and "Lines Written at
Geneva" he expresses the immediate phyFical hOl1ror of
death. Betwe~n the two poles of experience comes the
fragment "D~ath :jweet", 'Nit~its escapist theme:
Is it not sweet to die? for, what is death
But eighing that we might never sigh again,
Getting a length beyond our tedious selves
••••• Turning to daisies gently in the grave.
Extremes of attitude: the wish for death and the horror
of deu.th; the im~ination and the morbid fantasy. The
treatment of the theme in Be§th's Jest~ embraces and
discards these earlier E1ttitudes as Beddoes thinks hie
way towards his fiD~l standpoint. Having discarded
Bcience and faith, he placed all hie confidence in
philoeophy.
Hie outlook appears misanthropic when he views
death and the world. Isbrand speake with Siegftted in
the cathedral ruins as they drink a toast to the gods:
The old gods
Were only men and wine.
- Here'e to their memory.
They're dead, poor Binners, all of them but Death.
(Ill iii 378-80)
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I of rejuvenation. "Old", "worn out": these are the ad-
jectives he employe through hie protagonists.
But D0ath is old and half worn out:
Are there no chinks in 't?
(111 iii 244-5)
The hard old rocky world
(lV ii 45)
Thcu art old, world,
A hoary a.theiAtic murderous star:
I wiflh that thou would 'at die, or could'et be slain.
(11 iii, deleted passage, Works7
p.413)
The charactere.
idea: death.
interrelation:
of the play are emanations of a ein@le
The €&rth and death exist in constant
• • • • earth (that's the grave's aky)(11 iv 55)
The least original in conception of all the charac-
ters ia S1by11a. She haa never truly been a1ive;81her
one thought is to die and be reunited with Wolfram. (./~II,,-,
Beddoes' emendations attempt to endow her with a more
pORitive function, but she remains little more than a
puppet. For four acts she makes an extensive and
spapmodica11y neen preparation for death. She is the in-
r
·carnation of the death-wish, seeing not f1owere, but the
token of the beauty of death,82 and the reRurrected ~ol­
fram has no power to persuade her from her couree. 83
She passes from half-life to death. Of all Beddoes'
characters, she and Ziba are closest to being tradition-
ally Romantic figures.
The Arab Ziba is the messenger of the occult, in ~ .
.~'-
many wnys the courrto r-par-t of rt::rio. They ftr~: two
figures from past bges wandering through the world to
fulfil their appointed taska. 84 ~iba'e. origins are
mysterious: he is th~ child of death, and privy to its
pecrets, the (Uf1till~r of dendly pof sons , ~~,tatea of
Auspended animation, dreams, trances, drug-induced
l"tatee were prized by the Homanticf' as granting a fore-
taste of the desired eternal. Thus Ziba:
0leeping or feigning elepp,
Well done of her: 'tie trying on a garb
Which she must wear, soener or later, long:
'Tis but a wafmer lighter death.
(1 ii 28-31, c)
I
Thp obvpr~e of this is IAbrand'8 astringent
I never slee~ 0' nights: the black pky likes me,
And the - out f( ""oli tude, while half mankind
Liee in earth A quiet shade, rehearAing death.
(Ill iii 287-9)
Ziba haR unshaken faith in immortality. ~~n and nature
are part of a continuous universe in his Ayes, so tha~
plant may be "born anew out of a eeed,,85 while man ia but
the seed of a ghost. The pseUdo-scientific basis for
thie analogy is formed by the bone Luz of Hebrew myth-
ology, out of whio~an is resurreoted. This was the
bone Beddo€a had failed to find in his [~atomical re-
pearchee, consigning the theory to the realm of myth
from which Ziba arose. Ziba does in fact resurr~ct
Wolfram by means of his magic, but as will be fleen, k....'-t..'"Y~
Wolfram i e not unwilling to be brought back to earth.~ ~l
~~
The implications of the eugge s t Lon that resurrectt.on i8<'-
pOAsible are expresEed by Melveric:
tie who dares to think that words of human ape oeh ,
A chalky ring with monstrous figures in it,
Or smoky flames can draw the distant souls
Of thoBe whose bonee and monuments are duet
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·"upt ehud.t er a.t thE' re f't Lese broken dee.th
'Which he himpelf in Hbe sha.Ll, f'aLl, into. 86
(Ill iii 4(14- t )
Z1ba j.e r-f'o rma the act of r'e sur-r-e c t t on , howeve r , only at
~elveric'p re~ue~tt though alec to prove he has the
87 il 'power. nil:'! real view of death approximate ~~ to Iebrand' e
in the "Ii:urderer's Haunted Couch" fragment: that it is
a privilege. Adalmar exprepPP8 th~ same ~entimente
when he discover~ that Athulf ha~ ~wallowed Ziba's
poison in un attempt to commit suicide:
'1' he right 0 f
To reet, hip
Thou haFt ~tolen
the deserving good cld man
cheerful lab0ur being done •••
(IV iii 115-7)
And Athulf, repenting his uction, i8 fcomed by Ziba in
these terms:
Why, think you that I~d deal a benefit
bo precirup to the noble as is death,
~o such a pampered darling of delight
As he that shivers there? 0, not for him
Bloomp my durk bightphade ••••
~or leta the poppy her leaves fall for him.
To heroeR puch are sacred. He may live,
Ap long as 'tip the G0Ut and Drnppy'p pl~aAure.
(IV ii1 317-326)
In reality Beddoe s had no rnorf' fH,ith in 2i be. than
in Luz; the Moor ip a figure of fantaRy who pervep the
plot with hip conjuring and addA another ~oice to the
&ntiphony of death. Hi~ introduction brought Beddoep
no clof"Jer to formulati.ng the real natur-e of death. In
hip cippi.ction of the oont.z-est mg figurE"p of Ipbrand
ond Wolfram, howf>ver, hE" comes cloFer to thp cpntrel
problem with an imaginative appraisal. It is abun-
dantly clf>ar that Beddoes incorporated into thE" play for
the sake of r1 chne e e and <1E'})th views of death he had
already rejected, since it was a play and not purely a
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1'1" rflonal documr rrt • Through the two br-ot hr r~ he ni ~card~
o .., ••••'r______
thp. ~'u1_:('rr:otiol1;.;.l for the ph1.1o~'cr,hic<:LL-flpPculative
f1.p, ~~1~ I~brand'n CURe interwovPTI with T'lytholot:;1.cal
0vprt01'lA « ,
I~br~nd iA clo~e to Beddo€A' hp~rt: 80 much i~
deTnonetrated by hi~ i;C rtrayfil and , paradoxically, in the
maTIn~r in which he is betrayed. Beddoee rrojpctp into
the character a certain meU8ure of hip own desire for
fame and r-e cognf t Lon in thi9 life, to be ;\mor~ than man".
Isbrand i8 forced to bow his head to the povereignty of -'j
death, but he d OP P, thi F1 un1 '.,i.ue ly. lip ha a no wi ph to be
dead, no fondne?s for the ~tate of plpep, while he acknow-
Le dge s ::le:,th,.... s the only aboo Iute r
~o <houLd every honest man be: cold, dead and
Ip~t.dt::n-coffined. 'ihiA [Wolfram] wap one who
would be in fri~ndehip conBtant, and the pole
¥fandere: one who would be immortal, «nd the ligbt
that Ehinee on his pale forehead now •••• un-
dulated from i tr; l'ltar hundreds of yea,rs ago.
That i~ const~ncy, that iA life. 0 moral
nature:
(11 i1 87-~?)
Isbrand Sep.8 the p08sibility of fulfilment within the
finite world, whoee relationRhi~ to the world of tbe
dead he speculates upon in two dialogues with hie fellow
con!=lPirat.or tliegfried. In the first, Siegfried poses OJ
the queAtion that obsessed Beddoee; Isbrand gives the
anRWer Beddoe~ balf hoped could be bie own:
(11 iv 6::>-71)
(
I
!
What know we
Of T)eath' 8 commandmerrta to hif:l 8ubject-~pirite
Who ure as yet the body'e citizens? ••••
- Tower and roll what may,
r.L'here have been goblins bold who have Bf~~~Rporte,
Cr Railed the sea, or leaped the wall, or flung
The drawbridge down und travelled b<.1ck [ieJain.
:~;o wnuld my soul have done.
~ Note, too, tbe implication of Siegfried's words: that
~; 5
.lJeath has only lent the Roul, or ghost, to the body, and
that he reclaimp hie own. Death is an unseen particip-
Gnt in the uction, no abstract, but a real and powerful
deity to whom Isbrand grants the crown of folly in a
moment of mockery because he
.... has killed the beRt knight I knew, Sir Wolfram.
(11 ii 111-2'
Within the play IRbrand relativieee death, making him
at the most the ruler of another ktngdom of equal status.
In the dial06ue with Siegfried of Act III scene iii he
takes up this idea, though without the mockery of 11 ii
or IV iv l68-~:
Methinks that earth and heaven are grown bad
lneighboure,
And have blocked up the common door between them.
Five hundred years ago had we sat here
So late and lonely, many a jo~ly ghost
Would have joined company.
(11. 384-8)
Siegfried's answer concludes,
The dead are most and merriest: eo be sure
There will be no more haunting till their towne
Are full to the garret; then they'll shut their
19ates,
To keep the living out, and perhaps leave
A dead or two between beth kingdoms.
(11. 3S6-400)
Iebrand envisages nostalgically a world of eternally
feasting dead, and denies that he would leave hie "wine
or subterranean love" at the bidding of a necromant. 88
His kingdom of death preserves the eame animal hierarchY
where the "goblins" of dead men feed on the spirits of
8edead beasts. J The only difference between the two
kingdoms is that the dead are free from the restrictions
of the conventional bourgeois mores Beddoes eo despised;
the imaginary world of "five hundred years ago" that
Ipbrand conjures up is obviously that of his own dream'.J
one in which death is no problem to dead or living.
Yet Iebrand himself is content, with a dukedom within his
grasp; more than content, since he will be a greater
king than leath, whom as usurping tyrant he calls ~,~~(,0 ~,
"br0ther Aing and Fool~~ He diee a victim of this~~~ ~~~
II jealous Lucifer", and Death rules supreme over the cloee ~
~~-of the play. In view of the number of deaths in the ~
•last scene, Wolfram s words would seem to bear an ironic
significance:
•••• ·tia the season
When you may celebrate Death's Harvest-Home.
(V iv 2S7-8)
Through Isbrand Beddoes expresses at first a nostal-
gic view of death, evoking a world where ghosts walked
and men could believe in them. The extent to whioh he
was really committed to this is betrayed by his portrayal
of Mandrake in the second and third acts, a tour de force
of what may properly be called Romantic Irony, and as
such will be discussed in the following section. 91
The moet importa.nt fitSure in Beddoes' presentation
of death is that of the sole revenant, Wolfram. In
~-----Wolfram's lines he makes the most vital statements of hie
beliefs, disguising them thinly as irony in place~ - but
as a cosmic irony - and linking them with an cIder J
tradition whioh unified to a large extent the Christian
8nd the daemonic views of the world beyond the grave.
Wolfram dead or dying is a more interesting person
than Wolfram the "parfit gentil knight" of meet of Act 1.
In the revised Act I in particular he i9 a deliberate
oontraet to Iebrand: Christian charity and unchrietian
v~ngefulneee. Nor does the rest of the play reoo1ve the
rights and wrongs of these attitudes, though Isbrand could
be seen as a psyohologically truthful depiction of a
S7
1.)0J
revenger. \\':X>fram resurrected takefl ever the vipwpoint
of his brother, but for the right reaflon, while Iflbrand
fol]cwB hie ri"al bent. Wolfram'p. portarayal ie not
inconeietent. he expresr-eB hie attitude to death ~arly
in Act 1 as followA:
Open me anye:;rave that earth can ~pare,
Leave me the truth of love, and death is levely.
(1 i 266-7, c)
At the moment of death hie transformation occurs, for
this truth has betrayed him. Thus the change in his out-
look is not arbitrary,92 not a mere convenience to en-
sure the right denouement. Agtdn, Beddoes provides a
second betrayal cf trust in allowing Wolfram to rescue
Melveric when he knows he has attempted to poipon him.
~)o Wolfram dies, recognising the jUAtneflB of Iebrand 'A(;3diAtru8t.~ He ~ccppts hie fate, not peer-ively, but re-
affirming his decision to keep silence and seek vengeance
himself thereafter:
I will avenge me, duke, as never ... man.
(Song From the Waters)
As sudden thunder
Pierces night ••••
Our ghost, our oorpse and we
hise to be.
(1 iv 203-211)
With Wolfram, Beddoes expresses moet nearly a true
poetic vision; the sentiments and attitudes to death
which in his other characters Aeem artifioial or grotesqu-
ely fanciful have a sense of reality. The fake conjuring
disAatisfied Beddoes the scientist, but not BeddoE'S the
8.rtlet, and it is acceptable. The resurrected Wolfram
ie no psychic projection of the duke'p guilt. Modern
crittciplTl interprets in this way the ghosts of Banquo
and of hE:i.mlet's father, but Wolfram ie a b('ld invention,
(IV ii 33-4)
a man (if flef'h s.nd blood. ~ is two th1ng~ at the flame
times in occult terms, a flpirit kept ear-t hbound by its
nppd to accomplish a mi~sion in thip ~orld - like that of
Haml~t'p father - who re-eptablishee contact witb the
living; and a fi~ure whose resurrection is real, eo that
he is visible to all (unlike the ghost of'.B[l.nquo0 94 and
solid to the tcuch.~5 In 1831 Beddoe a tran£:'mi tted to ~"'\
Aelsall the suggestion that he might leave the resurrew- \
\
tion till Aot V, and that he should hE:l.ve no contact with'
the living. This would have objectlvieed the whole
affair of the reflurrection in a more ltLhakeepearian" mhn-
ner, making Wolfram more of an idea and Ieee of a living
participant in the action, but the change wae never
made, and ~olfram as he ie i8 no symbol, no ~uilt-conjured
Fpectre, but a man returned from the grave.
As such, he is lJeath's emissary, and the only char- --)
Bcter to move freely between the two worlds. He has
"mes8agee ll for the living, pronounoements on the attitude
of Death ar;d the dead to them. His worde to Melveric,
ttl am no f'iend, no foe ll S6 are essentially true, for he
ie no lrnger himself, but the inetrument of the moral
laws of nature, of the e~irit cf retribution. 57 In the
scene with Sibylla, IV ii, he gives a new view of death
in the coemic order of thin~B. She ie not ready to die,
far she haF not yet experienced how to live, though
dQhth is a Rtate of peace:
the place where pighs are not;
A ~hore of blessing ••••
Wolfram expreSRee a profound pity at the idea that she
shoul.d do DO more in the world than cause hie own death
and then die. He apoetrophieee Death as "Snake Death",
inflinuating, but "craggy" jawed and "coffin tongued lt : a
false picture of security to those like Sibylla who do
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not need to die
lphis is Death.
ion was a. valid
to find release and fulfilment;
The dead are otherwise, and the
one to Beddoes:
an abyss.
dietinct-
The dead are ever good and innocent,
And love the liVing. They are cheerful creatures,
And quiet as sunbeams, and most 1ike~
In grao~ and patient love Bnd ppotle8R beauty,
The new-born of mankind.
(IV ii 112-6)
Beddoes is ~aying, in effect, that there is no ~uch thing\
as the dl\~onic. !h'_=-r~~~d~~,--(~!,-,--t~,eLdeadiA the king- j
dom of heaven, and there is no hell. Thus, as Iebrand
has already suggested, there are tw~ Ftates of existenoe,
death and life. On the other hand, this vision largely
~uppre~AeB the physioal realities which were the original
inspiration of Beddoee' quest, only the distinction
between death and the dead hinting at them. In Wolfram's
lines he expresses a creed which is consistent with hie
later attitUdes, those of 1830 or later. The question
of resurrection may be left aside, and that of physical
corrurtion discounted. Beddoee had conquered the second
obsession und aA far as the first was concerned, he was
aware that he retained it (nly as an arti~tic device.
Out of death lead no ways,
hp wap to write in ttDream Pedlary" , and Wolfram wae al-
lowed to find one only to be able to preeent the othpr
~lde of the picture and confirm Beddoes' instinctive
feelings.
Wolfram makes hi~ final appearance in Act V ~cene iV,
the Inst of the play. Dr-e ese d a s jester, he regales the
mpmb<:>rp of hie Hudience with the type of ditty they were
acouwt ome d to hear from the previcU!~ incumbent, I~brand,
'-8and who ~rea.k8 the same misanthr('pio s('ntlm~ntl?'" For
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all that, he is ~till himself, :ind having saved Isbrand
from the wrong dedth, he ~ets about to restore the mood
proper to the feaRt, and 8ives him~elf away:
I'll begin a story.
As I w~s newly dead and sat beside
My corpe~, looking on it... .Y1
- But how came you to die and yet be here? /,
(V iv lS1-203)
Wclfram'e reply embraces the whole of Beddoes' belief.
'l:ouched by Ho:nanticism, it is nevertheless more consis-
tent with his own personal view as he has gradually re-
vealed it throughout the play:
Did I pay po? Excuse me. I am ubpent
And forget always that I'm just now living.
But dead und living, wh~ch are which? A qU€Rtion
Not eaey to be ~olved. Are you alone, MRft
~en, ae you're called, monopcliste of life?
Or is all beiu6' liVing'? And what is
~ith Ieee of toil or trouble, more-aIrve
Than they,who cannot, half a day, exist
Without repairing their flesh mechanism?
Or do you owe your life, not to this body,
But to the sparks of spirit that fly off,
Each instant disenBagcd and hurrying
From little particles of flesh that die?
If to, perhaps you ure the deud yourselves,
And thpse ridiculous figures cn the wall
Laugh, in their safe existence, at the prejudice,
That you are anything like living beings.
(11. 204-?20)
Thi~ is a long speech, and stands unansw6redl a
typical Beddoesian trick: not dialogue, but dialectic.
The chief target of the play's satire is man's idea of
death and his over-emphasis on life which he orders
according to laws and government~ and morality, r€gimen-
ting nothing but bodies, while the liVing appect of
man is not thin body, which decays, but the ~pirit; in
Wolfrarn'p terms an im..'T!a.nent life-force which iR only
intact in the nead. Wo~fram'~ riddle reduces rven
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Ipbr:md to the 8t<.~ture c f a butt c f the ~8.tir(J; '.i1ario
rr:'duce F. him to the Levc 1 of an evil ere uture • ~:o man
r t and s cOlldemnpd in Beddoe B' eye a, Vi'i th the ~ole provi co
thot the man who works fer the ~ood of hie fellows on
e a r-th is p:'lrtivlly e xempt frem scorn. The only reeer-
vation HedJees must make i8 that nll men ~ie, good or
bud,8nd since he pOG1te no hell but earth, h l s v t atcn
is ('spentially confused. One point is cleur: that he
no longer allows philosophic validity to the pantheism
of He8p~rue's vision. Rather the body is ineesential.
The feasting dancing dead are in a complete state of
happiness because they are united with the f;oul of the
unive.rF.le from which the body precluded them; del:Jth re-
integr~te6 the disinte8rating 8pirit. ~€lv€ric'B fate
in the worrt of all, for De~th takes him alive, adding
a 8ymbolic dimp.nsicn to Wolfram'~ que8tion.
To conclude the action, Beddoee provideR
The antimasque,
I think they call it; 'tis Ebtiricsl.
(11. 2c~-300)
The an t Lrnc sque ccneLa t e of the funeral cf cnc and the t~
, ~
de/:2.th of the other of the duke s two eon s , the d?8th of /
Amala, and ~lelveric'sown traneport::...tion by Wolfram. !~,
The ~ance of Death introduces it and Wolfr&rn hovers ovcr
it UP pre8iding 6cniu8. The antimap~ue continues and
conclude 8 the maaque , yet it i e p8parate, fc,r it con-
t&ins the werking out of Wolfrem'fl own p~rf'enal rev~nge,
while ~ario'p v~n~e~nce on Iebrand belongp to the ma~que.
Th~ mapque juptif1~~ the moral world of the living, 0r
the fpirit (f Liberty, the s.ntimaf'qup the world (')f the
dpad, the cosmic, or the spirit of N~mp8i~.
Violfram'f' rp-fercnce to "thp.f:e ridiculous fi~ur("B on
the wall" introduce~ one final coneideraticn in the
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intf,rr;rptution of the theme of desth in Beddoe s ' rlay.
They con s t I tute the painted lJttYlce (f Denth on the ruined
w~ll of the cath~drul. Bcddoea' interest in the Dance
rf Death, the Danse ~bcabre cr the Totentanz, is not
r(' f'tricted to atmc ~pho r-Le c r II peril d" window-dre seing.
The title page of the c version of Death ,~ ~~ bears
inGte~d of the criginal Greek quotRticne the lines
Down from the Alps furacelsus came
To dunce with DetJ,th at nase 1.
'j'hese reprC8ent the two mai,n elements (f the play.
Par-ace Laue eug6e!?ts alchemy, and implier: the l:'cientific
ppirit of en~uiry, and the Dance of Death at ~a8el and
in all Eurcpe the medieval conception of Death whI eh in
many of its elements wae not ~o far removed from the dae-
monic cf the Romarrtt e s , The daemonic in po~t-Rena.8cence
times tends to be earthbound, die8e~itig and unchristian,
r ,
whe reas the cithodox vhr-t at.Lan atti tude cf the Dance of
Death ino~rporatee these very features. When Beddoes
referA to a fuP-t ~ge where the dead returned to the
living, he may not have been evoking the lJa.nce of Death,
but thi~ i8 ito e8~€nce. ~o toe is the mesnage in
Wolfram' 8 words
But dead and living, which are which?
The Dance C'f Death vurier:: in form and degree of pophis-
t1cation, but the theme is alw~YB the ~ame. The dead
aprenr on ea.rth to ppeak with the living and warn them
ag a i n s't ~vilz in the ae rv i ce cf the ChriAtian clergy,
therefrre. They are more than ghost, if lesp than
human, »nd they have a Apecific taf'k to perform. 'rheire
ift the only real exiptenoe. ;jecular medieval litera.ture
knew the traditic-n; we may take &e an example Chaucer's
})urdoner"s~. In Death'A Jest~ Beddoes returne
to a tradition where Christianity it pelf had not eloped
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the gBte£ b~tween the worlds (f living and de~d, ~n ~ge
of integr1..J.ted conecicusneBs to which other F..omanticfl
Looke d , ond he turns it tc phf Lor.ophf c eccc un t , In his
cc.
study (f the lIance (f ..&Jet.th, I,.l'.Kurtz- - de vc t e c a I.age
or PO to Beddce s , ,:.;cknowledt:..ing hi£' p Laoe as a modern
exponent, f the tradition. It wap one which fll3.tieJed
Bs ddoe s ' artifitic Fide, and theoloeically it could be
2p~lied to hie own doctrine. The Deaths rf Act V
vir;uali8e man from their p<int (f view and make a meral
judgment which is peculiarly their own:
Kethinks I can hear
Living !'=lkeletons come
•••• tor the wicked are coming whC' huve not yet died.
( 11. 2c - 30; 38 )
Beddres includee one further traditirnBl 8~pect, that
which inepired criticelOOto a political int~rpretation
of the play, the dead representing the Xarxian view of
the world order. This is the theme of Death the Level-
ler, ~edieval it~elf, in fbct an inherent part of the
medieval outlook and a corrective to the Bocial condit-
ion~ If the time:
The-
The
The
emperor and ~mprees, the king and the queen,
knight and the abbot, friar fat, friar thin,
gi P8Y and beggb.T are mElt on the green.
(V iv 1~-?1)
l;xtant tJ.·xte ( f the Dance (,fueath include in many caaa a
the social hierarchy which BeddoPR puggeptp in these
lines. In the play, Wolfram i~ the mediator bptween
the painted dEaths and what they ~tand for, und the world
of thope who claim the title of the "living", a title
Beddce s Cius!:'tienp. 1n the ccncIud t ng soene c f the play,
and, t-iE' Kurtz attempts te peint out, in Act 1, 8cene 1,
lines 306-310 of the c ver~ion only.
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Death' III ~!22!., called by Bfl!ddof'l!8 a petire, is p1'ofuee
and confused in theme, wordy, and an omnf.bus (1f philoe-
ophical jottings or, as Gregory calle it,lGl n & ooll~ction
of poems embodying a oentral th~me", allotted to a
large number of characters and acted out within the
t~chnical divisions of a five act drama.' Beddoes is
ccnstantly torn between the objective fGrm and the ~ub­
jE'ctive oontent, between what he ought to pay and what
he wiRhes to say. In the last analyRie the play
rAsolvee itself into the sin~le line which beApeaks all
the poet's hopes and fears and beliefs in seven worde:
.But dead and living, which ure which?
Through the medium of hie plot Beddoep pre~entA a
moral view, confused thouesh it might be by the presence
of IRbrand; hi~ own philopophical point i~ made clear,
tind this i~ it. The moral view reprerants an attempt
tC' come t('l terms with ",!hat is cs.lled life by thoBe who
ar-e not yet deadJ Grete Moldauer'p title for her chap-
tpr en the play po ce e a vitu.l question: Main \,,'ork or
Dept Work? It seeme clear that Beddoes' entire work is
e. unifi~d E:.nd nynamic who Le , End Df-Lith' f.'!~~ is no
more and no Leas than the l<:l.rgeet and ideologically the
moet central rurt of it. The play iE inf'ep&rab1e from
the writer, and for thi~ reason it i8 difficult to make
2ny final and objective jUdbment.
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:- .1I. Abr-r.mr, l,xf~ rd Universi ty l're ss, New Y( rk
1~60) un Le e s ctherv'if'e statpd.' Love jr y
\'Iri t e A, "'.i:here i 8 a mcve merrt wh i ch began in
uprmany in the 17S0'p - the cnIy c ne whi ch h;.i.E!
8n 1ndisput l .b1e title to be called Homanticipm,
Fince it invented the title for its cwn use."
7~ TIJB, p.214.
Bo Cf. 'f' e be r, o p , cit., r. 216 •
81 Cf. 1 ii ~4-~S, eversion; b 70-75.
82 V ii1 36-48.
83 IV ii; ~ee pp.~~-lOO below.
84 The ~andering Jew figure rae beloved of the
r.omunt t c s . I\:ario 'f' or i.g t.ne ar-e oLee.r- enough;
fer Ziba'p ~ee DJB III iii 48~f. ~r.d footnote
lork"a p.437, /·mdU1po L.1,} , Fragment IV - he
fI a letS8.cy frem th1~ play.
A5 111 iii 443.
b6 The r-xpr-s s s i r n "brc'ken I10cth" recal1p lIbre'ken
~.:leep" - bn Ln t e r-e rt Lng tranrfereDce of Lde a s ,
i..of. 81"'0 'ftolfram, "Who breuks my rte~~th't" III i1i
87 cr , III iii 411f. (560.
He III iii 410-415.
R~ III i1i 460-1.
SO IV iv 168.
~ 2 The r-ev lr t.c n s (1' the c v o r s Lori makt:' thir:
clearpr; the pertinent cuc"tatirnp fr0~ 1 iv
are all from this tezt.
r. 3 Jl.t t.h i e r;( int ,'"nd in the c v"rf"i('!1 rn Ly , 1:lel-
varic corie cacus Ly acknowledges arid assumes the
full weight of his tre<:,chery, claiming the
III
f'thtUfl o f the grpclt rinne r , ;: r,( t he r hemIC..n t Lc
fiLlire ji~cu0fed by }rhz, <fL cit. ~h0thpr
B'?d1cP!'" would have cent t.nuo d re-vi!"i ng i·:e 1-
verie alon~ thepe lines preppnte an intprest-
inb pubject fer rp~cul~tjch.
~5 III iii 66?
~ 6 1V 1 54.
~7 Cf. V iv 348.
~8 L. 7~f. :nd the song, Ill1d Adam....
SS The lLnce (fLjE'c.th and the :.::eabre ~;pirit in
IUr( pARa IJ:tl?rhture~('lumbia Unlv('rpity Insp.,
1~34. App~rcntly the (nJy Bvailsble pource
bo.k , more concerned with dc cumerrte t t on than
h~rreciati('n. For DJB, pe~ pD. 175-6.
-- .
100 fri~arily Geoffrey ~bgner, Horizcn, vol.xix
June l~ 47. He r-ace Gre'~,('ry a Lso t.ivee a
pcciblist interprctaticn rf wario in A foet
ErFurrected, Ne1''' Lepub11c, July 1~36.--
leI lb1d.
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fart Three
At the time of writing Death's Jest Book, Beddoes
--
",'B8 broeden.ing hlp kncwledge of' B. new literature: the
German, evaluating ani rliscusping many of his new dis-
coveries in hie letters. l Hie youthful and adolescent
works show in many cf their &Fpects the influence cf
what he read, and this predisposition remained with him
into his maturity. Death's Jest Book itself ie full of
reminiecencee cf Fnglip.h dramatist;:Tand though it was
written in Germany the echoes cf German traditicn are
mainly of a different kind. Beddoee was no longer
seeking a form, or phrases to express hie content, but,
sa has been demonstrated, an approach to the fundamental
problems of life. Death's~ Book is a play of ideas,
the product of a speculative intellect which took to
itself the elements of German thought to which it felt
akin.
This in fact ip a eatisfactery definition cf what
ccnstitutee "influence".3 Beddoee' own preoccupations
and hip. changing aims led him to take frem the Germans
exactly whnt he did and no more. Death's Jest Book
is basically bnf Bnglish play, and not only by virtue
of the language in which it is written; Beddoes wae
steeped in English literary tradition, hence hie con-
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scieus or unconscious reminiRcencee of Eli~abethan or
Jacobean playwrights. On the other hand, it is a play
whose creator waR living in Germany, ~tudying and assim-
ilating German lit~rature and thought, a fact which
ccntributed tc' the finiEthed play in var-toue waye. As a
pla.y of t de a e , Death' e~ Bock contains evidence of
the influence of German literary thecry, of philosophic
th('ught, of Beddoes' German ,readingp, and on occasd ons
of the German lan~uage itself.
Death's~~ mUAt ultimately fa.ce judgment as
an EngliRh play, yet an examination cf the German in-
fluences outlined above, in particular the firpt, pro-
vides an interesting stUdy of the nature and extent to
which Beddoee, a non-Germa.n who had already written
prolifically, Wb8 prGne to influence by a new cultural
environment in the writing of a work whose main theme
was already formulated on hie arrival in Germany in 1825.
A. Irony, Dramatic and Romantic t in Def),th' A Je fTt
.nee k <: __/-----j
While composing Leath's ~~, Beddoee became
acquainted with the works of LUdwig Tieck which made use
(f the doctrine of Romantic Irony fcrmulated but not
practised by ¥riedrich SChlegel. 4 He saw its potential
for enabling him to carry out the necespary reehaping of
play intc ~ome sort of philosophic statement in acccrdance
with the essential purpose of Romantic Ircny while main-
taining hip original intention cf writing a petire.
Romantic Irony, however, is only one ferm cf irony,
and .Beddcee was alrev.dy familiar with ancther: the irony
of the Greek dramatists and Shakespeare most conveniently
known as Tragie cr Drama.tic Irony. 5 These two types of
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ircny, while differing in their maniff'staticn, derive
alike frcm a Ringle ~ource, cince they develop in differ-
~nt directicne rr-om the irony employed by Sccrates;
their difff'rence i~ in kind, not in the und~rlying in-
?ight they imply. The irony cf f)ccrnte s , dip<p1aying
6 .itself overtly in "pretended modesty" C1r self-depreeeion
or under~tatement fer a specific purpcRe, was more than
these thingp.. From the philorophical attitude which
PC di~played itself the twin forme developed, Romantic
Irrny to all intents a.nd purposes net until the last
years of the eighteenth century, Bramatic Irony in the
plays of the Greekfl themf:"elves, thu~ papf'ing into dram-
atic tradttion. Irony ae Socrates ccnceived and prac-
tif'ed it wafi' a mode of behaviour, a pervasive attitude
implying a particular view of the world and truth.
The critic G.G.Sed~wick7 offeorR as a definiticn of the
aim of the Socra.tic methC'd:
It is a war upcn Appearance waged by a
man who knows Reality: now it ip a pro-
ceee deadly to empty pretence, new a Aort
(f kindly pruning vital tc growth in truth.
The irenic viewpoint therefcre wmbraces an omnipc-
ient attitude: a kno""ledge of the incongruity of apjear-
ance and reality. It pre-vides a means of synthesising
or alternately of underlining the contrast between the
twC'.J The eynthesieing pcwer .1 with its ccrrespcnding
need fer self-detachment iEl the basic &.flpect of Rcmantic
Irony, while Dramatic or Tragic Irony depends upon the
percepti ble Lncc ngrut ty cf real and appar-e nt J The
dramatist and a.t his behest the spectatcr partake (f the
cmnf sc i errt view.f~('int, but the actors de net. In thecry,
it will be seen, the twc tY}Jee seem lese divergent than
they are in actual practice. Romantic Irony is a
philoscphical concept, while Tragic Irony is celf-evidpnt-
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ly a dramatic form, deprnding for effect cn the Epectat-
or's awareneSFl of the whole truth, and on 1m:r,ediacy of
impact. As it 1s used, it is a technique which demcn-
E'tratee the Lmp.Lt cat Lona of the fragmentati<:n of
Ii " C-0lA..-...~ ~ ~ ~~l~ (~w"';)~ ~rea ty • ....j ~~ ~ ~ &'[. . .........-I..A...... '-~ .( .. l_"f •••• '.~. f\ P -,'- ._~ ~--~~\. ~ . ,at.
The Greek dramatists, using as they did traditional
mythe , were able to make effective use of irony to em-
phasise conflict on stage: conflict of will or purpoRe
between charaoters ignorant cf their situation vie a. vis
reali ty. 8 In the moment ('f truth fer the proaag<,nista
in the drama, a larger irony reveals itself, am irony of
cosmic prcpcrtione which bears the power of ~ynthesis:
appearance and reality are fused into ~ne, and the falee-
ne~e of the situation exposed; yet atill the real foroe
ap a technical meane of catharf'lis is prcjected thrcugh
the epectatc·r' E! reaotion to the scene in front of him.
Irony, therefore, is a powerful technique for a
dramatist, and, skilfully employed, deee not always need
.
to depend on the spectator~B forekn0wledge of the end
or a previous acqu~intance with the story. It may be
used simply to heighten tension, to force upon him a
gradual awareness of what may happen to the extent that
it becomes a preparation for what d~ee in fact eventuate.
bedgwick illuetrates this use of the mode in ~nglieh
drama with reference to Shakespeare's Othello,9 demcn-
etrating alpo that it may be very necepsary in a ferm
pt:l f't:
ae compact ae th. dramatic. Beddoes for hie ~ makes
liberal use of Dramatio Irony as he wruld have learnt it
fr0m Shakespeare and the Greeks to anticipate and prepare
for the turns of hie plot which, soberly appraised, are
at the least complex, sensational, and in one case
unique.
'l'o use the word "spectator" in ccnnection with
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Deathte~ Book immedi~tely begs the question, pince
it suggests that the play is designed tc, be seen on the
~tage rather than tc be read. Technicb.lly it has act
and pcene divieiene, it is true, and Beddces uses dram-
atic techniques f{lr the ppesentation (f t~e action.
Formally he wap no innovator. He learnt from dramatists
who did write primarily ff:r production, whereas he him-
se Lf locked f( r the revival c f the Britieh etage on cne
handl O and prcmptly wrete his first playas a cloFet
drama. l l Hie love was the theatre, hie talents wpre fer
blank verse writing; henoe his pr~diBp(,E1ition tc write
plays. Yet hie JXK&.~ premccupatione. were too multi-
farious and too eubjective to allow him to write effect-
ively f('lr f.uch a strict cr ccnetricting form despite
hie potential maFtpry of it. Thup in using Dramatic
Irrny in Deethta Jest~ he is applying a dramatic
technique to a work whope complex cC'ntent and excessive
length render it wellnigh unstageable, a fact which nec-
CSflarily qualifies critical jUdgment. 12
Yet as Beddcee did choose this particular form, the
the manner in which he employed Dramatic Irony shcuJd at
leap.t be examined, and the analyp.is, when allied to that
of Romantic Irony which follows it, will help to expo~e
bl,th the faul te and the undi eciplined meri te of Beddcee
as a playwright.
The opening of Death's~ Beok prepents two
brcthere, beth in disguise for a purpose known only to
the two of them. The u~e of di8gui~e in drama at once
sug~eete irony: a charact~r who has more kncwledge than
the other protagonists in the acticn. Shakespeare ~iveB
an example in the character of the duke in Measure ill
Meaeure, Beddoee in Iebrand and Wolfram, whose adversary,
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a disguise latpr in the
Beddoes offere ~xample8 of
Duke ('elveric, him8elf··)dopt~
play tr return to the city.13
811 the irnnie~ in his play.
For half of the first seene of the play Isbrand ••
F:E'ems t(1 be Ii ttle mere than a wordy jeF!ter ¥'these asides
tc the verse-spec1king ohsracte r-s of the cour-t seem mie-
anthrcpically malicious. The revelation (If hie true
flelf and of Wclfram's iEl delayed for nearlj t,vo hundred
lines, when, however, it bE'com€'~ clear that Iebrand ie
the avenge r' and Wolfram has rencunced his revr>nge and hie
distrust of the murderer and usurper Melv~ric. Indeed
he is about to depart on a mission to reRcue him from
the Se.racens, and the reI.~der is made privy to the irony
of the eituat_on. In the revenge traditi(n, Isbrand
i8 the dutiful Ron, and the reader'~ ~ympathies are, cr
Rhru1.d be, ",ith him. Thus Wolfram is betraying hie
father'R mem(Jry and ove r-ete pj.Lng the demands of hie
knightly dut~n rescuing Melv€ric; mere significantly,
he is net impelled by a. sense of duty alone. He trusts
and lovee Melv~ric, and deplores Iebrand's unccmpromising
ha.tred. Wolfram finds lovE' nc bler th:in rE'venge:
Open me any grEtve that earth can ppare,
Leave me the trUth of love, and death is lovely.
(1 i 266-7)
He haR already affirmed his willingness to die rather
than take revenge for hie father's bloed:
But ehouLd hip blood need bloody expiatic1n,
Then let me ppri~h.
(262-3)
In the 8i tuatic,n, thif.l spee ch rught to arr uae a fef> ling
of flf>rturbaticn. It is part of a late interpolaticn,
appearing only in the c version of Act 1, and therefc're
it raieet:! yet ancther interpretative quefltion. The c
ver8ion itself representp the attempt tr rewrite and
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impr( VP. thE' pl.ay , be th tc pxpend it· .nd Tf>n1p r j t !"1('re
drnmatic. 14 Thepp lines were written in c(n8ci(u~
knrwlf>'lgp on Bpddopp' part of wha.t c!O(>R !ollcw, and thf=lre
can be nr drubt that he intflH'I;icd th~m tf' crN.te the im-
r.~repsi(ln that Labr'and ' p. f>uf1picions are right tmd that
Wolfram i8 tpmpting fate. In the latter flcenee of Act
1 alfllo Acme rf the a.dded pusRagee are jURt theRe that
underline the dramatic irony, which ~hcwo that Bedd.opp
was c()npcirus of the technique and striving fer a partic-
ular effect. In this case and in the cthE'rs ()f Act 1
he usee it to anticipate the ccurse ()f events, to emphas-
i~e the potential drama inherent ir- a Aituation.
Ancthcrjclue to the manner t n wh i ch the rll twill
d€>v(' lop i£3 offered by Am,: La 'p line 1 i 102 (c 173),
referring t() ID.dy Wclfram PE'rvE'Ei in Africa. The lady is
Sibylla whe appeDrs in poene ii with Melveric; her rel-
ati( nrht p to the hbsent '1'olfrarn iF>, revealed gradually in
their dialogue which lea.ds Melveric tc avow the nature cf
hie cwn love for her it: these Line s r
For if another be Lng stepJJed between us ,
And WE're he my best friend, I must fcrget
All vows,and cut hie heart away from mine.
(1 ii, ab 130-2, c 162-4)
Fven befcre Wolfram setp foot in Africa the potential con-
flict if' pugt!,ested bythes(I! lines: "were he my bept
friend", which Wolfram is; and Isbrand'~ diptruet if!
r~called by Melveric'n hypothesis. The fact that actual
vows beyond thope of chivalry exist between the two men
ip establinhed within a few moments. A blo~d bond has
b~en entered intc with the partioular proviso that the
first 0f them to die witl visit the rther. 15 Sibylla's
aside, ab 183-4,c 230-1, makes the implication plain,
B€'dfio€'e mcment!:!.rily diptrueting the capabiliten ('f Dram-
atic Irony tc Ruggept the outcome a.mid PO muoh intricate
ll~
di&lot;,ue.
To thi~ pcint Wolfram is igncrnnt that he hae a rival,
but Melveric hastens to warn him, and the conflict ie
brrught into the open. Irony of circumstance forces the
unwilling Wolfram tc reeume his rejected role of ~elver­
iC'8 entugc'nist t yet he is slew to acknowl~dge it.
Th(' se cr.nd pCl.'lne make s oLoa r the imminence of the cat-
astr<rhe hinted at lirflt by ircny acting &s much b7 Tem-
iuiAcence lle be anticipation, and then f'tated unequiv-
oca11y in Melveric' €I ehort monologue .16 His hypcthe pia
(f Rome two hundred lines earlier cryptallipep intc cpr-
tainty: the bl~od bond ip powerlees against hip infat-
uation for Sibylla. The opening BKEW. of scene iii is
entirely rewritten in the c version; the idyllic love
poene of the ab text which ~loP8e8 over the tension
between the twc men Is pepIa.ced by tW("l lyrics and a short
Rpeeoh by Wolfram in whioh Beddoee makes telling use of
irony to oreate atme'f.lphere and define the discrepancy
bptween reallty and Wolfram's idea of it. Wolfram wants
a pong rf love; he scc rne the fir!"lt offering, "The
Beding nreamp.~ with its tale of murder ~m•• done while the
heedlees lever pleeps. The fleccnd flong, prepurnably
m(lre tc hip taste, is nc Le es ironical in i te ccntext, as
it E'xprep~~B the arbitrariness of lcvp. By altering the
ope m ng of the flcp-ne Beddoe a PhCWA a Rurer dr-amat Lc
t(uch. Inptead of ullowing the teneion of the climax
(f s ce ne twc tCI dissipate he f'c cuse s the impending tra.gedy
ebcut thp unpuApecting Wclfr&m. Irony of circumr:tance
ip allcwPd to intervene again: Wolfram is about to
drink Ziba'p pcieoned cup when Melveric'R men call f0r
&.id f( r the duke. Though Wolfram knr WA the wine wa~
po I sc.ne d , and at wheee ccmmand , chivalry flrevente him
from abandcning his lord. The credibility cr 0therwiee
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c f hi 8 ao t t c-n need net detain us here; Beddoe e' revie-
il,nA of Aot l' B iiinlfram ee em mainly de8igned to mb.ke
thi~ a n0t impoB8ible gesture.
~o Wolfram diee by the hand 0f the man he hae res-
cued, and the blood bond ie violated. The ironic force
of the eituation is conveyed in a different manner in the
two extant vereicns, of which the c text ie far more
effpctive as drama. In it, the dying Wolfram acknow-
ledges IBbrand~B truer perception17and recalls the blood
bond in his threat of revenge. The irony of the eit-
ue t i c.n sur-roundtng Wolfram ie complete; that of h1elveric'S
be6in~ to emerge. Beddoes usee a lyric once again to
crpate atmoephere: liAs Sud/len Thunder" promisee reFurrec-
tion. This ie the second mention rf the pO~Bibility of
a r~turn from beyond the 6rave, but the effect of theee
iA cumulative rather than immediate; deliberately 130,
it would ~eem, pince Wolfram's reeurrection requires a
gr~at deal of preparation in the rKxmfKx rcader'p mind.
At this point there ie the 8ugge~tion of haunting, or
of the Last Judgment, and the lyric which concludes the
c verpion rf Act 1 imparts a tone of acceptance o~ death
strpngthened by the knowledge that it is n<t final.
Ircny ae Beddoe~ upep it in Act 1 is mainly dir~c­
tpd towards drl:lmatic lire parution, setti.ng the plot in
motion and lpaping over the time int~rvalA both forward
and backward to keep alive the sense of unity. There
is prep~rati(n for Wolfram's heedlee~ trust, for Melver-
ic'~ treachery, an! finally fpr Wolfram's return. Cf
thepe, only the laRt reaches out bpyond the unit of Act
1; the othere are repolved within it.
Act 11 tpturns to Isbrl::ind t drinking and jesting in
the first ~cene in the tavern at Anccna. Of himpelf, he
says with consci~ue Sccrutic irony,
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I qm but ~ com~pntbtor on thi" world
(11. 66-1)
The I~brand of Act 1, howevdr, hap revealed other aspects
of hie natur~, and in 11 ii he beginp. to display this
darker side in action. Hie self-ircnisation i8 instruc-
tive. As he eays with half-ackn(·wledged ambigul ty, and
with more truth than he know~, in III iii,
•••• my failing is too much eentiment.
(1. 372)
Circurnfltance intervenes thrcugh his agency when he ex-
changes the body of Wolfram for that of M01veric'fl aead
wi.fe, but ence again the full effect of this HCt is nnly
folj in r~tro~pect. Beddoee allows the 3ramatic Irony
to lapse for a Rcene or two while a npw aspect of the
plot is introduced, a pa't t e r-n which rpope;.!tfl i tpelf
latpr in the play.
However, by Act 11 scene iii Beddoee i8 aguin
making URe of irony tl i'repare for two later developments
('f the action. !"or the purpose of the drama, the blocd-
brotherho0d of Wolfram and ~plveric is intended to be
ae real ae the kmnehip of the duke'R two ~onR, Athulf
and Adalmar, who are introduced ae both being in love.
Almost inevitably, it i~ with the eame woman, Amala.
Athulf reveals the fact in these worde:
By heavens, 'tis Amala,
Amala only,that he eo can levee
There? by her aide? in conference! at smiles!
Then I am born to be a fratricide.
I feel as I were killing him. Tush, tush;
A phantom of my paseion! But, if true -
What '( What, my heart? A r t r'ange ly-quif:'t thought,
That will not be prohounced, doth anewer me.
(11.?28-35)
~ithln the npace of ten lines, while Athulf hcld9 the
frent of the ethge alone, a eituation similar to that of
Act 1 is stated, and in more or les8 ~imilar terms.
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'11; i r ~ont· n" '1" '1',0 nt f(,r"!1~' oro f tfJ~' r 1;::y' P "'ub-rl c t s , r.nd
It rr;prgr->p \1'1. th thp :r:ain' c t i . n , thct ar-ound I",bn,nri, in
thp f01Jo~ing ~c~ne, 11 iv; for a ~hcrt ti:r:e it FPpmp
t he t If,br· rd i f; t-c:1.(l~ to 11enilJulatet thin6~ t o "ui t h i s
- I';h!J,t'i' You
A.nd who h:ip
- ~~y brother,
h8ve lopt your lcvp. and FO turnen pour?, .
ta en your ch8.ir in Am~l~'~ he~vpn?
my Cain; Adalmar.
- I'll hpl~ thee, ~rinc".
t 11. 173-6)
Athulf'r chrt cc of an im",ge, ,.. Lbe i t rpVPTf'r,'d in applic-
atten in uccordunce with hip ~pepch of the previou~
s cs ns , rr caLl e the ~)rchAtYP:Ll frfJtriciie ap he np,:,rp the
rpcOtsnjti0n o f hip t nst Lnc t Lv e rp:Jctir'n. Thet,r~·>.tpr
ir( ny I f the f'xchange y'i th Irbrend must ,;.l~o bp ("vid~~nt
to the rearier: the brl ther, nursing s ~rievancp,
revp~lF it to the man who is likply to fostpr it fer
rQa~onF rf hi~ r~n, ~ince he te net bvcrp0 to exchan~­
ing two de ad boo Le s to achieve a t r t umr.h he lP un l t ke Ly
to wi tnepE'. 'rhuf' Athulf's pa es t ons place him at the
mercy of f0rcpp hp if' unawc r e of. ThiF dev01('rrn~'nt (If
the pInt i8 the eyuival~nt 0f the ?lizabpthan "play
~ithtn a playH19 the ircny (f th~ pituation is more
then pimple Ur~~Htic Irony: th0re iR a cormic irony in
the working out of the parallel fratricide, linkpd as it
is by Ipbrand's involvement to the firpt.
Thf' ir8ceding Rcane, 11 iii, r~introducee ypt an-
nther urrect of the plot ~ith the return of Melvpric in
diR~ui~e. The rehRon fer his rti~gu1Ae if' not pntir~ly
.,
nrbitr'lry, st nce co r t a Ln lines of 1 i rind 1 ~ Pllgt,PPt
he 18 ~~urp that rebellion ie fermenting.l~ From within
the "!lfety (f hi ~ pi 19rim 's d rf' s e he can ap po a r a
t~cr if1
thi f the n.r r t t i me he hap found it ne Cp f' ~';~ry to rr- port
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to su ch r ub t e r-t'uge , 1.i(l l'hcrwf,ld rl?calls.?0 EOWeVEr, ~:el­
vFric 10Pf nct domin&te the dl~logue with Thorwbld th~t
rrocpd~ hip unmaFkin6. Und€r the 4uertionin~ intended
to ~pt~bli~h hip b(cd f&ith he writhAP; at on~ fo1~t
Thrrw&ld e,iv€p a further turn of the pcrelA' whoF~ E'ffect
~nd effectivenep~ iF unmiFtakable:
- Th0re if' no living knight hip friend.
- 0 ill ~ue~Fed, palmer: One whcm ~elveric
60uld bive hir l~fe, ull but hip virtue fer,
Lived he no more, to rai8e him fr0m the dead.
- Eieht; he would give hi f' s ou Lj Th('lr~'aln, hi F
(Roul.
(11. 317-321)
The irony i8 carried by the ambibuity rf the dialogue
UP much UP by the pituation. ~plvpric hap forfeited
hip roul in killing Wolfram, with the re0ult that he coo-
nnt RpP&k hi~ name ~nd talke in broken defenRive ppn-
tencpp.21 ~elveric, who phould be maet~r of the eit-
u~tion, i8 fnrced at cnce into betraying hip flAwed
ccnRcience; he only reCoverp his poise when he *t~nd8
rpve~Jled 8f' Duke Vr>lvpric and hP r-uch t s not beholden to
hip regent Thorwald. He Ctin only deal with the conflict
about him; the conflict within himpelf iF outpide hie
powe r . l'hiA f r-agmen t a t Lon bo cc.me s hplJarent in the
C0ntral ~cene (f th~ flay, III iil, and Bpdd0e~~ irony
c('nvpy~ thiR a Ls o .
Act III r ce ne iii preeentp a Lmosrt i.m:Iledi8t~ly the
supremely confident Ls br-and , deSI)i~ing hiR dupes, hiE"
f L'l i th . 22 d 1 . the . ov.r n p conej.r racy, an 0 pr-n y avowing e f'enf'e
cf pnwpr he feel~. ThiF iF hip apparent ~ituation, and
it iF' VP ry f&.r from the reality. For a man whose ends
mus t be gaine d by p l.ayLng c n others' AUPcflptibili tip.E'
he is amazingly careless:
The unknown pilgrim:
For tructing him?
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Yell have w.:;rrant, If'brand,
(11. 12-3)
Thup PpF8.kA Alb,l:nar. lp,brdnd replief1 conI'LtvntLy , 'II
have v , and in f rcrrt of his mos t d •.1ni5prOUfl a':lvCrl=lhry, the
dif'lguised :Jlplveric, he :J.f;8prts
~y fathom hath not meaFured;
I have not made a map of •••••
11.11 o f e s.ch heart I know.
- 0 perilous boast.
'N~ath GrUppuu'e tilf'f'l f1le o p nc ns , who~e d~pt=p.r:t
(bol'lom
none, u-hoe'e thoughtfl
(11. 75-E~6)
Th~ rejoinder i~ ~8lveric'f'l, yet Ipbr~nd iF too certain
of hiF own judgment ~nd the pcw~r of liquor ond his
\Ippier-, .... h t ch '~re/ Su~picion'~ ore e r.Lng wordA,,~3 Hybrif.l
-L
~uch blP thie if' c bv Lcu aLy markdtt down for dp~truction•
..,
The intrt Juction 0f Marie lesvefll no doubt ap to thi~,
Bnri Bpdn.ORP Wf>aveA a threefold irnny abf'ut the Aitu~l.tl(,n:
irony of nircumpt3nce, Dramatic Irony, and Romantic
Irony.24 Beddoep provides perhape one further touch
before paF~ing on in Adalmar'p. address of welcome to
At the right time thou comept to UP, derk man.
(1. 152)
'The new pha.se rf the plot is the mo~t imDlrtant of
GIl, dr~m&tically ppebking. This iF the repurrection of
JiolfrH.m, delayed and avoided and prer'ured for u.Lmc s t five
hundred lin~8 from thi~ point onw&rd~. Melveric, lAft
alone for a mOIDPnt, revc~ls hi~ world-wearine~e:
With thpe, my wife:
Oron thy gr~ve, and
To raipe thee up to
o were I rlead
Oft have I lain by night
burne-d wi th the mad ..'ish
life.
(11. 15<:--62)
Here the reuder become~ bwere of two thing?: the body in
thp e;rb.ve is now Wolfram'f1; and Wrlf'ram hcl.p thre'1.tened
v ong eance from beyond the t$rhVf.'4 I'le1veric denip-p any
1:::'5
Actual wi~h to raise hiF wife to lifR, ypt he ~ntnrt~1nA
h» r "!'p:Jlory arid rp PC 1v e R [;t leapt tc takp hp r rIY:'!Hiinf'
i n t e pxi Le , Fr,r the rA pt of a long scene we pee liJ.e Iver-
1c ~lternktply approaching 8nd recrillng from hip un-
0U~PACtpJ fate until the rA~der knrws w(lfr~m will riRe
from thele'.d in - ome manner. There if! no e Lemerrt of
'='ur"riRe; rather the moment peemf" lcng ove r tue , :I:el-
vpric i~ at the ~ercy rf NemepiF ~hich make? the ~eFture
of a LLov-Lng Isbrand I,nd Ziba to be t t s t oo Ls , The ree-
urrection if-! trF.!neformed by the ircny of the pluy into a.
dramatic necessity, not only in the senFe that it _ie
~ppential to the plot, but in that it Iie prepared
thoroughly by a d ramet Le t who wa s mIrA critical of itf'l
prob8bility than the reader, to whom it i~ one more pen-
~atton. Beddoef-l' per~0nal involvpmen, led him to trans-
form the resurrpction by uPing Romantic Irony, aF ~ill
25be seen.
':lhorv'hld 'f! aco pt i c i em and .....elvpric'f' refupal to
hope act &F a challengA to Ziba to prove hip powerw over
life and ~f>uth. Me1veric if! m~noeuvered into demanding
the reAurrection deepite the ominou~ ring of Ziba'e
(11.259-63)
Aye, were I ever
Where the accu~ed innoc~nt did pray
The dead, whof'le murdpr he WLif'! fH1!=le1y char~f':d
To rise ~nd Apeak him free, I would e6~ay
illy pirf's' se puIohre.L magic.
with,
\' ord-epinning on Zi ba' f'\ part this may be, but it recalls
the natur-e (If the corpse to be rp~urrected. Then there
is an interlude in which Ziba eteadfa8tly maint~inA hie
p. pition and gives a pp8udo-rl::ltionaliAtic ~XplBnLl.tion of
the phenomenon. 26 The leneth of the Rcene may betray
Beddoes' self-coneci~uRnes8, yet it also betrayA hi8 in-
ability to maintain suspenAe at the mOAt ~mportant time,
not PO much in the extended build-up aF in the long
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speecheA that dull perceptions that should be aroused.
his instinctive appreciation of the value of irony con-
trives tC' be cverwhelmed. One further touch of irony
before the company departs: Ziba's threat
Were you worthy,
I'd raiee a spirit whom your conscience kn~we;
And he would drag thee down intm that world,
Whither thou didet send him.
(11.461-4)
The recipient of this address is the cynical Iabrand, but
the real irony is directed at Melveric; Isbrand's answer
emphas t ses the deliberate contrast of mOf'ds on which this
Beene is built, for the climax i te\e~f depends upon this
non-unity of tone.
In the minutes before the resurrection the iron.y
is at its grimmest. Ziba begins the formalities:
Wilt thou Bubmit unmurmuring to all evils,
Which this recall to a forgotten being
May cause to thee and thine?
•••• And art thou ready
To follow, if so be its will, the ghost,
Whom you will reimbody, to the place
Which it doth now inhabit?
(11. 504-9)
The elements of the tragic are there as Melveric burns
the blood bond, but in vain. Beddoes makes use of what
is almost bathos: Mandrake below, complaining of his
growth of beard, and Melveric above:
One moment's peace and silence:
Let me rememKber what a grace she had ••••
(11.568-9)
Irony tran~cends the purely dramatic usage at this moment;
ir0ny it is, but Romantic Irony.27 Beddoes cros~es the
thin line between the two, and when Mandrake is at last
dispoped of and Wolfram appears, the attempt to restore
a little cf the previous mood and prevent the true ree-
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urrp.cticn from passing alnost unnoticed is grotesque in
effect, thOUgh no longer Romantic Trony.28
As the climax is reached and the action bp.gun in
Act 1 resolved, a new kind of Dramatio Irony ie perceptible:
appearance and reality fall into plaoe a~d both Melverio
and Wolfram reoognise the situation for what it is.
Melverio is defee.ted, yet Beddoee the satiriflt adds an-
other savage touoh, whioh, in the first and miner olimax
of th~ play, fore~hadcws the denouement cf Aot V. The
dUke determines on petty temporal revenge en Wolfram for
daring to return:
Thou murderer of nature, it shall be
A question, whioh haunts whioh, while thou dOBt last.
(11. 6S3-4)
Here also the diohotomy of tragedy and satire ie appar-
ent. On one hand, Deathls~~ satirises the
futility of manls B.Flpirb.tione, on the other Beddoee em-
ploye irony in it in the established manner of a trag-
edian. There i8 too little compassion for a tragedy,
yet too little entire in the general trend of this soene
and of the playas a whole. Three ("f the main charaotere
are potentially tragio fiKUres; this leads to d*ffuee-
ness in itself and the Romantic Irony which will be dis-
cusfled below adds a further problematio dimeneion. The
satirio viewpoint obtrudes from time to time but it is
net as rervaeive in the broad general action as the
tragio pense it eo oleverly manages to deetroy and thus
create ahe disturbing quality of a double perspective.
In the first three acts it is no' alwaye olear who or
what - or indeed if anything at a 11 - is being satirised,
'-'"
though the fin&.l acts gradually move towards a resolution.
The senee cf acoeptanoe ie re-establiAhed in AotlV
Bopne i with Melvericls eoliloquy2~ and Thorwald's Bpe~oh
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on hie entry confirms this. Irony is the pervasive mode;
Melveric' B remarks on thejpresence of Wolfram are pure
irony cf underfltatement which encompas se e a truth toe,
large to be conceived while being framed as a blatant
and perceptible untruth:
The carcase owes to me its ruinous life
•••• There~ore he clings to me so ivily.
• • •• 'Tie in truth
A faithful slave.
(11. 44-9)
The scene proeeede with a further confrontation of the
disguised Melveric and Isbrand and introduces a new theme
which at first consideration seemBK arbitrary and with-
0ut respect for character as previ~usly conceived. This
is Iebrand's sudden declarati~n rf hie intention to wed
Sibylla, which is disposed of in a few lines in this
scene and referred to in even fewer in the final one. 30
It seemsfnnecessary and inexp~icable ewcept in terme of
Dramatic Irony. In this light we find Isbrand professing
all unknowing in Melveric's presence his desire to marry
the woman for whom Melveric embraced the ultimate dis-
honour and damnation. This recalls the initial act of
the chain of causation and at the Bame time underlines
the larger irony, and the~ peycho10gical truth, that
Melveric's gUilt has destroyed hie power to l~ve.31
Act IV scene iii reintroduces the Athulf-Adalmar-
Amala entanglement prepared for in Act 11 and referred to
in passing in IV ii. Beddoes relies on the parrallel
plot to carry the scene which opens with a monolo~ue
from Athulf closely resembling Melveric's ~peech ~f
I ii 363-761
Satirical Murder, help me •••• Ba: I am
Devil inspired: cut with you, ye fool's thoughts!
(11.18-19)
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The memento mori of Amala's bride~maid a few linep later
Aeemc artificial and unnecessary in the context, and as
Dramatic Irony overstrained. 32 Dramatic Irony in fsct
1s no lo~er neceepary. The detailp of the pcene, the
working out of the "play within the pley" follow relf?'nt-
)eeely those of the first fratricide: Adalmar eaves
Athulf's life as ge thinks, cnly to die by hie hand.
No I~brand is needed to manage the affair. The whole
pae~age aspumee ironical prcporticns aA it retraces the
events of Act 1 Bcene iv.
From here onwards Beddoes dispenses almost complete-
ly w1th uramat t c Irony. The flub-Illota are di epoeed of
or integrated and the denouement of the main action ia
set in motion. There is a moment of irrny in Isbrand's
explanation of his revision of the Harpagus story:
••••• and I
Differ in ~omewhat from Herodotus.
But altering the facts of hist~ry,
When they are troublesome ••••
Will scarcely visit rigorcuely.
(If iv 58-62)
Isbrand is shown at hie most triumphant and then allowed
to encompass his physical and spiritual doom in the
scenes which follow.
In the conclUding scenflB cf the play the real irony
is that of awareness, which in the context helps to
further the satire: the conspirators' realisation of
Isbrand's true nature, and Iebrand's own delayed and
initially discredited acceptance of hie mertal, ungod-
like nature, Melveric'e realisation that his ~onB are
dead and hie own fate at the hands of Nemesie. Wol-
fram rules aa ironist over the conclu?ion, justifying hie
wearing of the fool's cap33 and ae~uring t~lveric
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(Your Aonel will be here, and socne r-
Than you would wish.
(11.::>88-5)
He speake the truth, and know8 it. On every level, the
play is concerned with stripi:·ing away the. layers of
appearance to expose the reality.
~hereas the situation at the end of Act III is
inherently tragic, the play ends on a satirical note.
The reasons for this are clear enough. Beddoee will not
allow his reality to be essentially tragic. Within two
acts Iebrand has emerged as the dominant figure beside
whom the despairing ~elverio is barely tragic; yet 18-
brand in hie turn has been shown up as unequivocally
evil and corrupt in the social context and not merely the
victim of hie tragic flaw. Wolfram's resurrection
which in Act III seemed neoee~ary cnly to the outcome
of the play develope in V ivan additional philosophical
implication also oonveyed in the Dance of Death ae Death
ap~umee a new perspective in Beddoes' view of the world.
The fourth dimension, the ideological, is the untra~ic.
Unable to produce a tragedy, Beddoes twi~ted it into a
satire.
r- Tragedy; satire; the politico-social perspecitwK
t1V8; philosophy. These are uneasy companions within
a. single five act play. rnramatio Irony and patire: two
modes of perception whose effects conflict. Beddoee'
predisposition to irony was of a mere cc·mpreheneive
nature than has so far been demonstrated~ and in Death's~ ~\~~ he makes use of~!1othe~ of.\ irony which
re~olvee, or ought to resolve, all the diverse aspeots
of his own et andpo Let , a philosophical concep~theJRom-
antic Ironyl formulated by the German theoretician Fried-
rich Schlegel.
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Critics c f lvoman't LcLem and t~cmuntic theory a.re bC-
CU8t< m'd. to use such terms ae proteusartig to describe
thiF pJ.rticular form of ircny: "changing in shape as
rf'Bdily a~ the (1ld MC:ln of the t:ea", as Sedbwick aptly
df'fine8 the exprPBsion. 34 For th~ purpo~e rf this dis-
cUBsion ~f Romantic Irony as Beddoee practised it in
D~eth's ~~ it is essential to grasp ite fundamen-
tal nHture and variations, a.s it ultima.tely embraces the
totnl phil(\ocphical outlock of the Homantic literary
thp.orist; and moreover to esta.blish how and to what pur-
poae it may be ueed in the creation of an original work,
that ie, in conecious practice, aince a great many of
Friedrich Schlegel's examples are (If works already
written before he formulated hie doctrine.
Cnncerning the irony of Socra.te~, Friedrich Sclagel
singles out for emphasis "jane ••••• Mischung von Scherz
und ErnE"t", and again he fltates 35
I ,
.\
,
."'-'
0ie enthalt und erregt ein Getnhl von dem
unaufle~lichen Wideretreit des Unbedin~ten
und deB Bedingten, der Unm~glichkeit und
Notwendigkait einer volletAndigen Mit-
teilung ••••• Sie ist die freieta aller
Lizenzen, denn durch sie eetzt man sich
ttber sich selbet weg, und doch auch die
ges~etzlich8te, denn eie 1at unbed1ngt
n(twendig.
As the critic RUdolf Haym etatee, 36 Schlegel' B interpret- :.l Q,
ati~n of Socrates' irony 1s shaping itself in theBe sen-
tences into an aesthetic dcctrine which is alienated
frcffi its original significance. However, ,it is not
difficult to grasp the philGsophic baste 0f ~•••• theBe
claims, despite the fact that Schle&el is primarily/con-
cerned with aesthetics in that he transfers the philos-
ophical perception to the artist'B view of hie own work.
Goethe i8 hid example. 'l'he poet eeeme to smile down on
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"PI'> in YIp Ls t e rwerk ••• von der Ht'ohe fHd no. fl tie i ste en. It
i~ a cpvPlopment on a different level of the f!pirit in
which the dramatiet usee Tragic Irony to present the
actions of characters as they would be viewed by the
pow~r nrdering man's destiny. As the R~mantic philoe-
ophe r- Solger Fler~s it, 31 irC'ny in human creation m~ane
conduct similar to God'~. It is not impossible to see
the inherent principle of this in the ircny of SocrateA,
nnd this is the aspect with its various implications
which the Romantics developed ae a principle of aesthet-
ice. In the poetry of the ironist dwells
•••• alne wirklich transzend~ntale Buffon-
erie. 1m 1nnern die btimmung, waloba
alleR t1ber~ieht und slch flber alles Bedlngte
unendlich ~erhebt, aucb flber eigene Kunst,
Tugend oder GenialitAtJ im Auesern in jXK
der Ausfflhrung, die mimieche Mani~r einee
gew~hnlichen guten italienisohen Buffo.
Appearance and reality are transmuted into bedingt
and unbedingt: finite and infinite. This i8 the
theory; in terms of practical application the twofold
aspect of the ironio method in aesthetics becomes ap-
parent. The poet in his godlike dietantiation may
include ~very moed, since he is abcve categoriee and
stands outside even hie own creation. From this popit-
ion, whioh is a manifestation of hie t nne r attitude, he
looke down on hie work and if he eo deeires may play
with moods and concepts in pelf-mimicry, which iA the
external representation of his cr~ative spirit. From
here it ie a Ahort step to Tieck'e Romantic Irony,
though this ie a variation which cons~ricte the original
concept.
The ultimate v1roion of Romantic Irony pre~entB a
menns of nynthesie, not of ap~earance and reulity, but
of all appearanoes, in an attempt to approach reality.
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Yf:t Wh'lt lI~llE the Heali ty of the lromarrt Lc theeretic1ans?
If Tieck ~trip~ed the concept of Homantic Irony vf 1tp
philosophica.l cl.tti t ude it waR be cauee he ....as unacquainted
wtth the idf'88 of the philopopher from Ylhof'e 1I'ork
~chlegel adduced an ideological basis for hie vision,
having tlromanticised" the original concept beyond any
recognicaoly ~·;ocratic limits. As a Romantic theorif:lt,
he fcund a Romantic philosopher whose ideas were akin to
und congruent with his own: Fichte.
The Reality of' the Romantic 1rC'nipt is the Heali ty
of Fichte, and there is no objective reality in Fichte'~
world. The world iF- a cre&tion of the inrlividuel Ich,
which ~gain haA its origin in Socratic or Plat~nic phil-
o~ophy, though to reunite this with the concept of
irony Schlegel found it necessary to use the pecondary
Ecurce of Fichtean doctrine. The world a.nd the world
order exist in terms of the ego which creates them; in
Schlegel's aesthetics reality is equally pubjective and
art a.nd poetry fl'Fm the created world of the inexhauet-
io1e ego which r~achea out infinitely through them,
eince they, no lese than the world, are an Idea. Of
thip Ioea, Schlegel writes:
Eine Idee i~t ein bie zur Ironie vollend-
eter Begriff, eine absolute Synthese
a~Eoluter Antithesen, der ptete ~ich
pe1bst erzeugender Wecheel zwt1 etreit-
ender Gedanken.
This ie- the irony which is if nece~~ary the "Form deR
Paradoxen", with the ability to resolve all opposites
Qnd certainly to include within ite range all moods both
congruoup and incongruous. Hence it strives towa~de a
harmony which is net the claeeical harmony of unt ty
but one gained by resolving and including all oppopiteB
ae do life and the universe.
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Ylhile the Romantic theoriE'tE and philoscFhers play
wi th ccnce pt.a in trul' ironic manne r , rr-duc i ng their
meaning to both everything r.nd r cth1ng, the underlying
c:..tti t.u-te of homuntic Irony remains fhirly cons t ant , A
critic likE Ricarda Huch manages to definr it almopt out8 .
of any Gort of pr~ctic&l eXistence,3 where&~ Schlegel
him~p.lf mak€~ the same e~8ential p~intF without becoming
cbce s ec d with abstracts J1elm~:
Ironio i~t klaree B€wu~st~cin der ewigen
Agilitat des unendlich vollen Chao~.
And,
Wir mUp-Den uno Uber unr-e r-e p.igf!ne I,iebe
erheben, und was wir anbeten, in ~edanken
vernichten k~nnen: Bonet fehlt UDe, was
wir auch fUr andere F~higkeiten haben,
der ~inn fUr dUB "eltall.
rn the pre.ctlcal que s t t on of ucquiring thie "cosmic ~en8e",
~etrich ta}k~ of the "zur Doppel~~agprei 8€steigerte
~ubjpctivitAt" of Rom~ntic Irony, B phrase which evokes
the tredtti~nal critical dualiFm of objective/nubjective
and at the "n.!!I.P' time explains i tf'l application to the /.
doctrine, which attempts to Atrive for objectivity
thrfugh nupreme subjectivity, hence the diFturbing senee
of double vieion, of DoppelgAngerei. 40
The work of the Romantic theoretician8 on irony
tendn to bf>tray the fact that when it COME>~ to practical
examr1e they often codify an Ciesthetic attitude alrpady
prcpr--nt and implicit in literary practice. The Romantic
Irony of Tieck, the ~nly creative ~r1tp.r among the 0lder
Romantic~ to u?e it, is the mOf.'t Jl1'J:tIlr%JnlK contentious
of &11 8ince in ite moet notorious and e8f.'il; gra~ped
manife~tationp. it is little more than a con~cious df>s-
truction of mocd 41 or a playing with concepts. The
germ of his treatment in Der gestiefelte Kater may be
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found in the t}w(;ries d t s cueee d above , for he use a irony
for the purpo!"'pp of a satire which l.ncludes him~elf HS
.ut hor , or r"",ther an <:ilter (';sO which il'l him.f1elf. This
ip not to imply that irony and p,atire are synonymous , for
in t""rme of v i ewpoLrrt they are !:.i.ntitheses; howpvpr,
Tieck' e form of ]om,..ntic Irony Lend s i tee lf to thf' px-
prPAl1i0n of a satirica.l outlook, though in William Lovell
its U~~ il1 more con~i~tent with Schlegelt~. On the
other hund , where dr-ama is conco rne d the ironic method
an the Homa.ntics conceived it mb.Y jUFtify the total re-
j~ction of thp Aristotelitin unities, whose validity is
in fact attacked by A. \, •Schlege 1, 42 and a concentration
en each 'P';rticular ,lppect of the action for I t e own r:'ake
und ut any leugth desired. At this point, in the ~p­
plication of theory to ¥ractice, the concept of irony
becomes S>.lmof!t too "proteup.i.1rtig" for practical definit-
ion, too 1.ill-inclu~ive, und it may peem that Tieck'~
form i8 as pure as any other, since he made a creutive
use of it. ~he final word on ftomantic Irony in practice
may only be stated when ite purpose and limitations
huvebeen exu-mined in terms of a concrete example, in
this caFe Death's~ Book.
If the concept of Romantic Irony is to be applied
to drama, either as a means of' intf'rpretntie,n or in this
cape ~8 an actubl cre~tive force, the key is net to be
fr und in the origina.l ti,cflthetic d0ctrine of I"rif'drich
Schlegel, but in the dram~tic criticiFm of hin brother
August Wilhelm. Vlith the help of A.: .~--chleeE'l, co-
tr~nslbtor with Tieck of bhakespeure, we come cloeer to
e:;rCl.~pine the concept in pr-ac t t ce [J.(': he puw und df' fined
it: the old likun of the ~ea in cne of hip mo r-o tu.nb,i ble
forme, ~nd reproduced for all time.
Thomas Lovell Beddoee certainly knew the work of
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A.W.Schlegel, in partioular his torleeungen ftber dram-
atische 1iteratur und ~unst;43 and of these lectu~s, a
section of the twenty-seventh discusses the use of irony
by Shakespeare, whom the Romantics regarded as a consum-
mate practitiQner of Qomantic art. This long pasAsge
must be quoted extensively, for it is an illuminating
expoeure of a technique:
Die Ironie beziebt eich beim Shakespeare
nicht bloss auf die einzelne Charactere,
Bondern' hAufig auf das Ganz. dar Handlung.
Die meieten Dichter, welche menechliche
Begebenheiten erzAhlemd oder dramatieoh
schildem, nehmen Partei, und verlangen von
den Leeem blinden Glauben fftr ihre Bemfth-
ungen zu erheben oder herabzustetzen •••••
Auf jeden Fall werden wir gewahr, daes wir
die Sache •••• durch dae Medium einer fremden
Denkart erblicken. Wenn hingegen der
Dichter zuweilen durch einer geechickte
Wendung die weniger glAnzende Kehreeite der
MUnze nach verne dreht, so eetzt er sich
mit dam auserleeenen Kreis dar Eineichts-
vollen unter seinen Leeern oder ZUBchauem
in ein verstohlenes Einveretandnis; er
zeigt ihnen, daes er 1hre Einwendungen vor-
hergeeehen und im versus zugegeben habe;
dass er nicbt selbst in dem dargestellten
Gegenstande befangen eei, Aendern frei
ttber ibm schwebe, und daes er den Bchenen,
unwideretehlich anziehenden Schein, den er
selbst hervvrgezaubert, wenn er andere
wollte, unerbittlich vernichten konnte.
We dae eigentl1ch Tragische eintritt,
h~rt freilich alle Ironie auf ••••
~Sclegel continues by referring to the specific ironic
~
purpose of the comic ~cenee and characters. The comic
intervals, he states
Uberall dienen ••• dazu, zu verhUten, daSA
das Spiel sich nicht in ain GeebbAft ver-
wandle, dem Gemut sein. Heiterkeit zu
bewahren, und jenen trQben sohwunglosen
Ernst abzuhalten, der sich eo leicht im
aentimentalen, jedoch nicht tragisbhen
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Schauspiele einechleicht •••••••• aber die
Vermischung eo ungleichartiger und 6chein-
bur streitender Destandteile in demaelben
Werk kann nur durch kUnRtleriAche Abeichten
wie die obenangefUhrten gereohtfertigt
werden. In Shakeepearce Dramen sind die
komd achen Sz€~nen das 'crzimm~r der Poe s i e ,
we sich die Bedienten aufhalten.~••
! The ireny to whioh Schlegel refers is more compre-
hensive than Dramatic Irony. It is unquestionably the
irony of the Romantics: Romantic Irony. Schlegel is
not merely analysing Shakespeare's technique but inter-
preting it according to an a priori aesthetic doctrine,
describing in faot how the ironic viewpoint works in
drama. Undeniably he impceee a oonstruction (':f his
('wn on the work of a. playwright who pre Bents unconscious-
ly a oertain a.ttitude to hie K" creation. Yet at the
Rame time he expo see the potential of a type of ironio
view in drama whioh is altogether different from Tieok's.
Most instructive of all is his recognition that irony -
Romantio Irony, that ie, for cosmic ir0ny is the stuff
of tragedy - is incompatible with the true tragic sense;
thcugh he speake in part of the comio interlUdes, he
reters aleo to the use of irony to dissipate the sentim-
ental. Irony, therefore, must be used with intuitive
disoretion, and ita particular use ie cloAely allied to
the dramatist'Fl own purpose, as in BeddoeB' play.
"Irony", Ra.yS Sedgwick, "ie nearly the whole pan-
cply cf the eatiriet t',44 and i2 Beddoes professed to write
Death's~ Book as a eatiriet and not as a tragedian.
Th'ugh he set out to sotirise man and liis folly in gen-
eral, he found that he as author was most vulnerable of
all. In the original instance the play was a projection
of his mcrbid fear of death; hie fate and the play's
hinged on a single dramatic moment. He had to prove that
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phy9ical rrpurrection Wbe pospible and more: that it
WLP a demonFtrBble Dcientific fact. He failed, and from
this peint d&tee u npw bttitude to hie Pluy15 It peeme
manifestly ~bpurd and exaggerated to claim that a phil-
C'f1ophice.l or aesthetic doctrine could have £'laved hiB
TPaflon, yet this seems to huve been very neurly the case.
'£he play, Death'f'~ Bork, reprepented his fl.iilure to
corne to terms with existence; it waf the adjunct to
his stUdies, and theE-e were directed towards serving the
purr·ose of his flay.
It is imposAible to eetabliAh a logical chain of
eaueat.ton to explain the rref:ence of Homantic Iron.y in
Ueath's Je~t ~ but the fact that it i~ there ppeake
for itself in the text, in the patent attempt to trans-
form a failed reality into an idea, a transformation
which never became quite eatisfa.ctory and complete.
It in necep.sury only to show that this Homantic Irony is
net pre pent by coincid.ence o f time or place or int()re pt.
Beddops' letterp give the evidence. Dy 18?6-7 the first
rough outline of ""f'r..th's~~ wae prp.pn~d, he
had lost his faith, he was reading Tieck, and moreover
he WQ8 becoming aware of the valinity of the Shakes-
pearian vision. Only by striving for objectiVity, to
rlieeociate himpclf from the vital per~onal rignificance
of hip. p l.ay , could he br i ng it to a satisfb.ctory con-
c Ius t on , At r-ome F-tage in hif'\ f.'trug~le for underpt~.nd­
1.ng he read :-)chlegel' fl dramat Lc criticiem which may only
have confirmed his own inetinctive interpretation of
Shakespeare. In 1830 he wrote of ~hakeppe&re's charac-
46t e r e ,
The witches, Peter & the nur~e •••• in a leBe
de~ree Kent and Lear's fool, are all mere or
leBe purposely de~tructive of the ~ragic
illusion - giving time to recover from the
13S
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-f
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Qurprize wh the couree offevente produce: their
good 1s that they give the hearer~ to under-
stand that the poet is not abeolutely in earne~t
with his death~ & horrors, & l~ave~ it to them
to be affected with them or not RA they think
proper; and secondly, that the aUdience, as
w~ll as everybody, is lees likely to laugh at
& dp.ride ~he gravity of u person, with whom
hie wit l~d satire has compelled them to
lau6h: - besides that the change 1~ grou~ed
on the law of oscillation wh pervad~B all
physical and mor~l nature - eleepirng amd
waking, merrimen~ & tears - Rin & repentance,
life & death - ~ all depend & are conr:f"Cj,uent
on one another.
He eeemp to in11cate that these are hi~ own thought~, yet
they are too ~imilar to Schlegel's to be uninfluenced by
,
them, though at oevcral year~ re~ove and coloured by
hif" own interpretation and his own crea.tive work.
In view of the runge of his reading of ~erman
thcught and criticism, Heddo€s could not have been ignor-
ant of Homuntic Irony. !1e gradually came to apprecib.te
the need for .** detachment in his own writing, but not
a mere destruction of illusion at any 5iven point in
lieck's munner. His whole attitUde to life was reorient-
ing itself and wi th 1t came a new apr.r-oaoh to the pubject
matter of ileath'e Jest Book from which he came to dip.-
--
f'ociate himRelf more and more by technica.l m.ea.ns. Irony
became neceRRary to the expreRsion of his v~eion; fiom-
antic Lrr-ny , that is, for it ie a v Ls Ic-n in It~elf.
D0c,th'[1 Je2t Book in its final form furnishE'f:' an excl:">ll-
--
E'nt example of the practice of thi~ irony, a phi10~ophy
of life trnn~muted into an approach to ~rt, in the x~r±%
spirit of the SchIebel brctherR and Tieck, and if on
occaf11rnn thiR irony 8Pcme clORe tc the borderline that
pep~ratep. it from ~tandArd dramatic pr~ctice, it is
still palpably employed for a specific purpo~e, and its
effect in the total context is tha.t of .L\omantic Irony.
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'fne comj.Lt cs.t.Lons of Bed doe s ' moral v I s t on as he
embodies it in Mario pre~ent a critical problem: is
this Romantic Irony or is it not? Whether or net Schlegel
ie ref~rring to comic interlude~ only, and thi~ doee n~t
Beem to be the ca~e, when he speaks of "the less bril-
li3nt reverBe of the medal",47 doeo not really matter.
BeddoeEl introduces Mario emphatically and concretely at
~uch a crucial moment in the play that it seems a delib-
erately calculated mcve to dis3~cfiate him.!"e If from
,
Isbrand whc was getting out of ha.nd. lsbrand had taken
over the play; once t he resurrection was ("Jnly valid as
an idea, the whcle emphasis was thrown on to Isbrand;
he is a. potentially tragic figure, and the most vital
character in the play; yet satire, and not tragedy,wts
Beddoes' aim. The concept of Liberty as Ita.rio portrays
it is essentially modern - compure for exumple Shakes-
peare's attitude to revolutiun - and eseentially
Romanticism was a "modern" movement. For the sake of
truth, Isbrand had to be betrayed, whatever violence
this was to do to the play, and ~ario must be inter-
preted as a creaticn in the spirit of Romantic Irony:
dissooiation of the poet's eelf from its projccti('n
Isbrand. The figure of ~ari~ is too specific to be no
~crc than an instrument of fate. So Eeddoe~ attemptp
at 8 late stage in the Hr.. drama to bring Isbrand with-
in the 8atirical perspective; he had alternate mennA to
hand, but nene po fitting Etc the i~eological contpnt of
the plot; and the tra~ic sense ie utterly negated by
... _b~Ijz~_thi~ 3.n1 ether me ans lcng ~ the conc l.u s t on of the
play is re ache d . }jy aa t t e f'y t ng his integrity Beddce e
lA~ve8 the reader with a profound ~enRe of diesatis-
f&.ctlc,n. The emp'loymerrt of Romarrt t c Ircny on thif'! occas-
ion in particular produces a feeling of Doppe Lgange re i,
which arisee directly from BK.....& BeddoeB' etriving
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for an imperfectly felt objectivity, from his attempt to
satirise belatedly the thinge clo8e~t to hie heart.
The mixture of comedy and tragedy within one play
could not in itself be regarded as Romantic Irony by one
educated in the English tradition. fhisie a German
Romantic~e interpretaticn of a teohnique used with success
by Shakespeare;48 one, however, that Beddoes did not
employ in any play prior to ~eath's ~~. In the
Jest Bock he usee it to such lengths in the fir~t three
acts that it too is ultimat~.y destructive of the tragic
~
sense; Mandrake does not wiit in the "antechamber" but
intrudes into the daeply serious resurrection Beene as
an integral part. He is not in the scene by accident,
or even for comic relief, to "dispel sentimentality", as
Schlegel puts it. He is there for a purpose, as a
vehicle of Romantic Irony: the most imp0rtant one in the
play, if one bears in mind the changing significance of
the re~urrection of Wolfram in Beddoee' development.
The paft of .il.andrake demonstrates exactly how a.nd why
Beddoee used Romantic Irony, and also that it is a more
immanent force in the play than is generally assumed.
Mandrake ie, of course, alive at all times through-
out the first three acts of Death's Jest Book. The
--point must be stressed, since the~. is tacit and universal
critical assumption that he is a real ghost in Act 11
Beene i and possibly later.48 To mistake him for a dead
man ie to destroy most of the ironic senee of 111 iii.
Mandrake's boy describes hie accident in these wordez
•••but last night in the storm, the waves rolled,
and the ship rolled in them and in the middle
of dreams fell the pot of balsam on the man's
scull who made it, broke it to pieces and
bathed him from head to foot, and eo ran he about
dripping with the oil of invisibility and tears
for hie lost body - but here he oomesz see hi~ not.(11 i 70-5)
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(11.1-14)
The last words are obviously an injunction to carry on
the joke against the deluded Mandrake, who may be in-
visible, though this is doubtful, but is certainly alive.
The Boy's grammar ie involved, but an analysis of his
sentences may even support this contention. 50
So poer Mandrake is forced to impereonate the dead
Wolfram, which in itself argues against invisibility and
in favour of delusion, and finds himself B, homeless
vagrant in Sileeia, dead in his own eyes, and seeking a
bed for the night. Thus far he is a comic figure, not
really involved in the Iebrand-Wolfram-Melveric conflict.
Yet this is how he soliloqIisee in III iii:
IAfter all being dead e not BO uncomfortable
when one IS got into the knack of it. There's
nothing to do, no taxes to pay, nor any
quarrelling about the score for ale. And yet
I begin shrewdly to suspect that deathls all
a take-in: as Boen 8S the gentlemen have
gained Bome 10 years of experienoe they begin
to be weary of the oommon drudgery of the world,
lay themselves down, gold their breath, cloee
their eyes and are announced as having enter-
ed into the fictitious condition by meane of
epitaphs and effigies. ~t, good liVing
people, donlt you be deofeved any more: It is
only a cunning invention to avoid paying
poorls rates and the reviewers. They all live
jollily underground •••• and laugh at their poor
innooent great-grandohildren who ••• tremble for
fear of death, whioh ie at beet only a rid-
iculous game at hide and Beek.
Somehow thiB is not quite comedy, even for Beddoee: the
live man who thinks death is "all a take-in". At fi_at
it appears to be satire, part of the satire of man'e
view of death that Beddoes intended the play to be, eB-
peoially ae the lines seem to be direoted at the aUdienoe.
However, in the ooncluding passage it turns on Beddoee
himself in ridicule of hie former ambition:
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''&:hat is my conv t ct Lcn •••• but I will only keep
away from the living till I have met a few of
these gentl. would-be dead •••• and am initiated
into their secrete, and then I will write to
the newspapers, turn ICing's evidence and dis-
cover the whole import and secret ••• though
~ure to be opposed by the doctors and under-
takers whose invention the whole most extra-
vagant idea seemR to be ••••
(11.15-22)
Sncw refere to the concept of ~cmantic Irony as
"eelf-parodying", which seems to be his definition of it;
an inpufficient one, for Beddoee is mndulging in more than
flelf-parody in the wori~ he placeI:' 1.n the mouth of Man-
drake. As Donner sayl:', after becoming a.cquainted with
R(mantio Irony, Beddoee Bet to work "in a flippant mood
which contraets sharply against the grueeomeneSB of
what had gone before".51 The firpt part of ~andrHke'8
speech iA flippant; the second is something alEe:
"write to the newspapers", words (IDly in the band 0
versions, express a satirical - ironical, in faot - de-
nigration of BeddoE'S' own ambition to prove the fallacy
of death in a drama. t~ ie no better than a Mandrake,
the prototype of the indignant suburbanite who airs hie
grievance against the established order in the columns
of the daily pre~s. He ridioule~ what he knows to have
been the whole idea of the play in these words, pushing
)~e resurrection even farther from himself than before.},.
Hie (P~rp_o9~ tr~~Bf,orme Ma.ndrake' ~ spe~c~ i~~.~~~,~~~~~.;~.-J
Iron). l", i' '_-'! >, .. I l-,-,_. -,,- .-. i')"'-~-<-)
Mandrake goes into the nepulchre which holds Wol-
fram'p oorpAe to "keep up the joke a little lcnger lt • 52
And what a build-up there is tc. hf.s next appecl.rance 1
The whole of III iii, the oentral 8ceBe of the play; the
gradual approach of Wolfram's resurreotion, prepared for
by Beddoee' Dramatic Irony, while the xiiiiijic Irony
hovers in the air; Zibs's mystic mumbo jumbo, his reas-
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('ning bused on the bone Luz, in whcse use here there is
net a little ircny. And only then the moment arrives,
with Mclveric awaiting hie wife's appearance, the reader
expecting Wolfram's.
H~re is the paesf~e.
be qucted at length:
~iba:
-
For ita total effect, it must
Dukez ene moment's peace and silence:
Let me remember what a grace she had,
Even in her d'ing hour; her soul eet not,
But at its noon Death like a cloud came o'er it,
And ncw hath passed away. 0 come to me
Thou dear departed spirit of my wife;
And, surely as I clasp thee once again,
Thou shalt not die without me.
Z1ba: Ho: there, Grave,
.ill.!:
Ie life within thee?
A voice from withinz Melver1c, prepare.
Mandrake from withinz Coming, coming: This cursed bootS
~: Didst hear that answer? vpen, and let in
The bleesing to my eyes~ wbose 8ubtlr breath
Doth penetrate my heart s qUick; let me hear
That dearest name out of those dearest lips.
Who's there"! Who comes? (II. SCoo.~H)
Momus oE Hell, what's this?
Enter Mandrake from the sepUlchre
As previously stated, this is the moment where irony trans-
cends the dramatic. Beddoe. muet have been aware of wbat
be was about; there is the matter of the deleted BOng,
"Thread the nerves",53which is comedy of a sort Beddoes
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might have considered t00 grotesque even for his own
taste, ~d ita exclusion can be ju£tified on a number of
groundsM, all of ~hich bear out the contention that he
was calculating hi~ effects. As they stand, Melveric'e
rapturous lines are no more than bathos, which may be a
SUb-category of Romantic Irony in its eprithe*ising role.
At this of all moments bathos and farce are introduced.
This is not questionable tastel it is a deliberate
mockery of the whole situation, so seri0uB to the pro-
tagonists, BO hollow to Beddoes himself, hence his insis-
tence on Mandrake's role in it. At one stroke he destroys
any illusion that this could be taken seriously. It is
no wonder that hie early editors cut the Mandrake part
. to a minimum.
Nor doee Mandrake content himself with this ~ingle
r,peeoh. He introduces himself formally, nioknames and
all, ODd ridicules Ziba'e incantation:
••• the next time don't bait your ghost-trap with
bombast and doggrell, but good beef: we live
poorly in the dead linel and eo ••• you may catch
as .any shosts ••• ae rats in a granary.
(11. 587-~1)
As an afterthought he informs them that there is "a ghost
of longer fltanding" "putting himself together"in the
vault; BO Ziba'e incantation has suoceeded. Mandrake6s
role cannrt be explained away ae diverting the laughter
from wolfram,54 or as providing comic relief. It pro-
vides a fake resurrection, an extension of the Bub-plot
a Lr.ng parallel lines in trudi tic,nal fashion, but to such
effect that the real resurrection when it occurs is
reduced to a virtual anti-clima.x. The scene'fl ca.tharsis
ha~ already taken plaoe, and the emotion~ are diverted.
The cppo edte argument may of cour-se be advance d , ae it
iA by Donner, hnd this still falls within the limite of
the funoticn of Romantic Irony; yet it does not seem the
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more likely. Wolfram be Lcnga to the "tra.gic" part of
the plot; Mandrake's task is to throw doubt on the ser-
iousness of the who Le busLneas , as Be ddoe s intended.
And what better way to do this than to Itrefllurrect" a
live man, which may be symbolio in itself. This ie
Romantic Irony, it is Beddoes ~aying he 1s no longer
personall' responRible, ae it were, for the resurrection
of Wolfra~. It is no more than a necessary part of
the play.
The type of homanl1io Irony associated with the nwne
of Tieck restricts itself mainly to self-parody, and its
literary ancestry 1s more tangible than that of the
Schlegel brothers' more philosophical irnny, ae Lusaky
demonstrates in his study of the concept. 55 ~ieok'B
practice offere yet ~nother example of the conscious
codification and extension of an unconsoious tradition~l
mode. Thus where Beddoee usee this more restricted
Romantic Irony in Death's~~ it camlot be un-
equivooally stated that he imitated Tieck, or wrote under
his influence, despite the evidence that he knew what
T1eok was doing,56 and in hie own commentary instinctive-
ly alopts hie own most ironical tone. The Tieckian
irony is fouhd in the l~ter parts of the play atter the
true Schlegelian irony has begun its work on the
potential themes and their apparent treatment, inveflting
them with the satirical dimension BeddocA wished to
emph;'1,fli~e. There can be 11ttle doubt that the Tif'ckian
paBsagee were written about the time Beddoes was reading
the works of Tieck: specifically, plays like Ritter
Blaubart, E£.!: gestiefelte Kater, Rotkllppchen, the first
of which had already made a contribution to Death's~
~, and it seems extremely likely that T1eck's example
was Beddoes' in~piraticn.
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It i8 ulBo an incontrovertible fact that the pre-
,'1 apo sd tion to self-depreciation and wry self-mockp-ry
was part of Beddoes' fundamental nature; however, hie
anti-Romantic atti,udee are introduced into the play
under the auspioes of Romantic Irony. There is Ipbrand's
desoription of the moon, III iii 26-7, Hnd the delibera1:e
Rhock of incongruous moode of Isbrand's apologetic
confession to ballad-making:
~iornetime s, in Le i zure mcment s
And a romantic humour; this I mane
One night a-strewing poieon for the rats
In the kitohen corner •••
',',hat is the night bird' s tune, wherewith she
(startles
The bee out of hie dreams and the true lover•.•
What is the lobster's tune when he is boiled?
I hate your ballads that are made to oome
Hound like a squirrel's cage and round again.
We nightingales sing boldly from our hearts •••
(Ill iii 307-19)
The ballad from hie heart is "Squats on a toadetoGl", one
Procter condemned. And there is Wolfram'r, anti-Romantic
contribution, "Old Adam the carrion crow", of V iv, a
satire of Iebrand'e style. These are only three examples
within a play that takes effect through its contrasts,
III iii i8 constructed about them, and in German tlomantio
tradition this juxtapooition of mood seems to be a
peripheral type of Romantic Irony in praotice according
to the spirit in which it is made.
Beddoes' irony is sometimes directed at the reader,
or the despised oritio, for example in the three pongs
of IV iii as he disoloses in a lettfl!r to Kelsalls 57 the
f1rBt was
~omething Moorish in rhythmu8 and expreseion •••
a tolerable watery imitation; the 2nd a ppee-
imen of the bad but very popular eentim~ntal
if - oh: - and - why? lovesoDg; the third in
the style ~h, to my conviction, is the right
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and genuine one in tone, feeling and form, for
a ~0ng of the t~nder ~nd more poetic kind.
Such is the sUbtlety 'of irony and its tendency to be
mistaken that Beddoe~ feels constrained to add,
No oritio however will see wha.t I meant, &: in-
deed I may have failed in my purpose, for Bourne
seemed to like the 1st as well as the 3rd •••
In any case he replaced the second Bong with one of hie
"genuine" lyrics, "IJad;- wa.s it fair of thee", but the
~ignifict~t thing is that Beddoes' friends had ~hown him
that irony is a difficult m~dium.58 The reception
given to hie paeRuges of Romantio Irony by those in Eng-
land who were unaware tha.t any such thing existed iEl
instructive.5~
However, the less rarified forme of Romantic Irony
are peroeptible enough, thGugh lees important, except
that they too reflect Beddoes stepping outside himeelf
momentarily to take a sober look at his rhetorio.
This is Siegfried, bowing out of the play in disillus-
ionment:
Onoe more, farewell: I wish you all, believe me,
Happily old, mad, siok, and dead and cursed.
That gentleman should have applied his talent
To writing new-year's wishes.
(V iv 193-6)
This illustrates Beddoes' irony as it imparts the sense
of "conversational truth fl remarked by Donner: 60 a oon-
frontation of moods as in life, and irony as deflation
rather than as parody.
The last Aoene is not reAtrioted to this type of
irony which exists only within the framework of the
action. Romantic Irony and the resultant ali~nation both
of the rp.ad~r and the ~uthor himself int~r~uoes the eat-
4
irioal note of the denouement. It overrides the tragio,
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reducing it to rela.tive terms, frustrating the .Aristot-
elian pity and fear. The satire becomes a sort of
Hubstitute intellectual cath&ftic us Beddoee net only
hao Iebrund murdered and produces the corpse of Sibylla
but lorks down on the climax he hae been preparing and
eaye thr<ugh Wolfram
You in the wall th~re, my light thin arohers,
Come forth and dance a little: 'tie the season
When you may oel~brate Death's Harvest H~me.
(11.2~6-8)
- and prooeeds with the antimasque: three more corpses
end Melveric'p damnaticn, all within some fifty line~.
The number of deethp hardly mattera; nor !='hculd the fact
Clf Death. Wo1fram is the only charactf'r exempt from
the eatire, apaft from MariCi who ha~ made an exit, and
Wldfram hae assumed hie full ideological ~tatuPe ~ith-
"in the world of the play. He is the voice 0f Beddoea'
irony, and the Deaths are hie cherue. Eeddoee had over-
come hie obsession with death, hie "~k~leton complex",
and could express a new vision. Hence Wolfram is the
philosophical voice which gives the conclusion (If the
play its dimension of eatire.
l lhe petiricnl aspect of ueath t B~~ if'! only
fully comprehenf.'ible and artistically explicable within
the tPTme of reference of Romantic Irony and Beddoea'
own inner development which led him to impo~e it on the
original conception. Without his fear of death he would
never have begun the play ?lith ita all-important repurreo-
tion, deApite hie interest in the Iebrand-revenge plot,
or if he had its orientation would have been totally
different; without Romantic Irony he could not have
expreRPed ttdequately in it hie Pbtirical view of man'.,
life and aspirationR, from which even an IAbrand cannpt
be safe, being a mortal man. Wolfram pa~pep through
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dp!:tth tr underfltandin~, thus the repurrection i8 mude
to F::erve the~ of the play, though as it stbndB, in
its pOfltt1c,n in III iii, 1t 1s inpepElrable from Beddoee'
origimil conception of i tP. flIlnct1rn. ECIDhntic Irony
off(>red him a meanp to exprCSfl hie coming to tf:'rm~ with
the ex1~tential fhcts of life {:;nd deuth, yet in using it
he placed the emphasis of Wolfram's rcpurrection on the
comt c ruther thhn the nymbolic level; the irc,ny is an
urtificial mpunp to the uchievement of a difltBntiation
the 8uthor could not qUite feel. And am Mario is no
pubpt1tute for a.n Isbrand, least of 0.11 in the sympathiee
of the refider.
,J , !
. De~th~~ ~~ mUEt ultimate]y br jUdged as a~
work of art, however, and it ia here that the Romantic
Irony loses ite validity. It i~ un intellectual con-
cept, far lese immediately effective than Bramatic
Irony; it depends for effect on the reader'p, - or the
Flpeotatcr's, where it is ufled in stage drama - aware-
neAS of the author'fl intention, otherwise it seems to
be mere bathos, (,r arbitrariness, or whiml"Y, or ellen bad
teste. To ~ome extent it seems all of these things in
Death'p Jest Book if the intention is mistaken, ~ince......0...;.';';"'... __
Beddoee' moet pervasive Romantic Irony is the least
"practioal" and most ea.sily misunderstood form. The
~'ieckian form, in Der gestiefelte .t4"tter, to give one ~
example, takes effect through satiric oomedy; Death's
Jest~ iEl Elatiric tragedy. The dietinction is im-
portant. The conoept of P.omantio Irony explains the
p~rticul~r treatment in Deuth'e Jest Book, with all its
--
changes of direction, through tragedy to satire and
undeveloped Fymbolism, yet urtistioally it is poor jus-
tifioation. In the final &nulyeie it affords no more
than an intellectual sense of unity of idea; the flatire
eeema to destroy a perfeotly adequate tragedy. There
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csn be l1ttJ.f, d oub't t.hat Bpddcf'·f\ 'Aould havp f'ound no al-
tp rn'tiv e 1n rev!ri tint:. but to kppp to thp flom,.,nti c Tr0ny
wh t ch if" fl0 vibble to thE' [}~8.y in it~ rrl"?r:nt form. 6 l -J
:)H:J,I,h'n Jp:t~ Ll Lue t ru.t.e s in a un i que manner a
practical hp},lication of Lomurrt I o Irony de r-Lvo d from
Fevpr~l Eources &nd models; and such is the finbl im-
prep.!'\lon that it perves only to confirm the profound
truth of Augue t 'Nilh('lm SchlpiSC'l'f~ uffirmr;tion of
~,hb.kpf'rPllrc's unconscious tEict in hi~ Uf1fl of thp vmbig-
ur.u s wPtilJon, the trony culled Romarrt t c ,
B. Other rhilosophical Inrluenc~A
.; sr-c ond Lmport arrt thpc,ry of the Roman t t c s def'e:rves
pva]ust i en in the f'xtpnt to ...·hi ch it may be applied to
BpdrloPR' Jp:"t~: thf:>t of !/~tJ-gischp IdE>HliSmUR.r IJike
Rnrnantic Irony, thip. W~.• fl a deve Lopme rrt cf rhilo8oph1.oal
th~~ory by a wri tr: r who ws,s not h tmsa If norm 1lCilly a
j.hf Lo aophe r, and though both find a COmI'lOn origin in
the doctrines of Fichte, thpy divpr~e radically from this
point.
Bp]icf in the supremo power of the mind flnd the
Fpirit is inherent in the Romantic creed; Fichte himself
w;~. R a Rom.rrrt i c in hi s va.Luat t on of the Ich, and hi s work
laid the foundation for an eVRn greater fbith in itR
tr~necendental nuture. If Flchte l ? theorieR begin where
iC.lnt If' leave off, Nova l Ls tfl t he o ry of Mrigic Ide,:.lif'm js
an pxtension of Fichtean doctrine; more, it t s an &ut-
onomous whole who se tendency is a new and bold affirm-
L,tion o f tbe spirit which 6o€e fhr be yond t t s Pichtpan
origin. Novali~ bp.g&n with the 8tudy of Pichte,
BPnrchin~ for the eppenee of the Fivhtean leh. Hie
journF;,ls mark the momr-nt of hie actuaI discovpry of "den
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e t gorrt I i chen Bf'5ri ff vomFichte echen lch". The inner
world ie b microcosm of th~ divine; the essence of
phi Loso phy if: mo r-aLf ty; the moroL wo r Ld rf t he lch cor-
resp0lLle to the no ruI outer world of nature - "Die l'ff!lt
1~t pin Unive r saLtro pus de s <Xc i pte ~, e in .symbo Lt pche s
3i11 dee<:'elben", he later wrote - thus, as Novalis in-
tprprets and develops the concept, mastery of one's own
leh ifl .i!lu.stpry cf t he whole ex-p~]rn&.l world.
Navalis's lch ia no longer const_tuted, like Fichte'e,
of pure reason and re&f1onable will. It is an organ of
perception which can and ~hould be developed to a point
62of actual iomination of external circumstances. The
innE'r !"!pirit 18 dynamic, and this dynumimn, according to
Nova.lis, realif:lE'!'\ itself through a. type of plurality.
The Tch crelJ.tep within itself a Du, and through the inter-
action of the two there occurs "e i n hb chsrt geistiger und
sinnlicher Umghng, und die h~chf!te Leidenf'chaft ist
m~glich" • When thi 6 t.nne r corre sponde.nce and se If-
,ievelopment i8 achLeve d it may impose itself on exte rnaL
nature, f)O that "die Gedanken vcrwandeln Rieh in Geeetze,
di.e Wtlnsehf' in !!;rftl1 lunge n" •
'l'his firRt stage of r.!agie Iden.lip,m presents an al-
moqt ~y~tica.l conception of the leh, yet thore is a.n
Lm pI i c1 t practical a spe ct to Navalis' ~ doctrine. He wae
more than an ub~tract philoRopher: in typical late
eighteenth and early nineteenth century manner he was
creative writer, met~phy~ician, mathematician and man of
~cience. His fAagie Idealism iA at once a philosophy of
aesthetice63 and the exprespion of a religious attitude:
Wir s Lnd gar nicht Lch , wir kbnne n und
sollen &ber leh werden, wir sind Keime
zum lch-w~rden. Wir sollen allee in
s i n Du, in pin zwet t.e s leh vf'rwandeln;
nur dadurch erheben wir una selb8t Z~~
6rossen leh, das eins und alIas zU61eich
1st.
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From this pcirrt , ",hpr0 life and {ieath bo corne un i t.e d with-
i n ther.'pirit ;,nd th(,lre ip no barrier bet''Iepr1 Di0PSl'litl?
c.nd Jpnp:~i t~, prring the Hymnen ~ .lli Nacrrt .
In ~k:Lth 's~~ there is mo r-e than one pas aage
i nf'Lue nced by H, philosophy which is pi thf'r :,:ae;ic IdealiElm
or one' r f Be <idoE' 8' own indi stint;.ui nhsble from it. Its
i, f.lpe:' rhnce t R confi.ne d , as wi 11 be seen, to e pe cifi c
rppectpr in which it is appropriate. The terms ('f these
10~vP =i ttle r-com for doubt thHt thi s if' Ncve.Lf f' 'E
the ory e xpr-e eaf.ng t t seLf in poetry. 13PddoP.8 VII~f' cer-
t'dnly acque.Lrrte d with Karrt and Fichte; he cannot have
~Liled to read Novali8, since there 1p too much evidence
of thj, nk t ng a Long the line f1 of Noval.is' s in thE'lie two
inptt~:nceA.
~he speech of Zibu, 1 ii 5S-7l, gne~ beyond the
lim1.tp of Fichtesn idealism in 0. manner which ifl com-
pletely consistent with hovalip. Ziba himself is a
rnyf'1tC'ri ous figure; his ori~inp and his function in the
pl uy hiVP alreudy been referred to: 64 he 1.s the child
of Life and Death, though his symbolic Atature is never
fully realieed in the pl~y. Yet this is how he unnoun-
ces th~ ~ighting of Wolfram'? rescue expedition to ~pl­
vo r i c , vho h,-l8 aske d in p LaLn t"rmfl if he hap, peen a.
Chrirti~n galley:
I looked abr-oad upon the wide old world,
And in the Bky and ae a , through the f'C:i.."'!lE:' clouds,
The same stars i saw glistening, and nought pIpe.
And as my Foul Righed unto the world'n poul,
FAr in the north a wind blbckened the wkters,
And after that creating breath wan p,t11l,
A dark Rpeck put on the sky's edge: ae watching
Upon tbe hl"'uven-t,irt border of my mind
The fti:rf1t fuint thought of a grf'at deed arise,
with force and fascination I drew on
The w.i s-he d f1ibht, und my hope f'l€f'med to f't[1mp
Its phape on it. Not yet is it clear
Wh&t, or frcrn whom, the veRBel.
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The tPTI0r rf thip pperch ip unique in thp context, And
c Lo ur-Ly ch~.Jrf.Jct('ripe8 Ziblj'!~ occult pc,uprp. ~'lhvt it des-
cribep iA no Ip8P than the creLtive pcwrr of ~hgic Ideal-
i"'m: the conjunction of' inner pou1 and world r ou l , of
1.62, under circUI:lstancel? where henv('1'1 and perth are in
h8rmnny, Sp the i.mBge of lines 60 ano 61 indicatpp,
CTPt!tpP thp flhip. Thif1 ip, thellwiphf:'d right"; thp vrif'lh
bpcnmpf1 fulf11mpnt, in Novalip'A tf'rmR. Ziba'F mind is
"hp:'venegirt", an epithet pignificantly trHnpfprred from
the pxtprnal ~orld of hin co~templation; the Fpf'ck
"w'3tchf'>p", wai ting for hip Bpiri t to Crf'hte it in the
-hape he dE'~iref'.65 'rhe process of 1in!?A 63-4 if'! a l so
very close to the tranpition moment of the Hymnen an
iie Nacht: 66
cia kam hUB b1auen Ff'rnen - von den H~hpn meintr
alten ~p1igkpit pin D~mmprung~pchaupr••••
(Hymn 3)
The final line and a half iB in keeping with the real
tone of the 8c~ne, a fact which rcndere the rest of
Zi be' p r~pepch all the mcre striking in 1t~ ITe eentBtion
of the ego-conditioned viewpoint that conrtmtuter. the ~
6 ~mpt~phorica1 &Rpect of Magic Ide&lipm. 7 (
10 (
Af~ :-'tatE"d above , Nova Lt e '8 theoryw WfJA n<l't rFf'tricted·
to thi p more or 1(' flR ae ethpti c phi Lo sophy , Ap a flcif'Tlt-
ip!t, he eTlvisagpd a practical application of thip ma.gic
power of the Belf-developed communication of the moral
~ill. ~hile Beddoe~ lo~ked aA a pure flcientipt for
dominion over life and dE"ath, NovaliA began us B rhi1oA-
ophe r- with a firm f'ounda t t on of religioup fsi th and from
there exprePfled hip. belief that the ~iTld, not rational
~cipnt1fic l~we that Beddoep &lOTlP ~lJ.owpd v: lirlity,
h.-d actual POWpT ovpr the external phyr t cal world.
nr,at der richtit,en Bildung unfH"refl V,illenp'l, he ~rritefl,
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grht ~~~ch (~ie Bi Ldung urir-o r-e s K~nrr:nf'l. und
WiAA~ fort. In dem Augpnbltck, wo wir
vollko~nen moraliEch sind, werden wir ein
Wun1cr tun k~nnen, d.i. wo wir k~inp tun
wollen, h~ch8tens mor~li8che.
The more mrr-a.L the flpirit, the gre:Jtr-r the hr-rmony with
the 1ivine. in ~ctual fact, Novali~'A theoriep on the~e
linep. rpceived no rlore confirmation from expPTience than
riid Be do oe s 1,68 but his stated belief€! ar~ extrpmply
6(,jntf:>re Ating. 'l'hiFl is Haym' A comM~ntHry: -'
V,ie die ;Jprache und (;ebg.rde unse rem Denken
gchorche, AO ,meint er [Nova.lis), mftAAPn
wir auch die inneren Organe uneeres K~rperB
hemmen, vereinigen und vereinzcln lapsen.
Unser ganzer A~rper Rei schlechterdinge
f~hig, vom Geist in beliebigex Bewegu~~
gesetzt zu werden. uann werae jeder ~pin
eigener Arzt sein, der Mensch werde viel-
leicht Bogar imetande sein, verlorene
Glieder zu restaurieren, Rich blof"ls durch
seinen Willen zu t~ten und dadurch erst
reeht wahre AufAehlUsf:'e tibcr K~rp(-;r,
~)eele, Welt, LPben, Tod und Ueietf'rwelt
arlangen U.R.W.
In ~ener~l outlin~, this theory is not unique to
Hovalis; however, i t8 terme of referpnce are significant.
The mind, properly trained, can achieve litrrally any-
thing, eVf>n the penetration of the necrets of life and
death, ~imply bec~u~e it hap become divine. Navalis's
theory immediately calle to mind the poetic function of
Wol~ram; however, the possible influence of Novalis
in the presentation of Wolfram, and also ~ ~ib,lla, and
of Ziba, must be Ret aside temporarily while the most
contentious Ringle passage of the phtire play ie exam-
ined in the light of Magic IdealiArn, a theory that Reems
to explain it more f;ideq,uately than any other philof'loph-
ieal or scientific doctrine preViously URed a~ a key.
The paspuge in question is actually in two parte,
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upj.or-t f one d to h e i.ng Le char-ac-te r ..nd fv.lling vcr:,' close
to ons ano the r , Lebr-and is the spefJker: lsbrnnd who
hs.s jupt become u duke, or &,s he expresses it, a king;
Gnd he ic blrcudy dissutisfied:
u: it iF n~thing no~ to be a man ••••
~ow we're common,
And man 1El tired of being no more then human t
And I'll be something better: - not by tearing
This ery ne.Lte of psyche ere it£' hour,
Will I breEtk through Blyfliurn. There are f"omrtimee,
h~en here, the meane of being more than men:
And I by wime, and women, &nd the sceptre,
Will be, my O1Vn way, heavenly in my eLay ,
o you pmall star-mob, had I been one of you,
I would hHve peized the sky come mo(nle~8 night,
And made myself the pun •••••
( 1V i v 182-~ 8 )
In the middlf' f'ection he turns away from metaphyfltcal
['0f!pibilitiep to a pragmBtism which recalls Melvpric'fl
("
visiGn of kingly runk, IV ii 123-60. ~ The epspntial
ip that quaei-divinity is to be attained on e8rth, if
anywhere, not in ~n intangible beyond. The ppeoch, ho~­
ever, i8 onLy a pr-e Lude to t he.t which poee s a riddle
Ipbrand cannot 8olve, though he graeps the mean~:
I have a bit of FIAT in my ~oul,
And can myself create my little world.
Had I been born a four-legged child, methinks
I might have found the eteps from dog to man,
And crept into hif1 nature ••••
It Wf;~ ever
r,:y f!tudy to find out a WbY to gcdhe ad ,
And on reflection poon I found that first
I was but half-created; th~t a power
~AS wanting in my poul to be it~ poul,
And thi~ was mine to make. Therefore I fashioned
A will above my will, that play~ upon it,
Ap the fir~t poul doth use in men £:Ind c~ttle.
'l'hpre'~ lifelese matter; add the rower of phaping,
And yeu've the cryEtal: add ags.t n the 0rgflns,
Wherewith to ~ubdue r-uBtenance to the form
And manner 0f oneself, &nd you've the plant:
Add pcwer of ~oticn, pen8es and so fcrth,
And ycu've all kinde of beaetfl; PUppOf1(" a pig:
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10 fig add foreFi~ht, rpuson and such ~tuff,
J\lld you hhve man , \'.ht:;t ~h811 we add to men ,
To brin~ him higher! I begin to think
'l'hl.t I f' a diF:covery I s oon shaLl make ,
Thus I,. owing nought to books, but be ing read
In the odd nature of much fieh anI fowl,
And cabbages &nd be&pte, h&ve r raised my8plf,
By this comparative philo8ophy,
Above ycur shculdere, my sage gentlemf'n.
(V i 38-6S)
'Ihose who Lnt e rpr-e t thif1 epe e ch in t e rms o f' an
('8.rly theory of evolution neglect the phf Loeophf caL im-
plicatirns of crucial linE's; those .,..ho interpret it in
termp of ~tandard philosophy alone neglect its scientific
uepect. ~cth clearly belong to the same complex of ~t
ideap-o The evoluticn thecry is Collee's;70 his inter-~ ~I
pretGition is convincingly refuted by G. fi .Po t t e r , 71 who ~- _
d oe s net offer any 81terl'H::.tive. What letter alone con- f e.v.
c~dee is that B€dnoes~as aw&re of the organisational
hi~rarchy of n~ture ~s a ~cienti~t~ and ure8 it for
poo t Lc pur-po ee e , Ne,r dce s he refer to the early purvey-
or c f an evoLut.Lon theory, Lsrna.r-ck , who po s l t e d the Will
~~ p~rforming the crucial functicn in the evolutionary
process. This brings the queeti~n back to the philoe-
pphical ~c1ence of the era withnut its offering a satis-
factory mepn~ to int~r~ret&tion 0f the speech.
Donner refe-Te it to the ph t Losophfe s of Kant ani
lichte, the ".",ill" beine, the Absclute 'tiill of Aant, and
the fiat section ref~rring to 'F'ichtE' IS lch, setting i te A/J
own mimi ts end constantly etriving beyclJd them. 72 The I.).
Kuntian influence in this sense could in fact be sbporbed
by the Fichteen, Aince Pichte in h18 late writin~p came
full circle e nd poei ted an abao Lut;e lch which 9.8pimi1atee
to itself b0th finite ego and its created world.
Thp conf'us t on eur-rcund t ng the f: pecch arid its actua.L
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"oL~~if' t hus rf'solvef'l itf1€lf into tV'o F.lltprnhtivef1: is it
ttc r~~u]t of anatomical rr of philo8rphical ~tudie~?
'>'brand him~'elf !'E'ff'rE' to h1£'1 "compo.r-e t ive philopophy",
:rd here, it would peem, iA the key to the who Le argument.
j'hc e rrt i r'e process of Ir-br-and ' E' f1(' 1f-dfVP lopment
Ii 'tiPndB en £ pingle fhct: he Le "but half crebt€ d", find
hr- strive e to find the Missing pl::rt of h i mre Lf that pre-
cl udo s him from divinity. He hits climbed the throne
f"t('pS to find himf'f'lf no nearfr hiE1 rpul bOhl, Hnd turns
Li "(~rd f'o r t:;iuidence. The oevf'lrpment muet be wi thin
h i r- own mind, or nouL, fond if he uses the word "will",
tbl t: nhouLd not be f'u a t e ne d on uS Lnd Loe t I ng Kant, or
eV~'r1 Lamu r-ck , II Ther€' fore I fushltonf'd / A will above my
\"iJ~, that phl.yFl upon it": the pr-oce e s he describE's is
tht,t, of NovaLt s j the ideal aouL f'orme d wi thin thE' real
:'oul I? levHte p. it towards the eli vine flnul of the world,
thE" "firRt f'oul" of 1.54, through ite own activity.
'~'hp dpscri ption (If the hiernrchy of mture f'o L'l owa ,
but thf' «c tuu.l detail is no t the moe t Lmpr rtclnt purt of
it. Beddoes i~ a scientist, describing the ordpr 0f
things in the accepted, hence non-evolution~fy, Renee.
While he haE' shown inteTf'flt in the tranFlmigrati('n of
PC1ulfl in the PC1ng 1I~)quatfl on a tObdBtool" and in lines
40-42 of the pres0nt speech, the latter eection does not
rpturn to this consideration; Isbrand if! a man already,
and 10< king upwards, not back. It ie not the transitions
f rr-m (me form to another that concern him, for he speros
to rp.gard eGch RB f'l"lBPntially separate, but rathf'r the
r11 ffprence s between them: "power C1f motion, ~enP,fl'P and
8C1 forth" diRtingu1 sh the lower anf maLs from the plants;
If Tf>::lflOn and ruch ?tuff" distingui sh man from bo a st. He
Iipte the~e in the attempt to discover the missing ('1-
C"ment, that which will bring man higher. The ~oul he
h:ls namo d already, presumably regarding it as inherent
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in all fnr~8 of life, but the polution is impliAd in
:n·-.l.n',1 t1.bility to project a non-csc uL, 'l'he "evolutionary"
pf,.snage is more or less a l;rocess (·f elimination, a. re-
cupi tuLat t on of his "ccnparLttive phf Lo sophy" wrn ch has
10d him to the above conclusion. In fact, he has
w..lready propounded the essential difference bctwE"en man
ond hi+1f-1iOn of superman, but wi.t hou't the knowledge of
hew thiR power 18 to bd used. And in f~ct IEbrand's
e~rly d0ath, or his disharmony with the ~cral world,
preventp him from pur8uing the matter to any conclu~ion.
The ppe'ch f.'eems to fall apart at linE' 55:~
Isbrand and Beddoes go back upon their reasoning when th~
ccnclu~i0n has already been stated, hence the confusion
in interpretation. The nignificance of the passuge
centres ar<und the lines on the Roul and the will; the
conception of the seccnd, it is obvious, ccnt~ine more
t han r ..urrt "8. 'I'he ph'l Lo eo phl ca.L influence if' Nove...lis' s
!.:;.gic Irlf>aliAID, which its originator rpgetrdcd l~,S the
ul t t.mat.e fern of trl-'.U1sccndental phf.Loeophy , the hi6he st
m-ana of deve Lopmen't of the divine eflsence of man ,
fU--(?~<-.-v The opening section of Purt Three ('f the present
L~tudy sought to pstabliflh Romrmtic Irony BS an Lmpo r-tarrt
phf Lo s o phd ca L influPDce in "'f'r,th IS JE'st ~, Y"7t thip ie
a mode of ~prcepti0n which conflicts with Mugic Idealism.
nnn~ntic Ir0ny represents u negation of the &utonCimy of
th~ cre1;ltive Elpirit, while !.lag1c Lde a Ltem if' tts high-
e s t affirmation. fIhere fore the two could hardly exist
rlide by side in a single play without the gravest dis-
harmony. Yet they manage to remain within peparate
aspects of the plot and thought content, and Homantie
Irony em~rge~ as the more central rnefrnp to the ~xpre~eion
of Beddocs' vieicn. ~o far the influpncp 0f Magic
Ide:::.liflm hEE' been discussed with reference to two pa8sageE
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where it rn<£fe~tB itself in i~olated 2peeches for a del-
..
ibprately conceived purroee. In I~brand'B it is used
leBs arbitr~rily than in Ziba's, for I~brand'8 sp€0ch,
f'(1r total effect and character revelation, dep8nds on
a pa r-t i euLar- cu t Lock which cnly this mo s t radical tran~­
cendentalipm can afford it. And since these passages
are ipC'lated it wculd seem that the influence of ....agic
Id~alif1m lid not go very deep. Unquesticnably Beddoes
Lack s d the deep r~ligi('us faith behind Nova Li.s ' 8 concep-
tien, nnd this temperamental difference precludes any
more integrul influence. BeddoE's' own turn of mind in-
clined him to the ironic outloc'k.1 3 ThiEl must be borne
in mind in the interpretation of passages which seem to
bo ar an ideological re~~mblance to NovaLt s 'e thcd>ry in
itA m(re far-re~ching and also in its poetic 8.8pects.
One of these iD the resurrection of ~olfram, which
appeare to be a perfect poetic illustration of Navalis's
own way to penetrate the world of the dead and discover
the true interrelatic-n of life and death. The resem-
blance, one feels, is entirely fortuitoue, though a case
might posaibly be made for it. If Beddoes had rewritten
the play tiS he sugge sted, \Ad th the re sur-r-e otic n post-
I,onpd to J\ct V, and with Iribr-and functicning cIS the
Lnst r-ume rrt of earthly revenge, the oonce pt of Lomarrt ; c
Ircny might huve been relegated to a les8er position,
~0ndrake reinstated ae a purely comic figure, and the
concppt of ~agio Ide~lipm approximated to far more close-
ly. Yet there wculd have been insurmountable difficul-
ties in the p~uaticn of this with the satiric aim; the
pl;;,.y would have r-o qut re d t ot.e.L reorientation of a kind
which is no t consistent with Beddoe s' ou t Look , i1e is
primarily ;:l.n ironist with a aat Lr-Le purpose - in his
C~Re the tprms are not at variance, since ir0ny is the
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form and satire the content - whatever philosophical by-
paths he is led into by in.ividual characters or sit-
uations.
One of these may seem to be the development, partic-
ularly in IV ii, of the 'olfram - Sibylla.theme. The
presenoe of death between the two lovers and the language
employed by Sibylla at some pointe recalls the situation
and actual sections of the text of Novalis's Hymnen ~
~ Nacht. For Sibylla the way to death is through
love; though she does not know the mysterious monk is
Wolfram, hie worde woo her:
Speak as at first you did; there was in the words
A mystery and musio, which did thaw
The hard old rocky world into a flood,
,hereon a swan-drawn boat seemed at my feet
hooking on its blue billows; and I heard
Harmonies, and breathed odours from an isle,
Whose flowers cast tremulous shadows in the day
Uf an immortal sun, and crowd the banks
Whereon immortal hunam kind doth couch.
This I have dreamt before: your speech recalled it.
(11.47-56)
And the opening lines of the sixth Hymn, "Sehneucht nach
dem Tode" , bear a resemblance to Wolfram's words of IV
ii 30-6. Sibylla's dedication to a love-death recalls
the origin and process of the Hymnen ~ die Nacht; her
death becomes an act of Magic Idealism without the
religious connotations of Novalis's. Her attitude at
Wolfram's bier expresses the sam. sentiments as Novalis's
Nun weint an keinem Grabe,
Far Schmerz, wer liebend glaubt.
Der Liebe sUsse Habe
Wird keinem nicht geraubt... 74
(Hymn 5)
Novalis·s work and the Sibylla - Wolfram sections
of ~D~e~a~th__'_s~~ constantly recall one another;
several themes and motifs are present in both, though not
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the Christian faith that informs and transforms the
hymnen. Frederick Pierce75 argues persuasively for an D~ ,
affinity with Novalis, if not an aotual influence, in ~~
/~ ~
these scenes, yet bie argumen.te oonvince one that Beddoee 7. r
writes more from a personal conviotion of-his own, dev-
eloping in hie maturity, which resamblee rather the
German attitude to love and death than any English trad-
ition. It appears in this CRse that to imply the in-
fluence of the beet kncwn example in German, Novalis's
hymnen , falsifies the issue. The love-death theme in
Beddoes' work predates hie acquaintanoe with German,
and it was a developing theme even then. ~ Brides'
TragedY has it; it is taken up in a fragment of~
Last Man entitled "Dianeme's Death Scene".
--
"Dianems's Death Soene" is the metaphysical link
with Sibylla's longing for death; the elements present
in it are developed in the later play to a degree ap-
proximating to Novalis's standpoint. with which Beddoes
must have been familiar, though any influenoe could have
been at most minimal. A common factor of the two
Beddoes scenes is the~mage of flowers as death's emisear- ~
iee,76 and the dying words of uiameme. 1.50f., find a ~~&v_
paler echo in such passages of Death's Jest Book as t~ej, ,~
deleted lines of Sibylla's B~ech at WOlfram~ier,77~~ .
IV ii 125f. and V iii .52f. :Qialleme IS images and -rillt
phrases. "infinity of azure", "billowy musio", "the world rSf>r;--~
to turn / Within my blue embtoaoe". II I Round and around
the ourvous atmosphere/ Of my own real existence I revolve"
and in partiCUlar the lines beginning, "All hail: I too
am an eternity" seem to indicate that Beddoes was already
more than capable of writing whioh shows a marked affin-
ity to that of Novalie and the German Romantics. Thus
any Buggestion of aotual influenoe of the Bymnen ~
£!! Nacht on passages of Death's~ Book would have
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to be qualified to ~uch an extent that one could only
allow an affinity of temperament on a very superficial
level, a similarity of treatment in certain portionsl
that Beddoes had ceme cloee enough in the treatment of
a poetic theme in his ~ork to show a resemblanoe to the
metaphysical outlook of Novalis.
However, there can be little doubt that the speeches
of Isbrand and Ziba disoussed above are unmistakably
influenced by Novalis's specific theory of Magic
Idealism in ita philosophical outline as distinct from
its use in the Hymnen, the reasen for this being that
the myetic and transcendental nature of the theory sup-
plied Beddoes with a means to create atmosphere and
character at two ~ointB in his drama.
. l
l. 1 '1. f.'
c.
I'. t \ ...-+-:r--J~.:- /. .,", ,:
c~ 1 , ~
Literary Influences '
II I "
Beddoee read widely and critically among German
writers, to such an extent that by July 1830 he was able
to exprPse surprise at not having discovered ~oon~r the
work of Heinrich von Kleist, since, he writes, "I really
believed I was acquainted. with everything worth
reading in German belles lettree, from the biebelunaen-
lied down to Tiecke last novel".78 References to Ger-
man 8uth~rB and their works abound in hie lettere, even
and in faot especially in those written to hie sister
from his deathbed; it is not surprising, therefore,
that Bome German influence ehould be found in his orig-
inal writing.r,.
However, it is necessary to be extremely careful
in the tracing of this influence whose extent is not
as great ap might be expected from the range of his
knowledge of German. The apparent influence of Rovalis'e
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Uymnen ~ ~ Nacht has been shown to be questionable in
view of tendencies already present in hie earlier
writing, and thcugh it may seem probable that he wrote
with Novalis in mind, this is not a demonstrable fact.
The borrowings from German writ ..rs apartfrr:m the philos-
ophical concepts of Romantic Irony and ~~gic I~ealism
discupped above will be seen to fall into one main cat-
egory to which tte first of these, though it predates
Beddo ea I departure from England, ie a clee.r guide. In
the case of Death's ~~, written in Germany to a
theme with a German source, the actual events of the plot
develop us they do for reasonA of the author'~ own;
~pGrt frem the use of Romantic Irony in ita treatment
(\'CI"-I
there waR little BCOpr. for any deep influence ~ an
external f1ource.
In passing, reference must be made to e particular
type of German influence at work in ~ng11sh literature
accessible to Beddces which had formed a cFrtain tradit-
ion and is therefore outside the scope of the present
~tudy. This influence was that of the G0thic tale of
terror, rnnny of whcee ~lementE are to be fcund in Bed-
does' earlie~t publiDhed works. ~ngllAh readers of the
late ei5htecnth and early nineteenth centuries were a~e­
ailed by any number of works, both tranrllations from the
Ge~an ~nd English imitations, which ran the ~hole
gamut ot myRtery and horror: foetid caven, charnel
houses, mysterious secret ~ocieties, ruined churchyards,
evil monks, anoestral ouro€e, ~pectral levers and blihod-
bonds whose Aignifioance reaches beyond the grave.7S
Many of these were used by Beddoee and per~i~t in a
varying deBree as late as Doath's Jest~. On the
whole the Engli8h public remained unacquainted with the
rea.l literature and thought of the GermanFl. 80 The direct
influences to which Beddoee was exposed in hie reading
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are the ~nly ones to pre~ent a valid topic for ptudy,
but the fact that he was aware of the nature and existence
of the ~ub-literature ift attested to by hie Haupach imit-
ation "From the German'·. Significantly, Dormo r was
unoblp to trace itF origin: it seems to be B parody
whf ch 1ft uncomfortably ftimilar to f:lo~e of 13eddoep' own
.'early writing.
" /1
We muet j~w cut through the ma~s of conjecture and
tr2dition and mipunderstandirg to evaluate exactly how
mpch and how little Beddoee
'
work owes to individual
tiermsn authorEt whom it is convenient to discuE's in order
of Gate of birth, Fince the oldeAt of these is Goethe,
from whocr Bed10es made his first borrowing ae early as
(; 18:'4.
J( \ ,Prior to hie departure for the Continent, Beddoee
is known to have trcnslated some 120 lines of the hibel-
ungenlied and a section of ~chiller'B Philo~ophische
Briefe; hie reading comprised, &,ccording to hie letters,
varioup plays and poemo of Goethe and Schiller. 8l In the
opening ~cene of The Second Brother the following lines
are spoken by Orazio:
Roeaura, this same night
I ""ill immortalise these lips of thine,
That make a kisB so spicy. Touch the cup:
Ruby to ruby! Slave, let it be thrown
At midnight from a boat into mid sea.
llosaura'p kisp shall reet unrsviehpd there.
(11. 15-20)
Roenura is 0razio'p mistress, and hi~ fancy bringe to
mind what must have been ite source: Goethe's lyric
"Der Kt\nig in Thule". The theme of the cup sa.nctified
by its associa.tion with the mistreee obviously caught
Beddoes' imagination as a touch of dramatic embroidery
he could add to the play then being compoeed just as, in
The Brides' Tragedy, he had taken the idea of death from
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poisoned flowers from Massinger. 'rhe value of each
borrowing is exactly the same~ each is a mere detail
who~e origin is immaterial, since dramatic effectiveness
is the critericn.
The revised first act of Death' B Je-et Book concludes
--
with the Song from the waters, "The swallow leaves her
nest", one of Beddoes' last poems. 82 It expreSflee a
faith and resignation which came only to the poet in his
muture years:
The Awallow leaves per nest,
The soul my weary breast;
But therefore let the rain
On my grave
Fall pure; for why complain:
~ince both will come again
O'er the wave.
The wind dead leaves and ~now
lJoth hurry to and fro;
And, once, a day will break
O'er the wave,
When a storm of ghosts ehall p.hake
The dead, until they wake
In the grave.
These fourteen lines contain an extremely rich and conden-
sed complex of ide~s, perfect not only in the context but
in themselves as a lyric. It is unmistakably Beddoes at
hie beet, yet at the eamr time there i8 a remarkable re-
eemblance to a lyric by Goethe, whom Beddoes appreoiated
as a lyricist rather than as the recognised colossus at
German literature.B3 Goethe's "Geeang der ~eieter tlber
den We-soern" - note the E'imilarity of the title - begine
Dee Meneohen Seele
Gleicht dem Wasser:
Vom Himmel kommt ea,
Zum Himmel steigt ea,
Und wieder nieder
Zur Brde muse es,
Ewig wechselnd.
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In Goethe's poem it is poul and water that return,
in Beddoee' ~Qul and swallow, though watcr/~&ve are an
integral part (f his poetic ~tatement: the rain on the
gra.ve stands nut~ide the dynamic proceps, yet Beems
almof't a ~ymb(ll of it. Goethe proceeds by the use of
p.imile, BeddoeA by an aocumulation of statements and
implications which in their relationship to one another
Rssume the proportion of metaphor and ultimately fuse
into a single symbol of resurrection in the cosmic order.
The resemblances of the two lyrics are confirmed by their
development. The second, third and fourth stanzas of
Goethe's gradually weave soul and water into a single
~ntity and achieve the same interpenetration of internal
and external nature, or pathetic fallacy, as Beddoes'
more concise statement. vetailed analysis of construc-
tion only tends to confirm the startling and conFietent
affinities in the development of the thought complex.
Nor is the second aspect of Beddoee' lyric absent
fr(lm Goethe' p:
Wind ist der Welle
1ieblicher Buhler ••••
~eele des Wenechen,
Wie gleicht du dem Wasper:
~chicksal dee ~nechen,
Wie 61eicht du dem Wind:
~ind and storm are the maj:n symbols of Beddoee' second
stanza: hie Wind/storm 1s exactly the wind/fate of
Goehhe; Beddoes' etorm of ghosts is the fore. that resur-
recte the dead, the fate that achieves the return of the
Boul. Likewise the wind plays with the dead leaves and
snow, which are surely a symbol of inner nature. In the
~atter of influence, one single reservation must be
noted: Beddoee is conoerned with a single resurrection,
&oethe with a cyclic process. However, this does not
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controvert the fact that there are a number of marked
eimilur1tiee in the two lyrics of the Bort that would
ariee from h mere or Ieee unconpcicue reminiscence on
Beddoes' purt of Goethe~8 poem. One must, of course,
be8r in mind the qualifioations of Beddoes' own~~
££ Plagi'::l.risms, and in fact Goethe's lyric poems of
both ~)turm und Dr-ang and Cls.s~~1cal periods express the
Shme type of feelines for and attit~ude to nature KB in
the cosmos tiS those of the English Romo.ntic£l, ::3pddoee
included.
vocs it not seem as if, at certain periOdS of
the world. some ~ecret influ~nce in nature ...
was acting univ~really on the ~pirit of mankind,
and predisposing it to the culture of oertain
sciences or arts, and leading it to the dis-
covery even of certain epecial ideas and facts
in theE1e't
( - The ~ords are ~eddoes' own,84 and the mumb~r and type
of the examples he cites shows that h~ was conscious of
the problems of the phenomenon. Yet while these con-
. ,
eideratione explain why ll.1Jianeme s Death Scene" has the
same feeling as Goethe's Jl\i-a.nymed" wherre no "influence"
may be suggested, they do not explain away the corree-
pomdancee between the two ~ongB from the Wat~re~ This
instance, AO far unnoticed by students of Beddoee' work,
must therefore be recognised to have a viable olaim to
a place be!de the abdieati0n Beene and the extract from
A
~ Second Brother aa another passage influenced by a
Apecific 8erman work.
', J Pierce85 and Potter86 claim as an Lnf'Luance on
~eath's ~~ the second part of Goethe'~ Faust.
In doing eo, they make two fundamental errors. Pierce
links thp opening linea of the Fiat speech with Bacca-
laureue's lines towards the end of Faust 11, 11 i,
which begin
l6~;
,
Die Welt, 8ie war nicht, eh ich pie erFchuf •••
In the following scene appears the character of the Hom-
unculus, which Potter feels influenced beddoes to add
Jlundrake to his play. Since J3eddoee had alao read
Goethe's source fer the creation of a bomunculuB, Para-
celeu~, he had no need to derive thie at pecond hand.
The lines of .J3accalauI'eus a.re intended as a fiatirc of
the philosophy of }'ichte, a. fact of which Fierce seems
unawar-e , In a.ddi tion, while some scene s of iaust 11
were pUbliRhed earlier, those in question did not appear
mntil 1832, when both Isbrand'~ ~peech and ~andrake had
already been completed and seen by the poet's Englioh
friends. This is one caee where fact can controvert a
tenuous theory. ~eddoe8' actual debt to Goethe is con-
fined to two borrowings from the lyrics and, possibly,
the placement of the scene at the inn at Ancona, 11 i,
for early relief like the Auerbachp. Keller scene in
.t'aust 1.~Even here, however, it may be objected that
Beddoes' scene is necessary to the devolopment of the
~~andl'ake Flub-plot and could soaroely occur ~Isewhere';;
Th~Te may aIRo be a hint in hie particular conoeption of
•the character of Amala of Goethe _8 .l),.antian concept of'-\..v--:I.z.-~~
the Sch~ne Seele; one of these is Iphigenia, and she ::;--,-", .; r .
Ct- ~(~ ~
appe a r a in the cnly play of Goethe which .Beddop.s seeril~~'<., ...:.c~.
to have admired. 87 ""'\{-(,
The connectione between the works cf ~chiller and
~eath's Jest~ are more honoured by tradition than by
critical textual appraisal. Walter Schirmer, whose
work on ~erman influence in Bngllsh literature88 excludes
Beddoes for the goed reason that he transmitted none,
gives the single fact that ~eath's ~~ contains
"AnkU1.nge an Schillers Geistersehern • Snow goes even
further in claiming that the play has more than rpminiB-
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CE'nCf'O: nr.moIy , two passages written und-r
fluence. 89 DonnRr di~p.te8 this claim.90
face at lef.l.~t thE're would ~eem to be 0. case
direct in-
On the nur-
for influence
in cne rf the two sections indicated by Snow.
The first passage of Der Geistereeher concerns a
- '
peance in ~hich the ghost of a dead man is conjured up to
oomplete a dying message. rlowever, amid apparent confus-
ion, a second spectre llppears. :'::'now tleerns to regard the
second apparition as a real ghost, whereas the first was
m~Dife8tly a fake ~nd is expoAed as such, hence the ap-
parent similarity to ~eddoes' resurrection scene. Yet
after an interval in which the uioiliah tells a etory
Schiller make e it clear 'that the second ghost is pe.rt of
a complicated plot ~gainet the prince, a second fake.
Der Geieterseher is a novel of detection with all ratlon-
-
ally explained ratber tban a ~othic Scbauerroman. Of
course, thin is i~~aterial if, as hus been claimed,
~chiller'p w~rk suggested to Deddoes the dramatic pose-
ibilitles of a double resurrection. Donner, on the
ether hand, finds an Eng11ph source for !eddoes' Beene
,
in Act 11 scene i of ~ryden B Indian Emperor. uere the
High Priest conjures up his familiar spirit only to be
confronted with three more accusing and unwelcome
•~pectres from Montezuma's violent past. In view of the
...
conjurer's dismay, Donner prefers to regard this scene
as the more likely in~piration. H0wev~r, it, as seems
feuAible, Y~ndrake 1s alive, he can hardly be r~garded as
the wrong ghost, if unwelcome, though this 1s not the
main point at issue. Hence, while either or neither of
the two earlier scenes, one English, one German, may
have inspired Beddoee, there is also th~third poeeibl1ity
that he simply extended the sub-plot independently of
models to parallel events, particularly a~ he was able
to add the dimension of ftomantl0 irony. If the ~
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double rcp.urrf'ction of Devth's Je£t 1300k is to be taken
as a deliberate borrowlr~ from Schiller fer a ~imilar
effect, that is, to make the second apparition more cred-
i ble, SUPT;( r-t ~ay be gained from the fb.ct that more
detailed affinities with Schiller'~ ~pi8ode do exiat.
Ziba'a elaborate preparaticns suggest those of the l,)ioi1-
t cn i the long preamble in both cases fills a specific
role. 'rom the point of view of accessibility alno it
would seem tha.t Schiller if anyone ip the more likely
r-cur-oe , since SchiJ_ler wa.~ one (' f the f1r~t German
writero Beddoes read, and this about the time he was
preoccupied with his obspssion with death and the early
t ~
stages c,f Death f:'~ .tlook. Central as the resurrection
WBs at this time, he couls hardly have failed tc remark
what iA the most striking passage of~ Geie~er8eher,
BO posBibly it did first suggest to him to have Man-
drhke emerge from the tomb, further leading him to the
ironic possibilities of the occurence. In March 1826,
pri0r to the discovery of Homantic Irony, Beddop.s in
fact wrote to Procter,91,,! have given up Schiller ha'e
never very original", so he may have re~d the ~pieode
before hie decision to use mandrake in III iii. Yet
this oan be no more than speculation, and there ie more
doubt in the matter, however convincing the arguments for
influence, than Snow and Schirmer Beem to indicate.
The 8econd passage of the novella which 0now
clai~p, as an influence ie entirely queRtionable. There
are a great number of rpsemblances between 3chil1er and
Beddoee which can only be accidental, re~ulting from the
UAe of the same tr~ditiona1 themeF, which is probably the
v~ry reason Beddoes tired of ~chillpr. Both, for pereon-
al reasons, are preoccupied with the theme of liberty,
hence its upreurance in their drama. Mario may be a
Schilleriam figure: witness hi,epeech, 111 iii 114-43,
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but Schillp r-t an (nly in tr0;~..tm('nt, fer Beddoe G muet have
incluoed him fer reheons of hie own. Both uee also the
frJotif of fra.ternal eruni ty: fJchiller trugioally in Die
Draut vrn r.jcpsina. and dramaticdlly in Die R~uber~ Beddoe a
in The-;;cond Brother and Death's Jeet ~ook.R' 9 In the
- --}-":.,tter it apne s.re twiCfol, blllt thin 18 not the 1nfluf'nee
Snow clnim~. The Sicil~an in Uer Ge1stpreeher tellA a
story of two brothers in love with the ~ame woman. The
f';vrured brother is murdered by the ether and at the
\>:'r.>"d1ng feast the murdered man uppeare, heralded by a
myptf"riou~ :b'ranc1E>can monk. The monk disguiFe recalls
wolfram'~ vpstment of IV i1,93 but this is flimsy evid-
~nce for an influence. The monk'~ or pilgrim'R guise
W~~ com~on in dramatic tradition for its conecBling pur-
papeR: Mclverio uses it, ae doee the duke in Measure
for Measure. lv~en the connection - and it is no more
than that - with a "Cain and Abel" Beene in ~chiller'B
work cannot persuade that Beddof's owe., anything t o the
ol~pr writer. This is yet another of the resemblances
in the independant development of a 8imilar theme by two
~riter~ of which Schiller and Beddo~R furnish more than
one example. ,/
Q)'~ To Tieck Be ddoe s owes mc:~~. than i t~e t~e,ory of Hem-
antic Irony. One and possibly three soencs in Death'e
Jest Book bear the influenoe of hi~ writing. Act 11
8cnne iii of Beddoes' play m&rks the transition of
IAbrand from jeBter to power-seeker, from prose-speaker
to verRe-speaker. The public abdication is emph8sined
by more than the latter technical mean~; the relevant
~ection of the scene was undeniably written under the
influence of a portion of Scene 1 cf Tieck~? R~tter
Blaubart. Tieck'r, example probably indicated to Beddoee
the wa; to p.re pent the change more smocthly, yet it ie
from the ccntrasts rather than the likenesf'ee in the
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tr(';;.t~('nt (f a cLng Lc incident thut the 2ignifiCLmce of
Beddocn' BearbeitunB can be gauged.
Tieck's inoident, or soena, if the convenient oper-
atic term may be used, occurs at the beginning of the
play, thus itE' terms of reference cannot be extensive.
In fbct it hardly trbnscenda its actual objective exis-
tence as a comic interlude. This of couree is no
critici8ID; as stated eurlier, Tieck'e satire is projected
thrcu6h a. comic, Beddoes' through a tragic, vision; and
comedy depends upon lightness of touch, the c.voidanoe of
pcrtentcunness. Tieck's Claus iE: essentially an amiable
. ,
fool and a minor char~cter, while beddoee Isbrand is
none of these things, as the reader 1s well aware by Aot 11.
In the Tieck-inApired epiRode !eddoes reaches out
thrcugh satire of the fool's insignia to the metaphysical
and finall, to a Rtatemen~ of one of the major themes of
the play:
¥onder minister shall have my juck~t; he n~edB
many colours for his deeds ••••
o cap and bells, ye eternal emb1~ms••••• who
shall be honoured with you?
I will yield 1)eath the crown of folly •••• Let
him wear the cap, let him toll the bells ••••
and, when the world is old and dead, the thin
wit shall find the angel's record of man'A works
and deeds, and write with a lipless grin on the
innocent first page for B title, 'Here begins
~eRth's Jest Bock'.
(11.93-117)
Compare this with Claus's testa.ment: 94
Aup mp.in~m marrenstock lns~t ~ich ein herrl1cher
Kommandoetab machen, man darf nur oben den
Eselskopf herunterbrechen: den vermach' lch
.t:uch:
Beddoes found the initi~l nuggeetion in Tieck, and this
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origin rp.mains recc~ni6~ble, but the differir~ demands
of his pUbject condition the treatment.
A ~econd theme of Claus's speeches recall another
~ection of Death's~~ ~hich may owe tts exie~enoe
to Tieck:
o Ubpr die lumpige Welt! -- Wahrhaftig ich ~chame
mich jetzt, ich werde dafnr bezahlt, um ein
recht wahrer Narr zu p.ein, und nun bin ieh p.in
Pfusche r' gewes~n, und war offenbar der verAt~.nd­
igete von allen. Sie pfueohen dafftr in mein
Handwerk, und eo ist kc1n Mensoh mit eeinem
Stnnde zufrieden. Wollte nUT Gott, ieh k~nnte
die Klugheit BO wacker spielen, ale sie eich
in der !~tirrheit ~ut auage nomn.e n haben ,
And of his wit, bequeathed to the oounsellor, he pays
;j( kr·nnt Ihr imwer noch i.ur-en vernunftigen
Rat damit flicken, denn ich glaube, daes
Ver~tand kein be aee r Unterfutter finden kann ,
ale Narrheit.
'lhese two extracts have no parallel in I!"brand's ab-
dication scene, but are ex~ctly the two e~~entialB ot
.the vision cxpre ene d in the fragment "'l'he Spirit of Folly"
. Q5 AI
and t ncor-por-rte d into the c version of Act 1.-' There 'V
mc.y no t be ('tirect influence, since, it munt be stressed, .:
thcugh Beddoes borrcwed ccnetantly from works which
rhare d nome aspect of hie. attitude to the world, for the
re~t he was widely read and a poet in hi~ own right.
The fragment poptdateF the fir~t verpione of Death's
~~ and brings into promlnence themes already im-
plieit in the play; Tieck'!'\ ccntributicn cannot be EtSe-
essed, and if there is any, it waEl made a.t a much later
ch.te than the firpt one even though both are from the
~2me scene of the ~ame pIny. However, it must be allowed
that the basis of each situation i~ the pame. In"the
tJ"f)irit of Fo1lyll ~drake introducefl the cubjcet of the
corrruetcn of folly and wirdom, [,nd like Claue he is
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ren0uncin~ his fool's title to 80 off on uff~ir8 of
,
·'wipdom". lsbrand E re~ponf3e is of a piece with it. In
beth writers the suggestion is of a confused standard of
v:alues, of a changing world where no man knows hie place.
The difference if) that thi8 vision pervaates Beddoeo'
entire play. A few lines of Tieck contain all the
themee developed by lkddoee in parts of two caenes; the
initial impulse is Glaus's destre to make his will. and
both he hnd Iebrand after him UEe the opportunity tm
indulge in differing kinds of Satirical CO~fent. Man-
druke's dialogue with Isbrand d~velopB one aspeot of the
satire. It is noteworthy that there is no sinble point
in whioh the actual be que at.s , or the sb.tiric corarerrss ,
correepond. certainly no hint of a translation, yet this
ie an undeniable instance of a German influence.
Cne of Tieck'e sarieue works, his chronicle play
Genoveva, ie mentioned for the first time by Beddoee in
1821,96 that ieta year after hie statement that the play
i8 finished in the rough. 91 In view of thie, it may
only be a coincidence that ~D~e~a_t~h_'~e~~ IV iii
contains what seem like similarities to the scene in
Genoveva in which ~olo serenades the heroine from the
garden. The similarities are of the type which could
reRult unconsciously from Beddoes' having composed hie
Baene about the time of reading the other, which could
easily have been the case. ~imilarities in the devel-
opment of the plot are there infhe first place: ~olo's
situation! in relation to ~enoveva ie very like that of
Athulf vie a vis Amalu; on the physical level, the man
in each case is in the garden, the woman above in her
apartment - Genoveva is actually on a balcony; it is
ni&ht. Such correepondancee could be explained by the
conventional nature of the scenes, yet each marks a
turning point in the destiny of the man concerned.
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In addition, the two scenes follow the Game pattern for
the firet thirty or eo line8. ~ach opens with b solil-
oquy from the lover, upon which the woman's presence i8
perceived:
Athulf: • 0', beauty, beauty:
Thou ['hed st a rnocny night of quiet through me.
uoloi jie Bchimmert wir ein neuer Sternenhimmel,
~in neuer ;,:ond is't sic emporgeetiegen •
•And in Tieck's ~cene, Genoveva s first words after Golo'e
poliloquy express the same pathetic fallacy ae Athulf's
lines:
W1e eanft dcr MondHchp.in auf dem Grape spielt,
Wie SaRS dae Harz Rich nun beruhigt fUhlt.
There ie nething particularly original about the imagery,
but the Requ~nce of the likenesBep of the two passages
leaves the impre~8ion that this cannot be entirely accid-
0ntnl, though both may be independan~ Romantio versions
c8
of the most celebr~ted of all baloony scenee.~
~Beddoes' debt to the other older German Romantics
belongs largely to the~er scctions of Part Three of
the prep0nt study, bU~ a reference ~be made to two
~<t-.....-JI)~.~ QlLdL..-J c.......~
borrowings from(th~which, strictly speaking, are no
more than that, since they are found in the two prefaces
to De3th's~~ and thus are not assimilated or re-
~tyled to ~erve the purpose of artistic creation, as are
the foregoing examples. The Preface of 18289S takes f1..J
up A.W.Schlegel's anHlogy from the firRt of the Vorlesung-
en Uber dramatische Literatur und KunFt of the northern
- - - ~;.;;.;....;.
drama Find Gothic architecture. This Beddoes takes a
fltage further to sut t the nature of his own play.
l'ote.bly, he makes a point cf the gargoylefl, the medieval
~ymbolR of the groteB~ue, the evil and the dislocated in 1;
the morHl world. The Fratament £.! ~ New Preface 100
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bcg I nn with a paraphro::.se c f hovnlf.i8. Thi s pre f:,~ce is
only u few lineA long; it seeme to be the opaning of a
rPAtate~ent of the three claSBce of drama diptinguinhed
by 'Jchlegel in hip. .:....ecture~. Howove r , such borrowings,
ncknowledge d in bot h C'lSC?, urE' of Lt t t Le t mpor-tance , ..... ><..~
I..A..---..J ~ ..A..~L'~~,,-,,-> &\ Q--0~.
The works of the younger homantice are the main
sUbject of ~rederick Pierce's urticle on uerman influence
in Beddoes, and they may be dealt with together, aince
here the problems »1 attendant upon the estublis~~ent of
viable German influence proliferute. In the course of
his article, ~ierce brings in a large number of tempting
examples, which on cloRer examination ~eem to prove no
more than an affinity of thdl'ught which cauee d English
rea.d€TS of Beddoen to di~miB9 apparent obetouritiea in
hiE! work as the result of contact with "Germ8.n meta.-
h i 11 101 'Di it 102P y8 cs • I erce wr e8,
We are looking for characteristics in
German works which might naturally have
affected an author who unquestionably
read them, even if the traits Fimply
accentuated something already dormant
in hi8 mind, even if they simply re-
awakened or intensified memories of hie
l::nglish modele.
A sweeping thesis, this, and one that leads into ver"
delicate considerations: he is prepared to allow affin-
ities a validity that properly belongs only to real in-
fluences. In fact, some of Piercets examples are too
nebulous to count ~B either, and the real and provable
influence Df Tieck is not even referred to. Nor does
he mention Novalis's theory of ~a~lc Idealism.
Two examplep from German authors cited by Pierce
~how up the weakness of the ba~ic argument as quoted
above, and fl€rve as an instructive tailpiece to e. stUdy
of German influence in Beddoes. In the first case hw
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linkf' lloffrnflnn'p Lrrt e re r t in thf tranm:o:it.:,r,.tion o f r-ou'Ls
V'!~ th I~~brand'p ::P'i,~;,t r-pepch of Vi. Be ddor- f' h<.:d no need
to t.fl to Hoffmhnn or r:..ny other (zerman writer for this
"/'i th l);,'thne:,oraf.; as hie in8pirati-on, F'ythagorup who , more-
('lvor, t~ exprepply ffipntioned in connection with " ....quats
on a tOHdntocl" , a. poetici£1ing of the' pame thf'me. While
it would be lodd if Beddoe e had not read at least some
of Hoffmann, it would be abcur-d to claim, f"S rinrce' 8
the?is !"uggests, that a. r-ead i ng of his work cdupp.d Beddoee
to bFJl'H~ two pas ougc a of hi~ play on a F'cientiftc theory
w!lth which he W:c~8 already familiar. The r-o cond mip-
t~ken contention a~sociatep the incident in Arnim's
Kronenwt\chter in which two men undergo bloed trhnflfuFl10n
with an app~rent chunge of per80nality with Iabrand's
words to Wolfram,
o fie on 't: ••••• Say when hast thou undergone
tra.nsfuRmon, and whose hosti 1e blood now turns
thy life'p wheels?
(1 i 240-2)
Beddoes' intprest in the blood-bond precedes by many
years his real German studies l 03 and it is a recurrent
theme in the playA of the Dane Oehlenschlager which he
admired. As a medical etudent he would have been ac-
quainted with the question of blood transfusion, first
attempted in the seventeenth century and ~aken up again
in Berlin by the 2'urg,=on .uieffenbach in the early years
of his own century.104 Hence he must also have been
awar-e of the supe r e't I tion eur-rcund Lng the giving and
taking of blood. 105 The lines in Death's~~ must
therefore have been inBpired by his own scientific kno~­
ledge, and not by the secondary source of Arnim's novel,
aga.in despite Pip-rcetp thesis. Likewise with the
~uestion of the ~andr2ke in Arnim'e I~abella ~ Aegypten.
~uch considerations tend to shed euppicion, perhapp a
Iittle unjuEt1fiably, on tbe whole of !)ierce' e artic1e.
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However, it must be stated that on the whole it is based
on a series of false premises and faUlty arguments~
To sum up, the palpable literary influences in !h!
Second Brother and ~eath'B ~~, as distinct from the
philosophical and technical, will be seen" to be few in
number and on the whole unquestionable. The borderline
casee, ~uch as that of Schiller's Geietereeher mayor
,
may not be acceptable, according to one B own interpret-
9tion of scenes which in both are ambiguous. Hcwever,
they deserve inclusion in a discussion, whereas serious
and extensive study makes it imperative to discard such
possible "influences" or "affinities" ae cannot be sup-
ported by rationally presented evidence. Impressive
though a long list of names of ~erman author~ might be,
it doee not seem that the number can be extended very
far beyond that give. by Donner in his critical biog-
raphy of the poet.106
D. Technical and Linguistic Influences
In the unfinished preface to Death's~~,
Beddoes refers to the distinction between three types of
drama, Classical, Shakespearian and Spanish, which was a
real one to the German Romantic critics. Beddoee him-
self was acquainted with all three, since he read Calderon
shortly after taking up residence at Gettingen~07 His
own Jest Book, like all its predecessors, wae conceived
and executed in the "old Englieh or Shakespearian" style,
ae he calle it2 the one moet Buited to his purpose and
talents. However, in the revisions of Act 1, the 0
version, the nature of the ohanges and exphneions indioate
the influence of another style whioh he had come to see
as appropriate to and capable of expressing the diffuse
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and excur-s tve ne.t.ur-e (.f his t.hough't ,
Thi8 is no leAs than the technique cf Calderon's
dramae, adapted by Tieck in his own chronicle playa
Kt..i~:er Octavia.nus and Leben und Ted dar heiligen Genoveva;
it mUEt be stated at the cutset that as ~his style was
1~r60ly &bsorbed fro~ Geroan modification of the Spanish
(ribinal it must ccunt afl German. An examinct,ti< n of
Ti~ck's method in thef'e chronicle dra.mas and of BeddoeS"~
new treatment of the mCl.ter1al alre;:jdy eet down in the ab
ve rsi(\n shows that Beddoe e w;.; 8 consct ously working en a
new drarr.atic techni'lue, in which incre&8"1 length both
of pcene and playas a whole ip offset by deliber&t~ly
balanced cent r-aat s of character Bind me d within a. scene.
~ince in Beddoee' caee the actual Bcene content and
ea quence was already fixed, there is no juxtapoB1tion of
pcenes on the basis of mood contrast~ ae in Tieck, but
the additional lyrics of the c version are all intended
to emphasise the mood prevailing in their context.
Contrast and mood: these are the salient etructural
principles cf the technique Beddoes applied over the more
rigid English form in the revisions of Act 1 by drawing
cut tend~nciee already preeent.
The proRe opening of Act 1 scene i is not cnly ex-
tended but in some cases altered where this seems at
first elance unnecessary. Thus "dear Mandrake tl becomes
"dainty Homunculue": 10 8 the term evokes ppecifically the
magic arts ~~ndrake intends to practise and of which he
epeake in altered passages of the cpening which now
10<"impress this fact. ' .hus the character 18 fixed more
precisely than before, and the "t>pirit of Folly" extract
sete Iebrand beside ~andrake, the better to distinguish
the two, since Isbrand adds the intellectual and satirical
reepcnee tc Mandrake's speech and song. The passage
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may hve bp.en in~pired by Tieck,llObut whatever its
origin it emphapippe early in the play and provideR a
fecal poIrrt for the theme of folly that rune through the
later acte. In making hie revleicne Beddoee had the ad-
vantage cf knowing what he had already written into later
Bcenen, and what needed to be developed.
Sv~ry bypath is alp.o mere fully explorp.d in th@ re-
vised pcenes: in the firFt, for example, te,;.andrake'p
interruption of Wolframl l l is extended into a passage
repemb1ing the folly dialogue. Mandrake introducee the
animal metaphor to which I~brand addE! an overt(1ne of
political patire. 112 The loope epic form permits this
type of Rxpanpion in which each motif is developed in
pnp~ing fer its own sake. There is no pubordinaticn to
~ptructure ;.'8 it ip. traditionally conc~vf">d.
With the Isbr8..nd-Wolfra:n exchange cemes un outstand-
ing illustraticin of the use of the II contraet ll technique,
since many lines are rewritten to pcint the difference
between the two brothers which VI'U.S less apparent in the
ab text. Isbrand's affirmaticn of venge&nce l 13 has a
new and more powerful climax; Wolfram is depicted more
positively in his miedirected charityl14; and Iebrand is
shown ae almort beside himBelf with 8com for Wolfram,
cynicism, and something akin to tragic desperation. l I 5
r..o ....The new Song f&pm the Ship and Isbrand'~ final epeech
in ccnjunction nerve to end the scene on a more dramatio
note than previcusly.
The second soene has fewer additions, yet a compar-
ieon of the two texts shows that theBe are all designed
to a specific end: to give greater depth and truth of
feeling, particularly in the depictien of Sibyllats
love fer Wolfram both before a.nd at hiE! entrance. and in
Melvericte growing awareness that the loss of Sibylla
will destroy him. his vital epeechl 16 is rewritten
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with more attention to p8ych<'11ogica1. truth.
The new opening of scene iii has ~lready been die-
cus~ed;117itA intention is maximum dramatic effect. The
following events are interrupted by ~andrake'p entry,
added in the c verE'ion, and a perie~ of riddling puns.
This interpolation pervee no.purpoee at all, unless to
juxtapOf'H~ the comic and the eeri0ue as in 11fe, emd per-
haps even as a touch of Romantic Irony in the mf'lodramatic
f\i tu ltiC"n .118 In e. and b !to.ndrake and his boy nnly appear
at the beginning of SCene iv, and in c this paFlBEige too
is amplified AO that the imperillf'd Melveric is neglected
in favcur of a farcical scene with two comic Bongs.
"~ach addi tl,n p.xtende an a,lready If'ngthy act , yet with-
rut creating the feeling that it is superfluous. This
paspage, for example, is a virtuouo bit of comedy and
wit for which the play is all the better. In addition,
it offRete the mood of the reet rf the Beene, though its
effect cn the ttserioue" action Beems deleteriouf!l.
However, having led the plot away from the main a~pect,
Beddoes recreutes the prevailing apmoephere in an ex-
change that bridgee the two main sections of the Rcene,
and dop~ this far more tellingly than before. He pre-
~ente the dialogue of the fiFhermen and their evocative
ecns, "As mad paxton's bell tt•
The chronicle Atyle develops the climax pf the act
with new ~kill. When he wrote in the Shakr:~pearian
marmer cf the ab var-m cn , Beddoee crowded hie stage with
characters, his plot with details ~nd ornamemtations
that ended to obscure the main issue. l l S His deliber-
ate adoption of a lOfPer form permitted each theme to be
developed in a more leisurely fashion, eo that such
Aections as the Isbr~nd-Mandrake dialogues and the scene
between mandrake and his boy seem no longer intruFicne
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or baro~ue excrescences but integral parts of the text.
Lines which formerly commanded only flepting attention
have been extended into the expre8~ion rf Rome aspect
cf Beddop,s' mind and thought, and for this reason dep-
prve a ren~onse. In the c version, moreopver, the
lyrics are living and vital to the presentation of mood;
nowhere more AO than in the last hundred line8 or no of
the act, wh~re they cryetalliee and reflect the drama of
events more effectively than any dialogue, cert,q.inly more
purely than the dialogue they replace. By comxparison
the lyrics of the final four acts are ornamental inter-
ludes, Wolfram'~ Dirge of 11 i1 and Iebrand's Harpagus
ballad of IV iv and V iv possibly excepted.
The c ver~ion pf Act 1 shows Beddoee' grasp of the
fundhmentale of a new and perhaps more congenial dram-
atic style, one which turns diffusene?s to good account.
The fact that he did not continue this large scale re-
vl~ion may indicate an inability to face the restyling
of the last four acte whose treatment is conditioned by
the form: that i8, the revenge plot may not have been
adapt:.bll!' to a lees rigid structure. His visicD, too,
had undergone fundamental changes. Whatever the reason,
one can only regret that the c ver~ion was not completed,
for the new Act 1 ehowe Beddoes' ability to re~hape
hip original ~aterial to a style not thought of at the
time of De,Jth's JeEt Book's conception, a style learnt
from hie contact with ~erman litp.rature.
Of linguistic influences, there is little to re-
cord. Th~ English influence ip more tangible in hie
uerman writings than the German in his Engliph, and the
latter does not show the same dislocation of native idiom
ae Weber found in the political speeches, artioles and
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120popms.
It may be discernible in such lines as Ziba'8
••••• the accused t nno cerrt (lid pray
Thp. dead... 121
To ri~e and speak him free, -
where a double Teutonicism seems perop.ptible in the use
of the adjective "dead" as a. singular noun, and in the
un-English "E1peak him free", apparently a literal trane-
lati0n of the German freieprechen. However, the rich-
nes~ of Beddoee' poetic idiom makes it difficult to est-
a.blish linguistic influences which, if they are present,
only help to fortify it, a6 in the example cited. So
too 10 hie German-inspired adverbs:
Therefore he clin~B to me ~o ivilyl22
and in one of the play's lyrics, "As mad sexton's bell",
the compelling moaometric linee:
Night's dumbness breaks rolling
Ghostlily:
So cur boat breaks the wutpr
Witchingly.
The second stanza hus "ghcstlily" and "moonily". These
are the "heavy ringing dactyls" to which Donner referf\.123
In the Song from the Waters, "As sudden thunder", there
can be found all expre Ewion which would see m to have 1ts
origin in German Romanticism: "magic wonder".
These Teutonicisms ~re not readily apparent, and
they are far from incongruous. In fuct it would be
difficult to Bay how and in what passages any pejorative
effect of Beddoes' prolonged stay in uerrnany may be
remarked in hip English poP-try, ei thor in Dectth' s~
Book or later. All the uerman influp.ncee discernible
in Beddoes' work, from philosophy and literature, b~th
technical ~nd ideological, seem to have been aeeimil-
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ated without strain into what wus already an eEtabliehed,
if unusual, mode of thinking and writing.
Notee
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
TheRe cover the period up tn hi~ death. Por
a summary of the critical attitudes expre~8ed,
see ior~ter'8 article, T.I.Beddoee' views on
German Literature, Engli~h ~tudies '01. 30,
1~49.
~)ee Donner, .!1:&, cu.vrn p.2l2f., text lind
footnotes.
P.W.Stokoe, in hie bonk GArman Influence in
~he Knglish Romantic Period defines it in the
preface p.vif. ae
"the modification of thp. coneciruAness by
action from without; and such action, to
become effective, must have had the way pre-
pared for it by previoue tendencies in the
consciousness concerned",
which is a more detailed way of making the Rame
ee~entlal point.
oee pp. 31-4 above.
These terms were used fnr the first time in
English by Biphop 0onnop Thirlwall in his essay
of 1833 "On the Irony of Sophocles". To some
extent he was ~nly applying terminology to a
dramatic practice well known in English J.it.
The term is Aristotle's.
Of IrOny~ especially in Drama, University of
Toronto reee, 1~48, p.l3.
Oedipus hex furnishes a. number cf excellent
examples-:--
Up. cit. en, 4.
Letter to ~e18all, January 11th 1825.
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11 The Dridp.s· Tragedy, cf. ~cdicatory ~etter.
12 Cf. E.~ackville Wes~'p review of a production
of the play on BEe radio, New Statesman, May
lOth lS47, p.333.
13 t:elveric in d1~guipe ha.s a certl:iin ~imilarity
to ~hakespeare s ~ke: cf.note 20 below.
14 :f'or an expLana't i.on cf this apparent contradic-
tien in terme, see lart Three 15 below and the
dif.lcuesion cc[ Dramatic Irony in 1 iii c version,
p.120below.
15 This motif rec~116 Scaroni.
16 ab 305-13; c 363-77. The eversion iA not
only longer but more 8ubt1y handled.
17 1 tv 152-3, c. Cf. ab which differs markedly.
18 Cf. Donner, ~,p. ?2l.
1~ 1 i 152f.; 11 1v 194.
20 11 iii 278-86. This is partly Beddoes' own
preparation for the introduction of a conven-
tional theme, of couree.
21 llj24-330.
22 1.26f.
23 11.80-81.
24 Cf. p.81f. above and p.14l below.
25 p.142ff. below.
26 The terma of this show how little credence
Beddoee placed in it as an objective fa.ct.
27 See p. l45f. below.
28 wclveric'n linep 648-50 are a fragment incor-
porated into the ~cene. This ie an error of
taete in the context; Beddoee appears to have
written these lines while dissociated from
the real tone of the events which follow.
(>~ 11. 3-19.
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3S IV i ~1-l06; V iv 239-45.
31 ;.\olveric' ~ return to hie forgotten wife, intro-
duce d no earlier then III iii, doe 8 not 8fH~m to
~uggeRt a return to his real love, but rather
a despairing regreAsicn to a fermer, wlrJhed-
for, state of comparative happiness, sinoe he
realises he has nothing left but lonely exile
or death. ~ven his 80ne have turned aga1nAt
him, and the development of hiB character
after the murder of Wolfram indicates that he
has not only lost his soul but with it his
interest in life.
32 11. 31-34.
33
34
35
36
cr. V iv 48.
Up. cit., p.4.
iyzeumfragment 11 6lf. 8nd 143.
Die homantieche :3chule, 33erlin, WeidmannAche
~hhandlung, 1928,p.2~6.
,cr. ~edgwick, Ope cit. p.17 for a aumme.ry ,
. Die Romantik, P~rt 1, p.279. (Pub. Haeffel,
LeIpzig, 1931)./
Nicht nutur108, aber nuturfrei 1nt der wuhrer
Ironiker. Er hat die FAhigkeit, ~ich v,on
dem irdiechen Element, in dem ar lebt und
webt, zu l~Ben, ale ain Luftschiffer empor-
zueteigen und die Erde ale winzigen l'unkt
unter Bich verechwinden zu eehen, die ver-
haltn1Am~seige Nichtigkeit der lebenden augel
zu erkennen, die ••• sioh so breit maohte und
unermesslich ausdehnte. Auf Lrdeb Bohon eine
80lche AnRicht.xa.haben ~~nnen w1e ein seliger
Geist, dar mit atherieohem Le1b, ein wehendee
Ltlftchen, Uber den toaenden Markt dee Lebene
hinfltreicht •
.An exaggerated example c t "imagini.-tive tI Iiter-
ary criticism, to whioh Romantic Irony lends
itself.
37
38
;.." , .
. r ;1;>"
39
40
~cted by A.Z.1usAky, ~ieck's Romantic Irony,
Univeroity of North ~aroiina Press, 1932,
p.30.
Lueeky discussee this in detail, Ope cit, ch.l.
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41
42
43
./
44
45
46
47
48
50
51
52
53
54
:.UBfiky trb.ces its ance s t r-y t hrx-ugh Sterne,
which is instructive. ~ee op.cit., ch.4.
Vcrlesungen etc., Lecture XVII.
The Ireface to DJB co~t&ine a paraphrase of
Lecture 1. Cf.p.177 below •
L.p. cit., p.5.
Cf. letters of April 20th and ~ey 2l8t 1827,
partly ~urted p.3lf. ~bove •
.!...etter to Aelpa,ll, Jnnu&ry 16th.
~ee pas page precedir~ that 4uoted fr~m !ecture
XXIII.
For an example of the unsuccessful mixture, see
Otway'~ t enl ce Preserv'd.
Cf. bnow, p.115 - "a herald, the flimey-witted
i':'t:.ndrake, so easily di sledged from de~1thfl.
Donner Beems to assume the cudgelling of Act 11
scene i restores him to life.
There are ec many lnver8ic,ns and pubordinate
clauses that the sense ie ambiguoue. n~roke
Itit to piece B could be t r.ke n as an t nve r-sdon ,
"it" then refers, like the last "it" f'·t the
preceding clause, to the pot.
However, this is a tenuous and unconvincing way
to make a case for what the prPAent writer is
sure 1s intended. line might ask the question,
wh8t evidence is there that ~andrake is dead?
and the matter aesumes a new perppective:---
~he Boy'e lines 11 i 54-5 hleo support the
theory tha.t he if! initiating t,n involved joke.
Introducticn to IS50 ed. of Flays and Foems,
p.xxniii.
111 iii 23.
See Works, footnote to pp.430-1.
Ct. Donner, TLB, p.237.
"The only danger of homunculuB mandrake is that
he makes the ether char&ctere lo(k not a little
ub~urd, and the very purpose of hie introduc-
tion in the conjuring scene may th*e be defeated,
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58
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60
61
62
63
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for there can be little doubt that Beddoee
made UP laugh at Mandrake lest we should
laugh at Wolfram, and that would not do."
While issue must be taken with the last part
of this, the first is certainly correct.
Op.cit., chapters 3 and 4.
Cf. letter to Kelsall of April 20th 1827.
"We have bathed", "Maiden, thou sitteet alone
above" and "A oypress-bough and a rose-wreath
Bweet".
In this light it is interesting to compare the
reception of a work by the poet's father tlof
an irony eo subtle that it was in danger at
times of being mistaken for real panegyric"
by hie friend Dr. Darwin, who suggested for
the sake of the reader "the use of a new
mark of punctuation to .KKKKxi indicate
irony". - Ji'.l.~ucas, The Ca.se of Dr. Beddoee,
Life and Letters, Vol.lV, no.20, Jan.1930.
Cf. note 5 above. Thirlwall's ironies were,
irony of detachment (-more or lees Romantic
Irony), irony of fate/circumstance, and
tragic/dramatic/Sophoclean irony.
~, p.243.
Although he did think of postponing the resur-
rection and thus lean mere upon symbolism,
he also kept extending Inndrake'p part in the
drama; how these two facts were to be recon-
oiled, probably ~eddoeB himself could not tell.
Instinct or genius are the primal foroes of
his ICh, while reason, understanding and eo
on - the consoious processes - are seoondary.
See l~ywa.d, Novalis: the Veil of Ima!ery,
The Hague, Mouton &Co. 1959, especial y
pp. 9-11 and ch.l. This interpretation reetrict~
the function of ~gio Idealiflm in a way its
creator did not intend •
.P.93f. above.
Cf. note on the reversed image, 67 below.
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6~J
10
11
12
73
14
15
76
77
78
This quotation from the Hymnen refers to a
specific death-awareness; however there is a
valid point (f comparison in the fact that
both concern the moment of attunement to the
soul of the universe,i.e. the breaking down of
the traditional time/space barriers.
ICf. Novalia s statement
Wenn ihr die Gedanken n1cht unmittelbar (und
zUf!llig) vernehmbar machen k~nnt, so macht
doc~ umgekehrt die Ausfern Dinge unmittilbar
(und willknrlich) vernehmbar - welches ebeneo-
viel ist aIel wenn ihr die Gedanken nicht su
a.Uf'lbern Dinge machen konnt, eo mAcht die Auesern
~inge zu Gedanken •••• Beide OperationenK sind
idealistisch. Wer sie beide vollkommen in
eeine ~ewa1t hat, ist der Magieche Idealist.
It appears that the mind may in fact have real
power over the ills of the flesh, according to
one scientifically observed incident. See
In my Mind's E:ye, by ,r'rederick marien,London,
RIder, p.l]7.
Op.cit., p.420-l.
Introduction to hiv edition of ~eddoe8'works.
Did Thomas Lovell Beddoee believe in the Ori~in
of the speoies? Modern Philology, August 19~3,
vol.xxi, pp.89-100.
f !1Jh p.234.
Cf. himself as expresEed in correapondunce.
Cf. 6ibylla's lines 11 ii 45f.
Op.cit., pp.121-8.
Cf. nDiameme" 1.3lf. and~ V iii 34f.
Works, p.3S9 footnote.
I~tter to *€lsall, July 19th.
This type of literature is difficult to procure,
but a glance at available texts is sufficients
Horrid Mysteries, Lenore, Gets, Udolpho, The
'Moiik etc. On the eeriouslI'terary level, apart
?rom~ there are several plays of Klelst
lSI
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
~o
94
and Schiller which use these themes, to
give only two examples. A comparison with
a modern work in this genre, leak Dinepen'e
Seven Gothio Tales is interesting.
Cf. note 7 to Part One.
See undated letter, Works, no.xv1i~ and
letter of march 25th 1825.
bee Works, Introduction, p.xl. Donner ie
unable to date it with any certainty, but it
was written before 1844.
Ct. undated letter xVii~and othere. ieller
eeee !eddoea' attitude as nothing lese than
heretical.
Letter to Frocter, April lSth 1829.
Op.oit., p.130.
Op. cit., p. 99.
Undated letter xviii.
Der Einfluee dar deutsohen Lit9ratur auf die
~~11Ache 1m99 3aprhundert, Halle-saale,
emeyer, sl.
Op.cit., p.167t.
.1/1 1\
~, p.225 and note.
Frose appended to verse letter.
Donner, TLB, p.235, suys lebrand and Wolfram
recall tnebrothers Moc'r cf Die hAUber, but
this is an illustration rather than a sug-
gestion of influence.
Hinted by lines 30-1.
Tieck'e play has no line numbers.
1 i 45-87.
Letter to Helsa11, April 20th.
This ~tatement was made in October 1826 in
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
l>t 107
108
lO~
a letter dated the 18th of the month. Com-
pare, however, the letter of April 1st. 1826
in which Beddoes states that he ia working on
Act IV; this is almost exactly a year.
Romeo and Juliet, 11 ii - "and Juliet is the
sunil •
Given in Works, p.530f.
Works p.535.
The term is Barnette Miller's, op.c\t.
Cf. also Beddoee' anAwer to Frocter B critic-
ism of the play, letter of April 15th 182S.
Op.cit., p.126.
Cf. Scaroni, also remarks p.165 above on
German tradition in 3ngliAh Gothic literature.
This information is contained in a note to the
relevant section of Amimia novel, p.ll? of
Vol.lof the edition of the Bibliographisches
Inetitut, Leipzig, no date given.
This superstition persists today in underdev-
eloped ateas, one of which is the Australian
administered territory of New Guinea.
Na.tives will not take b Lccd from a member of
another sex, ~ribe or race because of its
supposed influence. Medical science presum-
ably knows of many such cases.
!b1!, pp.251-2.
See Weber, Ap~endix E.
ab 1.15, c 1.18.
Cf. 1.14f., 1.25f.
110 See p.175f. above.
III 1.103f.; cf. ab 68f.
112 11.125-29 seem to refer to the French hevol-
ution and the followin~ period of hapoleon.
If 80, this is Iebrand s view, not Eeddoes'.
113 1.207f.
114 Cf. ab 134-141 and c 225-233, ab 167-172
and c 258-267.
115 1.28lf.
116 C 363f.; cf. ab 306f.
117 See p.120 above.
118 This contention takes into account the purpose
of Romantic Irony BS conceived by Beddoes in
his letter quoted p. 139-40 above and by
Schlegel in the second extract quoted on p.
137-8 above.
ll~ At this late stage, this begs the question.
The actual determination of the main issue
depends upon one's own interpretation of the
play, but the present work takes it to be
the Isbrand story; this may underesti~ate the
importance of the Wolfram-Melveric aspeot of
the plot which certainly dominates the con-
clusion if not the earlier scenes. "The
main issue" could therefore be defined ae the
whole revenge complex about Iebrand, Wolfram
and Me1veric, including the independent dev-
elopment of the figure of Isbrand.
120 Op.cit., p.21Iff.
121 111 iii 260-2.
122 IV i 47.
123 ~ p.?51.
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The aim of the present work has been threefold: to
document and interpret where necessary the life of the
pnet of Death'p~ Bock, to interpret from p.everal
angles this compendious and unique dramatic creation, and
to eptablish to what extent ite composition bears traces
of the non-Fngll~h ba.ckground.
J The German influence can be r;ef'n to be inconsiFtent
in its eff~ct, emer~ing in isolated scenee, in a lyric
or two, and in philosophical attitudes which form part
but not the entire picture of Beddoes' personal vision.
It ie not as p.uperficial as Snow believes it to be,l
since he undere8ti~ates the value and u~e of Romantic
IronYf Jthough hlbs judgment mf.ty depend upon the interpret-
ative standpoint adopted vis a via the complex~~.
It may be interpreted, as he ~eemB to interpret it, in
termo of the themes of love and death/the grotep~ue; or,
in the terms of the present study, those of death and
the ironic viewpoint, the second ~f which embraces
Beddoee' philosophical and satirical vision. In thip
interpretation, which seems to be a truer one, Romantic
Irony is seen as a valid force.
De3th's Je~t B00.k is the product of a speculative
and lively intellect which drew incidentally in the couree
of compo~iti\n on English and German literary sourcoF. on
~cience, medicine, palaeont~ogy, astronomy, alchemy, ~nd
many ether branches of learning. Thus all are "influences"
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to a certain extent, but the German, in view of the cir-
cumstances cf the play's co:npoeition, de~erve~ pa.rticular
attention. In many ways it i~ central to the play.
The main tone of the me.cabr-e is Beddoee' alone, created
from contact with Elizabethan and Jacobean writers,
with the anglici~ed German Bub-literature of the terror
schorl; and from his own experience. To all the~e
insidic,uA force ~, Roma-ntic Irony offered e. par-t taL cor-
rective of indeterminable value a~ well ~s a me~ns to
2ere e t t ng the meca br-e tone; German trLlnpcendental pl:il-
o~ophy offerpd a w~y to express a creed he held indep-
endently of Romanticipm in general and deriv~d from the
ne ede (',f his own pe r-sone Lfty , Cont<1.ct with German
thought helped the poet to come to terms with life
itself, which in turn seems to have allowed him to com-
plete Death's Jp.st Bock 8a a fairly coherent ~tatement.
Thus if its i~portance to Beddoes himself seems greater
than its apparent contributicn to hi~ ~ork, this doee
not, however, invalidate the critical atandpoint, for
traces of Romantic Irony, to give a single instance,
may be detected in the play. As for the in~piraticnB
Beddoes may have gu.i:ned from literary eour-ce s , their
number and nature cannot be established with mathematical
certainty. At one ~xtreme it may be assumed, on hie own
evidence, that he read everything worth reading: Pierce's
aaeumpt t onj 3 and therefore anything remotely re~embling
hie C'wn thcught may ha.ve inspired him. This is patently
nonsense. In these matters it is beet to take the
middle course and evaluate each case on its merits. The
resulte neem to indicate an unsystematic borrowing of
the right idea for the p&rticular scene or situation, ae
would naturally be expected. Bach is subordinated to
the pattern of the whole. The apparent borrowing from
Tieck' fl Genrveva, which neeme to be a uni que instance of
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itA kind, must be an unconscious reminiscence; the
seeming parallel with the Goethe lyric in 1I1'he ewaTl.ow
leaves her nest" may be uno t he r- such , The German in-
fluence does in fact seem to colour the play, partic-
ularly if the full realisation of the folly theme ie to
be attributed to GermELn inRpiraticn; without this
background l)t=?E:th's Jest~ would not be the play it is.
If this is to be the criterion of jUdgment, the German
influence is far from superficial.
All thip di~cue8ion is eAFentially discussion of
a symptom, &nd in this concluding section it would be us
well to consider briefly the causee underlying Beddoes'
form of what has been named for 811 time the Romantic
Agony. £leath's Jest Book is the product o f an age.
The essence of the Romantic problem ie the search for a
perecnal identity; the symbol of it, the aeolian harp.
These two facts point the way to the crux of the mattpr.
The clue is to be found in the naturp. of the philosophy
of the age. It betT6.yA the tendency of its thought,
for no philoeopher is an opinion-maker; the terms of
hie doctrine pimply reveal the prev&iling temper of
the times. ThuB it ie, for example, that the eighteenth
century philosopher Aant is concerned with the ptate,
the general will, the Ding an sich: fixed values from
which his philosophy gains a solidity, an ethical Renee:
in fact, a Ben~e of identification with externals.
And thus i t i~ tha,t hi~ disciple Fichte, the figurehead
adopted by the Roma.ntics, re jects the Ding an sich and
all noumena in favour of the lch. He has no mass ethos,
for the non-Ich, the external, only exists in terms of
the lch. The individual is the centre of the cosmos.
Fichtean philoRophy sJlstematises the Etpirltual malaise
of the period, the fact that each individual is alone
as far as the choice (1f values and a life-etyle ~):e con-
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cerned. He is in the p('loition rlymb('llised by thA aeolian
harp. i'or some, Nuvali s for example, there WI:iB the
flaving grace of religic:ufl f,~ith; but for Beddo('fl there
1IVae not.
Irving .iJ&bbitt, WhOE€: Houeseau~ Homanticism con-
demnfl the movement npecifically for its lack of a c~ntral
ethic, cites Pygmalion as another Romantic ~ymbol.
Rr-marrt t c ~f'hn8ucht he cul l.e "the pur-out t f'f pure 111us-
icn".4 Beddoes' own "Pygmalion" expreeses thiro very
sentiment in its symbolism; the eculptor'~ deuth not
only fulfils this but provide(l the cnIy possible pol-
utinn to the ~ilemma. The arbitrariness cf the Roman-
tic ethic, which Ghifts every respc.·nflibili ty on to the
inadequate individual, i8 further revealed, in Babbitt's
opinicn, by the Homantic veI'E'ion of irony. While thiFl
claims a desc~nt from Socratefl, it replaces the fixed
reality at the centre of hie Weltanschauung with one of
itD own, which is no reality a~ all. 5 However, Babbitt
concedes, irony ie perhaps a merciful altern~tive to
madnens. Though he obViously did not have Beddoe!:' in
mind when he wrote that, the sentiment is pertinent.
To those Romantics who Fought it, there was in
fact the more positive olternative of action in the ex-
ternal world, in the 90cial context. The growing eelf-
conscloupne~8 of the late eighteenth century which bore
the germ of the Romantic movement and the whole modern
dualism was ~ccornpanied by its natural correlative, the
conscfcuene DB (If cthe r se Lves • Babbitt makee the point
that the in~~r ethical anarchy manifests itself in a
lust fer power in the context of the external world,6
or, in more Fympathetic terms, the deEire for a compen-
putory vindicuticn within society may tend tovy\\ds over-
compensati0n, ~ince its origins are literally selfish.
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Fichte himeelf was in fact the originator of the type
of nationalistic fervour which ip usually traced back to
~ietz8che, and that in a pejorative sense. Yet Fichte
only reproduced a desire already present in the conscious-
ness (',f the ~lge.
The nature of the Romantic'e activity when he turns
to thE' ',ut~i de wo1:ld opens up a whole new regi on of ideas,
but it will Buffice here to recall the poet Byron, whose
type of hero 1s seen by ~ario Fraz a~ the product of the
pen!'!i.bili ty of the age , and who dLe d in a noble cauee
that hf;l,d nr-thing to do with him. This iE' part (If the
desire for an identity in relation to the world, a depire
for recognition which is not adequately fulfilled by
the creation of literature, evrn if the literature i~
peopled with wish-fulfilJing ch~racter8. Hence behind
Isbrand ptandp ~eddoep, who may wish tm be an Isbrand,
but who lacks his self-confident wholeneEs. And euch
i8 the dU~li8m of Bom~ntic thought that Bedctoes had to
creute a Mario in the 8ervice of truth finn betray I~brand
dnd hie play. Beddoee himself ran true to type in his
search for a political identity, but in the final analyaie
the external world fuiled him and he died. Since he
preferred the politics of northern rurope, his wae not
the gloriouB death in battle of a Byron. His mind wae
more ~kin to the Gothic north than to the isles of
Greece, yet the com~uri8on is not vUluele~s, for Bedcoea
presents as typical a case history of the Romantic mal-
aise as Dyron. Nor were these men typical of an age
only: typical of the thinkers of an age, that is.
They were the forerunners of the modern freedom ridera
and Russellite humanists, of the Orwelle and ~emingwaye,
precur~ors in the empiric search for truth and an approach
to the pr-o hLem of being human, a ee e.r-oh perhaps not
alw&.ys unmotivnted by the Le 88 Laudc.bLe t.mpu Le es (If the
human ego.
Thus if we resume fer the last time the particular
case of Thomas Lovell veddoes, all the Romantic symptoms
will be seen to be present: the desire for artistic
creation, the problem that mU8t be solved empirically,
and to which there c.,n be no solution; the refuge in
irony, both Romantic and the more gener,,;l kind whf eh i s
Bed~oe~' habitual mcde of expre~nion in hiB letters;
the r.lore lasting and patiefti.ctory refuge in pclitical
activity; and ultimate compromise and dipillu~ionment;
the f~ilure rf ideals. Beddoes was a victim of his
age and hie own temperament; such wae hie nature and
the nature (·f hip personal problem that hip own f'go
was insufficient to sustain him, as was the outside
world. Within this alenp, the brradeet of contextf1,
lJenth's Jest ~, his work in 6eneral, and the apparent-
ly minor a.spect (f the German influence fall into a r:ig-
nl!icant pattern. To narrow the context ia to under-
estimate the Rubject.
The last word must be Donner'p:
From b<>ginning to end there rings through
his work a longing for the eternal, a
longing certainly also for love and com-
panicnship in the quest ••• or the kind •••
descrf.be d by C.~.Jjewie as fr1cndphip, a
marching abre~st in the ccmmon cause.
Had it been otherwise there would have been
no need for suicide. Beddoes's avocation,
the Co.U6e he embraced with the whole
ardour of his being, be it in poetry,
medicine, science or politics, with such
enthusiasm as estranged him from ctherp.
often - his bitter cup - WHe the search
for truth. Unable to find it in this
world, either or the scientific or the
human plane (und this wus a harrowing ex-
perience, not ~eldom repeated) he fought
what he ~aw as the well of truth, a domain
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where "earthly phsLion" if? no more, and
pought it by himeelf, alone.... This, 7
in my view, is the f'um of all his writing.
1 Up.cit., p.l66.
2 E.g., in the Songs ('f the l.t(,'{lths, "·::..ndrake'e
apj.e a.r-ance etc. The groter;que change s of
mood throw the emphasis back rn mood itself.
3 Op.cit., p.126.
4 Op.cit., p.lOl.
5 Ibid., p.242f.
6 Ibid., p.343ff.
7 Echoes of lleddoesian hamblep, 0tud1a l~eoph11­
rloglca, iS62, pp.263-4.
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0ince Professor Donner published hie edition
of the works of Thomas Iovell Be'ddoes with
an appended bibliography (pp.802-5), no
comprchen€ive bibliography of critical writing
on the poet and hi~ work has appe~red. The
titles marked b~low with an asterisk have
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are not listed elsewhere. Some were taken
from the ~ambridge Bibliography, but thip
Ls out of date a.nd deficient; the rest were
located by oth~r meuns, &nd the lipt does not
cl~im to be complete.
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